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Preface
A whole collection of books, essays and papers has been written on how
architects think and design. Why then still another book on the subject?
The origin of his research lies in questions stemming from teaching and research
on Design Morphology at the Eindhoven University of Technology, Faculty of
Building and Architecture, Department of Architecture and Urban Planning.
Looking for a sound theoretical basis on the development of architectural form in
the design process, we at the Design Morphology Group discovered that very little
is known about the working styles of profe5sional architects, or rather, what is
known is incidental and mostly related to celebrated architects.
The literature in this field can be split in two main categories: texts by
authors who think they know how architects design or should design, and texts by
authors who try experimentally to describe and model the ways and means of
architectural design. Either professionals generalise about the process on the basis
of their own experience or at most that of a few professionals they know, or
researchers tend to study students as their subjects. Students have yet to develop a
mature working and designing style. When professionals were the subjects of
experiments, these have taken place within very constricted limits, and without
taking into consideration the personal temperaments of the subjects.
Moreover, an a priori model of architectural design as problem solving or as a
special kind of creative thinking is more often than not the background of
research.
It was fortunate that at the University of Brabant at Tilburg professor
Hettema (of the Faculty of Social Sciences, Department of Personality
Psychology) was conducting research on strategies and tactics of people in
stressful situations. This was a welcome context for the research, as it was
possible to collaborate and obtain a grant from SOBU (Co-operation Centre
Tilburg and Eindhoven Universities).
While the research was initiated by me and being done at Eindhoven
under my daily supervision, professor Hettema, together with professor Wa9"J:er
(who occupies the chair of Computer Aided Design at our Department of
Architecture and Urban Planning) and professor Thomassen from Nijmegen
University and NICI (Nijmegen Institute for Cognition and Information), took on
the responsibilities as first, second and co-promotor respectively of Anton van
Bakel's Ph.D. research.
What then does Anton van Bakel's Ph.D. work add to the existing corpus
of research? After he was chosen to conduct the research, rather than trying to
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find out what practising architects think, he directed his attention to the topics
they are thinking about and the amount of time spent on each. Topics like the
concept, situation or program to be used, or the parties and knowledge bases
involved.
His study is thus not a work on design method but on real and practical
design strategies and the personal dispositions involved. Because he worked with
experienced designers, successful in their own professional practice, no value
judgement in good or bad strategies or temperaments was relevant and all
strategies and dispositions were considered equal.
What is evident, is the surprising variety of working styles between the
three main poles which were found. One could say that there are as many
working styles as there are architects. The poles imply no pigeonholing or
labelsticking as being necessary or intended, but bring well tested categorised
concepts into the open in order to extract their full meaning and relationships to
each other and the reality beyond.
There is no reason then to impose one's own working style and
dispositions on both architectural students in an educational setting or to partners
and assistants in the design office. Let thousand working styles and temperaments
bloom either individually or in teams! And not only to enhance the
communication between the members of a design and/or project team, but also
to adapt the planning and management of work to the individual strengths of the
designers involved.
But like anything we discover, create or invent, the findings can be used
in a right or wrong way. While the model shows a continuous spectrum of
working styles, a superficial reader can reduce them to rigid categories. For an
approach in depth, one ought to see the results of Anton van Bakel's research as
a spotlight on an underexposed aspect of design practices, and as a possibility to
enrich these practices by the empirical and theoretical reflection he proposes.
Roel Daru,
Senior Lecturer
Design Morphology
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Note by the author: In this dissertation the pronouns 'he' or 'his' are used not as
an indication of gender but as a convention to refer to people in general.
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Introduction
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Architectural 'intentions' are said to
be the responsibility of the individual
designer, or the bodies who instruct
him. (B. Hillier and Adrian Leaman, (1975)
The architecture of architecture, in: D.
Hawkes (ed.) Models and systems in
architecture and building, pp 5-28)

1. Introduction
During the last century theorists have discussed and tried to reason
about the intriguing characteristics of architectural design processes.
Most of these research workerswere anxious to rationalise the design
process. Rationalising the design process would not only allow them to
discuss the quality of the expertise but also to develop (expert-)
systems, instruments and tools to support design processes. Topics of
interest were about the structure of the decision making process, the
parallels between architectural designing, creative behaviour and
problem solving (figure 1) and very often about the development,
improvement or adjustment of design methods. This research will
describe differences in strategic working styles of architectural
designing from a personality point of view. Design strategies pertain to
a preferred plan or approach to work on a design project (see also
section 3 .1). To prevent confusion in terminology we would like to
introduce a distinction between design and designing.
Designing in this dissertation refers to the process to obtain a
design object or product. The term design generally refers to the
product, object or result of the designing process. The personal
preferences of architectural designers and their influence on
architectural designing, induced the initiator of this research, Roel
Daru, to set up a co-operation program together with Joop Hettema, .·
between the Faculty of Building and Architecture of the Eindhoven
University of Technology and the Faculty of Social Sciences of the
University of Brabant. The program resulted in a PhD. study on
architectural styles of designing conducted by the author of this thesis.
The study was financed by SOBU (Co-operation Centre Tilburg and
Eindhoven Universities) because of the involvement of two disciplines
of these universities.
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Figure 1. Problem Solving and Decision Making Metaphor. Many studies on
architectural designing used a problem solving or decision making metaphor
from the cognitive sciences to study design behaviour.

We are particularly interested in the relationship between the
architectural design process and personal preferences of the architect,
that might have a large influence on the strategic character of this
process. We will study this from an empirical point of view. On the
one hand methodologists in the technical and architectural sciences
claim to look for the one and only ideal or rational design process.
On the other hand architects themselves talk about their unique way of
doing things and claim to have their own personal design method or
working style. They feel uncomfortable squirming themselves into a
bodice of activity sequences that do not match their personal
preferences. Maybe these theories and methods are useful in teaching
design to students, but once these students have become experienced
designers it appeared from personal communications with these
designers, that many claim to have soon abandoned the importance of
these theories and methods in design practice due to a unique
individual way of doing things. This view of the uniqueness of each
individual's (designing) behaviour or working style is shared with a
number of approaches in the social sciences.
Three models have been tested to explain personal preferences in
strategic design behaviour. A model that explains differences in
behaviour from the Person using traits or types (Eysenck, 196 7,
Cattell, 1947, 1965, and Jung, 1933), a model that explains
behaviour from the environment or Situation (Barker & Associates,
1978 and Moos & Insel , 1974) and a model termed lnteractionism
that explains human behaviour from an interaction between the
Person and the Situation (Endler & Magnusson, 1976; Magnusson &
Endler, 1977; Ozer, 1986, Hettema, 1989).
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It is not the intention of this thesis to offer yet another design method.
The focus of this thesis lies on testing which model can account for
differences in Strategic styles of architectural designing using a
multi-disciplinary research approach. Therefore this thesis is not just
another essay about what architects do when no one is looking. It is
not an attempt to completely clarify the architect's Black Box. Nor is it
about another description of a merely process oriented cognitive
approach of architectural designing. Instead of describing architectural
designing from a decision making, personality independent approach,
a multi-disciplinary approach will be used to distinguish individual
differences in strategic styles of architectural designing.
This approach describes architectural designing from a
personality point of view. This allows us to empirically distinguish
individual differences in working styles of architectural designing. It is a
scientific experimental approach to uncover what are the architectural
style determining features of strategic designing. The main question to
be answered is: can individual differences in architectural design
processes be distinguished, and if so, how? Or in other words: what
are the building blocks of distinctive strategic working styles? We
particularly wanted to find out whether strategic working styles are
determined by personality dispositions and whether they are related to
personality characteristics such as temperaments. We also want to
touch upon the question: how strategic working styles relate to
preferred product style types. To find an answer to these questions,
first a number of issues need to be discussed, and the operational
domain needs to be clearly defined, before the most suitable
experimental design for each question can be set up. To do this the
thesis will therefore be divided into five parts. Each part may be of
particular interested to a specific group of people.
Part I will be about the background issues of this research. We
believe it is of particular interest to parties involved in design in general
and architedural design in particular. The first chapter of part I will
briefly discuss the characteristics of the architectural design domain in
relation to other design disciplines such as artistic and industrial
design. This discussion will be followed by a description of the concept
of style in general and style in architectural designing respectively in
chapter 2 and 3 of part I. The relevance of the ability to distinguish
architectural working styles will be discussed in relation to a number of
involved parties in the (support of) architectural design processes such
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as software developers, teachers, students, project managers et
cetera in chapter 4 of part I. The general characteristics of
methodologies, methods and theories of designing to be considered in
setting up a useful experimental design, will be discussed in chapter 5
of part I. The last chapter of part I discusses a number of research
approaches and the question of style illustrated by some examples.
Part II will describe the exploratory research approach of the
thesis and the six strategic styles of designing that were found. A
number of top down and bottom up studies will be described. Subjects
in this exploratory study were experienced architectural designers.
Chapter 1 of Part II will introduce the exploratory research approach
and the related research questions. In chapter 2 of part II the method
to conduct the exploratory research is given. It describes the
knowledge acquisition and structuring techniques used in the different
research approaches. In chapter 3 a description is given of the sample
of experienced architects that co-operated in this pilot study. In
chapter 4 of part II the top down and bottom up exploratory style
assessment research is discussed, followed by the results and
discussion. Chapter 5 of Part II gives a summary and the conclusions
of the exploratory approach. Chapter 6 gives a general discussion of
the research results. In chapter 7, six preliminary strategic styles of
architectural designing (also referred to as working styles) are
described. And the last chapter of Part II discusses the implications of
these findings for a number of disciplines and involved parties.
Part III discusses the experimental research approach to test:
"Which model is the most suitable model to explain strategic
differences in styles of architectural designing?" and "Are strategic
style differences related to personality characteristics such as
temperaments?" Chapter 1 will introduce the experimental approach,
followed by the expe~imental style assessment method in chapter 2.
Chapter 3 describes the results, followed by a discussion in chapter 4.
The chapter also discusses a mathematical system to visualise the
individual strategic style preferences with respect to the six styles that
were found. In chapter 5 an experiment is discussed about the
relations between strategic styles and a number of temperaments.
Finally the conclusions of this experimental approach are summarised
and discussed in chapter 6 of Part III.
Part IV describes the origins and effects of student's strategic
working styles in architectural designing and their preferred product
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style types. It was of particular interest to find out how strategic
working styles and product styles types are related and might possibly
differ between subjects, due to differences in the design curriculum.
Another point of interest was to find out how a pref erred designing
strategy might possibly be adjusted to the requirements of the
particular design studio or design curriculum of each faculty. Chapter 1
gives a short introduction, followed by the strategic working style
assessment in chapter 2 and the product style type assessment in
chapter 3. Chapter 4 summarises the conclusions and implications of
these results.
Part V of this thesis summarises the general conclusions,
implications and suggestions on this style research. Chapter I of Part V
summarises the results and conclusions of Part II, Ill and IV. Chapter 2
discusses the implications of these results for different disciplines,
people and involved parties. In chapter 3 some general suggestions
are given how knowledge about these styles of architectural designing
can be used . Chapter 4 of Part V describes the sµggestions for a
follow up research related to the tactical aspect of the working styles.
In the appendix an unfolding technique is discussed which was
also used to visualise strategic preferences. Furthermore two style
assessment instruments are presented, which were developed by the
author during this research on styles of architectural designing. The
instruments were used in some of the studies described in Part N. The
tool to assess the strategic working style was developed based on the
results of Part II and Ill. The tool to assess product style type
preferences was developed on the basis of the ideas developed by
Dondis (1973) Daru & Daru (1981) and van Bake! & Daru (1993).

1.1. Different Domains of Designing
In this section we will try to show that definitions of design differ
between different disciplines in which they are used. According to
Simon (197 5) in ordinary language we apply the term 'design' only to
problem solving that aims at synthesising new objects. Choosing the
site or location of a plant is not usually called a design problem, even if
the set of available alternatives is infinite. On the other hand we would
agree that an architect working on a room layout for a house is
engaged in design. But what about an interior designer. Choosing the
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location of furniture and other objects is still considered a design
process. According to Simon (1975) this is because an interior
designer does not have a simple finite algorithm for going directly to a
solution and because the processes we do have for tackling the
problem, involve synthesising the solution from component decisions
that are selective, cumulative and tentative. The problem space
through which also an interior designer is searching, is not a space of
interior designs, but a space of interior design components and
partially completed interior designs.
Another definition of design from system analysis is given by
Coyne, Rosenman, Radford, Balachandran, and Gero (1990).
"Design involves a conscious effort to arrive at a state of affairs in
which certain characteristics are evident. Design is also the process
of originating systems and predicting how these systems will fulfil
objectives. When we design we have an end in mind, but this end
does not constitute the final artefact". In general, design begins with
the realisation of a need - a dissatisfaction with existing conditions and a realisation that some course of action must be taken. Norman
(1988) has an interesting way of putting it: "Designing is the
repeated introduction of constraints until finally a unique product
remains". Another assumption about design is, that it is discovery
based and that the designer has some desired product or a set of
functions of a not yet existing artefact in mind (Koppelaar, 1992). To
illustrate that styles of designing do not necessarily generalise across
different domains or disciplines, three design disciplines and their
characteristics will be discussed in the next section.
Artistic designing
In artistic designing very often the design problem originates in the
designer's mind instead of the mind of a principal or project manager.
It is the artists' initiated designing that will be discussed here . Once the
artist has decided what goal he wants to achieve in a project he is free
in choosing the materials and elements he thinks are necessary or
required to transmit the message of his art . After creating his personal
design problem he defines his own criteria to test and evaluate
whether his goals have been achieved or not. In fact the need that has
to be satisfied in this type of designing is the need of the designer
himself. Two types of artistic designing can be distinguished.
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Figure 2. The Artistic Designer. An artistic
designer is often in the position to determine
his own goal that he wants to achieve, to
determine which materials to use, and to
decide himself when the job is done. Could it
be described as more Autonomous?

The object of the first type is to approach reality as closely as possible
(as exemplified by artists as varied as Gerhard Richter and Carl Andre ,
as Peter Struyken or Jean-Marc Bustamante).
The object of the second type is to challenge the closed nature of
reality by positing in contrast, a personal, an alternative reality, by
taking up a position (for example Arnulf Rainer, Joseph Beuys, Mat
Mullican and Lucassen) (Tilroe, 1992). Van Bake!, an artist belonging
to the second category, once told me that the intention of his
sculptures and 'machines' are about what the observer himself
perceives in the object even though he himself had some different
ideas about the meaning of the sculpture or machine.
The observer has the same freedom to use his own personal
reality to understand the meaning of the object as the artist had the
freedom in creating it (van Bake!, 1992). Because of the immense
personal freedom of goal-settings by the artist in this type of designing,
it is very difficult to generalise about artistic designing preferences in
this context.
Industrial design
Industrial design is quite different from artistic designing. First of all,
most of the time it is the need of the principal that needs to be
satisfied. Instead of satisfying a personal need like in the case of the
artistic design process described above, it is the need of the principal
that often dominates the design process. A principal may for instance
ask for a special kind of disposal mechanism for a train carriage. The
principal sometimes already has a list of functional requirements. The
final product must function in a world that has a shared common
perception whereas artistic could also be aimed at triggering or
challenging a personal, alternative reality. Despite of these
requirements and restrictions there is still no straightforward process to
be followed. Very often in industrial design the designer is able to
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Figure 3. The Industrial Designer.

One very important difference between
architectural and industrial design is the
possibility to use rapid prototyping, for
. instance when designing a diskette box.

design a prototype. This prototype can be tested and evaluated. The
test and evaluation results can be a reason to change some parts of the
prototype. Prototyping is very difficult in architectural designing as will
become clear in the next section. Very often industrial design has been
studied as a specific kind of problem solving referred to as ill-defined
problem 'solving (Simon, 1970, Cross, 1992).
Also in industrial design, it has been argued, and there is some
evidence from studies to suggest, that designers use a way of doing
things or styles of reasoning that are particular to design thinking.
Cross (1992) gives us the following observations about the cognitive
strategies of designers:

• Designers habitually treat problems as though they are illdefined.
• Designers use solution-focused cognitive strategies for problem
resolution.
• Designers use a particular form of reasoning.
Despite of the fact that the problem space of industrial design is quite
different from the problem space of architectural designing there are
some similarities as well, as we shall see in the next section on
architectural designing.
Architectural designing
According to Rapoport (1979) the purpose of architectural designing
goes beyond the shelter function of modifying the micro climate .
Architectural designing can provide settings for certain activities;
remind people of what these activities are; signify power, status, or
privacy; express and support (cosmological) beliefs; communicate
information; help establish individual or group identity; and encode
value systems. If shelter were the only, or even the principal, function
of architecture, we would find less variations in forms. Goals of
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Figure 4. Architectural Designing.
This type of designing is more than just
providing shelter. It can signify power,
status or privacy. Each architectural design
process is different from previous ones
because many conditions change.

architecture have been expressed in the Vitruvian terms of firmness,
commodity, and delight. In more current language these values would
be technology, function, and aesthetics (Moore, 1979). Architecture is
a synthetic discipline, and architects are more and more using (self
imposed) constraints (Daru & Daru, 1992) consciously or
unconsciously closely related to engineering, the social sciences, and
the arts respectively to obtain satisficing solutions (Simon, 1970). It
was therefore not surprising that the participants and organisers of the
1962 conference on Design Methods (Jones, 1963) included
Building scientists, Engineers, Industrial designers, Artists and even
Psychologists, all representatives of different disciplines.
Constraints related to these sciences have been integrated by
architects within the design process, and good architecture has always
responded to them. As the world has become more complex, and as
knowledge in these three areas has become more voluminous and
more specialised, architects have emphasised one or more of these
values. And perhaps strategic style preferences originate from these
emphases.
Every time an architect makes a drawing or sketch, he makes
assumptions about human needs and a decision about how the built
environ~ent can best serve these needs. In many cases these
assumptions are unconscious, the decision making process is not
analytic, and the resulting building is not evaluated to find out how well
it actually works.
In practice each architectural design project is a separate event
that often brings the major participants together for the first time:
owner, architects, engineers, contractors, and subcontractors. This
system of temporary relationships works only because, through the
years, methods of working together have become relatively
standardised.
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Standardised methods include the types of contracts used, style and
content of drawings, division of responsibilities and expectations of all
parties about how the other parties will act. Participants in an
architectural design project can be:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Owner, (Who is a key figure in the building
process but is often neglected in discussion -of
the subject. The owner initiates projects and at
each stage makes decisions that control the final
outcome).
The User,
The Architect,
Consultants,
Building officials,
Lending Institutions,
Insurance Institutions,
General Contractors,
Speciality Contractors,
Fabricators,
Indirect Participants.

Of course this list shows just a few examples and certainly may be
incomplete. The order in the list also should not be conceived as
showing any hierarchy or level of importance. The list is just given to
show that many different parties are involved in an architectural design
project. Most research workers that investigate architectural designing
describe the process as a problem solving process. This can be done
verbally or by the use of schematic process models. Before giving our
definition of architectural designing let me give some examples of how
architectural designing has been defined by a number of these
researchers.
According to Foz (1972, PP- 11) architectural designing can be
defined as "the transformation of the brief, whether it is vague or
not, into a proposed shape." Another description is given by
Boekholt (1985). Translated from Dutch he uses a twofold definition
which describes architectural designing as "an activity that is aimed
at imagining an innovative solution of the design problem, that
does not yet exist in the mind of the designer with an extra
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restriction that designing is not equal to (re-) producing a standard
solution", and as "a succession of arrangements that results from
becoming aware of a problem and leads to the development of a
design(-plan)".
Lawson (1978) gives the following description of architectural
designing: "The production of a three-dimensional structure of
space and form to accommodate an abstract structure of related
human activities". And Alexander (1963) describes architectural
designing as: "Finding the right physical components of a physical
structure".
According to Rowe (1987) another interesting characteristic of
architectural designing is that design is to be seen as a normative
enterprise in which the resulting proposals are about what is proper.
He suggests that we must ask ourselves what the source is of the
design ideas. Maybe we will never be able to track the origin of the
ideas completely, but being able to classify the origins of the ideas
might help us explaining differences in styles of designing.
In most of the descriptions above, the essential difference
between architectural designing and for instance artistic or industrial
design remains unclear. Unique for architectural designing is the
combination of the designing of a space and the use of this space,
where sometimes the form follows function, and sometimes the
function follows form. This can be explained from the fact that
prototyping used to be very difficult or was even impossible in
architectural designing. It was difficult to create a prototype of a
building to check whether functional requirements are met and tear it
down and start all over if the requirements are not met. By the time
the architectural design has become sufficiently detailed for a reliable
evaluation, the process has already consumed considerable time and
money and at that time considering other options than the ones
chosen at earlier stages is usually too late (van Leusen, 1994).
Industrial or artistic design is in this sense more flexible. Perhaps with
the introduction of Virtual Reality systems this shortcoming in
architectural designing has been eliminated
In a preliminary description architectural designing can be defined
as a task to compose a building that satisfies a maximum set or most
important set of (self imposed) constraints and requirements without
the use of prototyping. A further specification of this definition is given
in section 1.3.
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1.2. Design Skills
Skilled designers not only reason and represent but they do these
effectively. That is, they generate new information and representations
for some specific purpose they have in mind. Whether they are
conscious of it or not, they go about design in a goal directed way.
Skilled designers use their experiences of previous design projects.
The goal they wish to achieve refers to why they do what they do.
They set to accomplish goals which build toward their final proposals.
Sometimes these goals are fashioned around the representational
hierarchies and at other times around principles of 'good design
practice' developed through experience.
Silverstein and Jacobson (1985) put it this way: "It is far easier
for a professional designer to accept hidden programs and go on to
demonstrate his expertise with methods and styles that embellish
and improve the form. Furthermore, fundamental restructuring is
a job that requires, in addition to design skills, a kind of sustained
social insight with historical-political dimensions and a strong ear
to the ground- that is, the ability to understand people and what
they feel but can hardly say. In short, the skills required are not the
kind that one picks up at school or while apprenticing at
Skidmore, Owings and Merrill. "
In this thesis it is agreed that to find hidden programs one needs
to be confronted and trained with several real life design projects.
There is disagreement however, that these kind of skills could not be
trained at school or during the internship. Maybe they cannot fully
develop in say 4 to 5 years at a school of architecture. But neither is
there an end-point in design practice. Design skills can be developed
as long as one is an active practitioner. Later in the section on
definitions this will be referred to as the designing strategy of an
architect. It is assumed here that skilled designers have a much riper
strategy to obtain a certain goal. Architectural design students may
also have strategic design preferences but they are at the cradle of
development.
Regardless who designs, we may ask ourselves what are the best
or most important design skills? Where should one begin? With
choosing a structural system? With identifying behaviour patterns?
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With seeking particular spatial patterns and form relationships? Or are
these choices between design skills and design actions dependent on
personal preferences. Architectural design is often described as an illdefined problem solving process as we shall see in chapter 1.3 on
problem solving.
Buildings do more than provide shelter and space for human
activity. Architecture affects our feelings and emotions, and skilled
architects know how to accomplish this. Since architecture has always
been seen, thought of and taught as a form of art and aesthetic
expression for which appropriate philosophies are needed, such
philosophies have been generated and used by skilled designers to
justify design decisions (when objective evaluation criteria are absent or
not relevant in the discussion) or to uncover and explain the meaning
of architecture.
In the history of design theory it has often been argued that
design procedures typically have two underlying biases: they are either
biased by Induction or Deduction (Attoe, 1979). Induction
procedures begin with details. Through accretion the details, or partial
solutions, finally add up to a complete building form.
Deduction design procedu~es begin with an overall intention or
idea about the building and let details grow out of that central theme.
However we believe that induction and deduction procedures are
seldom followed exclusively in designing buildings. No single process
can satisfy the complex requirements characteristic of modern
buildings. Even as underlying biases in designing, they can have an
impact. Whether a building grows out of a key idea or whether it is a
collection of small decisions is usually evident. Design theorists
recently have been arguing that these two underlying biases are not
the only ones to be found in architectural designing. Coyne et. al.
(1990) argue that in design processes a third reasoning type can be
used to describe designing called abcluctive reasoning which was
originally introduced by Peirce and described by Klaus and Buhr
(1970). Roozenburg and Eekels (1991) and Roozenburg (1992) argue
that previous reasoning types have nothing to do with designing and
introduce their own reasoning type 'ontwerp' (Dutch: Design). Daru
(1993) adds a fourth type which he refers to as 'adductive reasoning'.
According to Daru contrary to what Roozenburg and Eekels claim
each reasoning type can be used in architectural designing. The
reasoning type may vary with the working style of the designer.
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The question would be whether these reasoning types inferred from
design theory can be traced empirically from the observation of
experienced architects. We will return to this issue later in the
discussion of the protocol results in Part II.
Problems in architecture are typically complex. They are technical
(requiring structure and mechanical systems, for example); social
(requiring attention to the needs and wants of diverse users as well as
the principal who commissions and pays for the building); and
aesthetic, ecological, or political as well. Whereas some schools of
architecture establish priorities among these necessary concerns, it is
believed here that it depends fully on the skills and personal
preferences of the designer which approach of priorities he can use
most successfully in a particular design project.

1.3. Definitions
Many researchers on architectural design processes such as Hamel
(1990), Simon (1975) and Rowe (1987), assume that the architectural
design process can be studied as a specific kind of problem solving
task. Others like Archer (1969) stress the importance of studying
architectural designing as a decision making task. This study on style
differences in design strategies is not a cognitive study on architectural
designing, but a personality study on strategic styles of architectural
designing. Despite of this quite different approach, it might be
appropriate to explain why these analogies have very often been used
and what the benefits or shortcomings of these approaches are with
respect to a personality approach of style differences in architectural
designing styles.
Decision Making .
According to Archer (1969) design is a goal-directed activity that
involves the making of decisions. But architectural design is more than
just decision making. Taking a closer look at what the premises for
decision making are, can lead to the conclusion that studying
architectural design from a pure cognitive decision making analogy
would not do justice to this expertise. According to Ang and Tang
(1982), decision making should include: a list of all feasible
alternatives; a list of all possible outcomes associated with each
alternative; an estimation of the probability associated with each
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possible outcome; the criterion for decision; and a systematic
evaluation of all alternatives.
For an architectural designer it would be impossible to set up a list
of all feasible alternatives and then try to systematically evaluate them.
It is suggested here that a decision making conception of architectural
designing in the sense of Ang and Tang (1982) can only be used in
case the solution space of alternatives is reduced to an acceptable
limit. This reduction could be obtained by the introduction of self
imposed constraints by the individual designer. These self imposed
· constraints might be determined by personal preferences, where these
personal preferences might be the determining factors {or attributes) of
a working style.
Problem Solving
In one of the previous chapters, the idea of theories using some kind
of analogy to explain architectural designing was discussed. Perhaps
the problem solving analogy is the most popular among them. The
concept problem solving will be described according to the definitions
of some authors. The first author is Simon, an authority on problem
solving studies. Simon (1970) states that: "Problem solving ,is often
described as a search through a vast maze of possibilities, a maze
that describes the environment. Successful problem solving
involves searching the maze selectively and reducing it to
manageable proportions." This selective search could be a factor,
responsible for the emergence of a working style. Simon (1970) also
states that "..... solving a problem simply means representing it so
as to make the solution transparent". Different representations
might result in different search paths and thus reflect a working style.
The concept problem is defined by Newell, Shaw and Simon
(1960) as " ..... a situation in which the subject desires some
outcome or state of affairs that he does not immediately know how
to attain. Imperfect knowledge about how to proceed is at the core
of the genuinely problematic". The process of goal attainment is
assumed to be diverse, otherwise it would not be considered to be a
problem. This implies the possibility to obtain the desired goal with
different strategies. These different strategies may reflect different
working styles.
According to Anderson (1980) there are three main criteria for
deciding that an individual is engaging in problem solving activities:
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1) The activities must be goal directed, i.e ., the individual
attempts to attain a particular end state.
2) The attainment of the goal or solution must involve a
sequence of mental processes rather than just one.
3) The processes involved should be discernibly cognitive.
With respect to the first criterion differences in style can be attributed
to the particular end state a designer wants to attain, as well as to in
what way the end state is attained. With respect to the second
criterion the mental processes can reflect a personal working style.
And with respect to the third criterion differences in cognitive
processes and cognitive representations of the task can be responsible
for the emergence of style.
Another definition is given by Mayer (1983). He states that
Givens , Goals and Obstacles are the characteristics of a problem.
Givens are defined as a certain state in which the problem begins,
accompanied by conditions, objects, pieces of information and so
forth being present at the onset of work on the problem. Goals pertain
to the desired or terminal state of the problem, and thinking is
required to transform the problem from the given to the goal state. We
believe that the desired or terminal state of the problem may differ
between different architects and therefore pertain to style differences.
Finally obstacles pertain to certain ways a thinker has at his disposal to
change the given state or the goal state of the problem, and that he
doesn't know the correct answer or sequence of behaviours that will
solve the problem. The specific behaviour as well as the importance of
each action related to a factor is believed to be related to differences in
styles of designing. Since the correct answer or sequence of
behaviours to solve the problem is unknown, a designer might choose
to use a strategy that proved to be successful in previous design
projects and thus show the application of a working style.
The problem solving method assumes that environmental needs
are problems that can be solved through careful analysis and deliberate
procedures. Designing is often viewed not as an intuitive process only,
characterised by inspirations, but as a sequential step by step process
dependent upon solid information. One requirement of such deliberate
design method is that the problem must be well and specifically stated.
Another feature of problem solving methods in design is a deliberate
and integrated procedure. To be considered rational, the procedure
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must include at least three stages: analysis, synthesis, and evaluation.
Hamel (1990) dedicates a complete chapter to this subject and
summarises a lot of definitions, designers give on the subject
'architectural design'. He concludes that, based on these definitions,
architectural designing can be studied as problem solving and that the
result of this problem solving process, the design outcome, can be
judged and tested on quantitative as well as qualitative demands.
But many research workers using the problem solving analogy to
rationalise the design process, realised that architectural design is not
merely problem solving. They had to change the problem solving
conception. The architect does not know before hand what the
optimal solution is. Maybe there is not just one solution but a large
domain of solutions, each satisfying its own group of subjective
criteria. In the original problem solving conception the goal or end
state was known but the process how to achieve it was unknown. In
the new conception called ill-defined problems means as well as ends
are unknown. Chan (1990) states that "Architectural design is one
kind of problem solving which primarily involves a series of actions
that must be performed in order to solve a design problem.
Typically, a designer does not know in advance what the goal state
is or whether a candidate solution is indeed a solution. The design
problem is therefore categorised as an ill-defined problem" . Using
this problem solving conceptualisation of the architectural design
process, offers many possibilities to distinguish differences in styles of
designing as we have seen. Before deciding at what level we want to
study these differences in styles of designing, a different
conceptualisation of architectural designing will be discussed in the
next paragraph.
Puzzle Making
There are research workers that make an exception to this line of
reasoning that assumes that architectural designing can be conceived
as problem solving. One of them is Archea. He states that the
architect is not involved in problem solving but in 'Puzzle Making'
(Archea, 1987). His line of reasoning is as follows: Because of the fact
that it is not known what the effect of a design is before it is completed
as a building, architectural design cannot be seen as problem solving.
When the architectural design process is started, a lot of criteria and
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demands are not yet known. This in contrast with problem solving,
which is a decision task where candidate solutions can be tested with
respect to the demands and restrictions mentioned. Another exception
is illustrated by Shon (1983) who suggests that it mightnot be possible
to stretch problem solving techniques and the tenets of technical
rationality on which they are based far enough to include what
architects do when they say they are designing.
Designing as Problem Solving & Puzzle Making

But what does the actual design situation of architects look like with
respect to these definitions and characteristics? Architects design for a
principal, to attract attention, to achieve the goals described in the
brief or to express the joy of designing. For instance the building
should consist of a specific amount of rooms with a certain
organisation, volume, surface, facilities and so on. Most of the time
however, the brief does not contain an explicit description of what the
building should look like. Designer might use this freedom as an
opportunity to express their personal preferences. Compositional or
form aspects if they are described, are mostly described on subjective
grounds like "the building should express the company's image"
(Burger, 1994).
The two descriptions of the architectural design situation
mentioned above, problem solving and Puzzle Making, might be a
useful bifurcation to solve this twofold brief (figure 5). The aspect of
the architectural design process that pertains to the brief and has
nothing to do with shape aspects, can be studied as a problem solving
process simply because of the fact that the solution may be checked by
its objective characteristics that will have to be attained. Whether this
part of the project is conceived as well-defined, ill-defined or wicked
problems, probably depends on the complexity of the specific project
at hand. The aspect of the architectural design process that pertains to
personal preferences can be studied as Puzzle Making because of the
fact that there is no good or false solution. To be able to distinguish
differences in architectural designing, perhaps a closer look at these
personal preferences can help us to determine what the style
determining features are. Before doing this we will discuss the concept
of style in general and style in architectural designing in particular.
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Figure 5. Design as Problem Solving and Puzzle Making,
The brief includes requirements that often can be checked on criteria,
The problem solving metaphor is often useful in obtaining the functional
requirement$, Form is often obtained from a background of personal
preferences, The Puzzle Making metaphor might be a useful one to describe
Self imposed Constraints.
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On Style Research

A style is: 1) the distinguishing way in
which something is done, said,
written, made, executed, et cetera;
2) the distinctive character of a
particular school, or type of music,
painting, architecture or writing et
cetera or of the work of a particular
person; 3) the way in which literary
or musical content is expressed; 4)
manner or tone assumed in speech
or oratory. (Cayne B.S. (1991) Webster's
Dictionary. Lexicon Publications Inc. New
York).

2. On Style Research
The English word 'Style' is adapted via the Old French from the Latin
'Stilus' and was originally associated with writing or the manner of
writing. From the beginning of the eighteenth century style referred to
a mode of skilled construction, execution or production (Johnson,
1994). The concept of style and the application of the term in
different disciplines and researches is quite diverse. It would be
impossible to review all books and researches on this topic in a
dissertation let alone in one s\ngle chapter. However to explain our
conceptualisation of style in designing an overview of some definitions
and descriptions closely related to architectural designing can help us
in this process.
Dictionary Definitions on Style
Style is such a complex concept, with different explanations given to
the meaning of the term that a simple discussion of the definitions
given in a dictionary would not suffice. On the other hand using these
elementary dictionary definitions might enable us to clarify and
elaborate on the concept in general and with respect to the aims of
this research in particular. A short summary of the dictionary
definitions of just two dictionaries would also be interesting just to
show the reader the diverse meanings of the concept. A dictionary
definition is given by Koenen & Drewes (1976). They make a
distinction between four meanings of the concept. The first is: al,
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style as a way of expression in written words. The second
interpretation is: a2, that of a general way of expression, like in the
common features of a certain school or period in art. The third
description is: a3, that of a way of doing things like in a habit. The
fourth and last is: a4, that of a chronological systemlike in the
Gregorian or Julian chronology.
Cayne (1991), defines style as: bl the distinguishing way in which
something is done, said, written, made, executed, et cetera: b2 the
distinctive character of a particular school, or type of music, painting,
architecture or writing etc. or of the work of a particular person: b3
the way in which literary or musical content is expressed: b4 manner
or tone assumed in speech or oratory: b5 sort, a new style of
landscape: b6 (pop.) preferred type, not my style of film: b7 the
fashion, pattern and cut of clothing: b8 a person's full title: b9 correct
mode of address, what's the correct style for addressing a dean?:
b 10 (without article) a mode of living or way of acting judged elegant
or distinguished: bl 1 (hist .) a writing instrument for use on wax
tablets: bl2 the conventions followed by a printer or publisher in using
capital letters, hyphens, certain spellings etc.: bl3 (bot.) the slender
stalk.like portion of the pistil connecting the stigma to the ovary: bl4
(zoo/.) an abdominal bristlelike process on male insects.
First of all these two lists obtained from just two dictionaries show
how diverse the concept of style has been defined in different
disciplines. Though a number of these statements with respect to the
relevance of this research can be excluded, there still remain enough
descriptions to cause confusions.
Because style has been studied in a number of disciplines such as
cognitive and social sciences, art, writing and poetry as well as
architecture, maybe a closer look at some of the definitions from these
disciplines can help us to define our working definitions as they are
going to be used in this study on strategic styles of architectural
designers. Only some of the disciplines will be discussed. This is mainly
because the concept of style itself has not always been the focus of
discussion. The concept of style has often been used for descriptive
purposes only without questioning the style concept itself. Another
reason is that in many disciplines the concept of style has mainly been
used in a normative non-empirically approach. Only recently has the
discussion of style been reintroduced and accepted in different
disciplines.
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12th c.
Roman

13th c.
Lancet
Gothic

13th-14th c.
Rayonnant
Gothic

15th c.
Flamboyant
Gothic

16th c.
Renaissance

Figure 6. Style in Architecture. Style in architecture has been a taboo for
quite some time. Since Post Modernism it is accepted again. Where classical
style conceptions were mainly monothetic, modern style conceptions use a
more polythetic approach to describe typological characteristics

2.1. Style in Architecture
Discussions and studies on style in architecture are legitimate again.
However this has not always been the case. In architectural history the
concept of style has amongst others been used in a dualistic way to
describe an architects repertoire in terms of quality and methodology.
"Before 1750, architecture was a straightforward matter of
building in accordance with established principles, whereby an
architect's imagination and artistic sense could be fully exercised
whilst keeping within the limits of certain acknowledged rules"
(Collins, 1965). In other words we may wonder if Greek architects in
antiquity knew they were they were building in a classical style and did
architects of Gothic cathedrals know they were building in Gothic.
style? Those concepts were born much later than the buildings they
describe. This is nicely illustrated by Davis' statement: "Style is not in
the material, the matter of artifacts or works of art. Style must be
discovered and written up by someone".
Peter Collins (1965) describes the origins of the awareness of
style. Between the period from 1750 until the beginning of the
twentieth century the question was not about what style was, but about
which style to apply to which type of building. When lecturing in his
school of architecture from 1750 onwards Blonde! taught his students
that style in architecture meant the authentic character which should
be chosen relative to the purpose of a building and was considered the
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Intuitive
naturalist
expressionist
organic
streamline
fantastic
metabolic
responsive ~
biomorphic
~

Idealist
rational
purist
heroic
metaphysical
cybernetic
semiological
significant

Unselfconscious
folk
vernacular
eclectic
hybrid
do-it-yourself
traditional
consumer
mobile
adhocist
service-state

Self-conscious
Beaux-Arts
Academic
ciassical
historicist
fascist
bureaucratic
reactionary
managerial
bourgeois
fundamentalist

Activist
futurist
utopian
revolutionist
constructivist
communist
metamorphic
expendable
anarchist
ideological
dynamic
Logical
engineering
functional
structural
geometric
mathematical
parametric
megaform
precisionist
ultra-light

Figure 7. Jencks' Structural Diagram. Semantic space of six polarities which
have a tendency to remain autonomous and stabilise around a common core
(Jencks, 1971 ).

poetry of architecture {Collins, 1965). It was common to design by
imitating past styles which resulted in buildings designed in for instance
a Greek, Renaissance or Baroque style (Watkin, 1980). Take for
instance Gottfried Semper (1803-1879), one of the most influential
German architects of his day. His buildings are mainly in a
Renaissance or Baroque style.
According to Watkin (1980) Semper's first principle of style was
that for present-day architecture the style of the Italian Renaissance
should be adopted because its forms enshrined permanent expressions
of true or perfect types. According to Johnson (1994) in the
eighteenth and nineteenth century style specifically referred to the
characteristics or ornamentation of architecture. The period is
characterised by a revival of several kinds of architecture such as the
Baroque, Renaissance and Gothic styles at the same time. The
twentieth century movements like 'Neue Sachlichkeit' in Germany and
'De Stijl' in the Netherlands rejected the pluralism of styles which
characterised the nineteenth century. De Stijl sought universal,
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harmonious forms suitable to every aspect of contemporary life, from
town planning and furniture design to painting and sculpture. Its
principles were primarily formulated and transmitted by Theo van
Doesburg and Piet Mondrian, in their periodical of the same name.
The diffusion of their ideas took at first place in avant garde circles. In
subsequent years their ideas gained acceptance and were partly
integrated in the Modern Movement and Functionalism architecture.
The paradox of De Stijl and of the International Style of the modern
movement is that while rejecting particularism and tradition they have
themselves become a style in a particular time and culture.
One of the most extreme positions was advocated by Nikolaus
Pevsner. He stated: "There is a word we should refrain from using
to describe contemporary architecture- 'Style'. The moment we
fence architecture within a notion of 'Style', we open the door to a
formalistic approach. The contemporary movement is not a 'style'
in the nineteenth century meaning of from characterization. It is
an approach to the life that slumbers unconsciously within all of
us." (Pevsner, 1949). As a result in the modern movement the
concept of style (in architecture) became more or less a taboo and as a
consequence academic discussions of style in architectural circles were
avoided systematically. So much so that Charles Jencks (1971), while
speaking about styles, used the term traditions. He attempted to place
all recent types within the same semantic space of six polarities (see
figure 7). Concepts like space, typology and meaning lay in the centre
of discussion . Though without empirical proof Jencks (1971) argues
that the traditions tend to be relatively congruous which may be partly
due to the presence of similar psychological types. He illustrates this
by the examples that intuitive architects tend to favour expressionist
and organic forms and that logical designers are forced to learn a
series of disciplines which are based on precision and consistent
reasoning. He also illustrates the polythetic character of this typology
by stating that no particular architect can be completely classified as
intuitive or logical.
It is only in recent years, with the displacement of the modernists
from their monopolistic position, with post modernism, that style has
come out of the closet with a vengeance. The debate on style is
displacing the debate on morphology, typology and semiotics of
architecture. As recent publications show (i.e. Colenbrander et. al.
1993).
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The contemporary discussion on style in architecture ought to give a
place to the methodological development of the concept of style.
Styles are one thing, style as a methodological tenet another.
Research on shape grammars, precedents and polythetic typologies
has deployed separately from art historical style research, while it
could give it more solid methodological and instrumental fundaments.
One of the possible approaches is to look inductively for clusters, and
to give them a name a posteriori, while interpreting them. For
polythetic typologies the Design Morphology Group of the Eindhoven
University of Technology has developed two instrument to explore,
retrieve and describe polythetic typologies of for instance buildings.
Polythetic classification has become more feasible since the
introduction of specific computer applications.

2.2. Style in Art
Davis (1986, pp. 124) gives a definition of style in art as: "a formal
statement of the particular ways in which different artifacts are
similar to each other." In fact this definition is concentrating on the
polythetic stylistic description of the product, which in and by itself
tells nothing about the sources of variation, changes, meaning, et
cetera.
One example of a study on style in art using this descriptive
polythetic approach would be the study by Knight (1989) on the style
of paintings produced by De Stijl artists and their followers. In her
study Knight analyses and classifies the characteristics of De Stijl
paintings of Vantongerloo and Glarner.
Knight's study concentrates on the style of the result as it would
be obtained by deleting, adding, or changing certain generating rules.
Though Knight showed that Vantongerloo and Glarner were typically
Figure 8. Style in Art.
Traditionally many studies on style in art
and art history have been dealing with a
normative description and classifications
of characteristic (style) features in for
instance sculpture and compositional
paintings.
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working within De Stijl tradition, she also concluded that the style of
the paintings they each developed was quite different. She found that
not only did the paintings differ but so did the ways in which they were
painted. She clearly showed the relation between the painting and the
process of applying, deleting, adding, or changing certain rules. In this
sense Knight's study concentrates more or less on the style of the
outcome (i.e. the product style) as a consequence of the application of
specific rules in a specific format {style of the process).
Knight's study shows an interesting possibility to distinguish
different conceptualisations of style. In fact a number of bifurcations
can be made. The first is based on the notion that Vantongerloo and
Glarner are both painters considered as a member of De Stijl tradition.
In this sense their paintings show similar characteristics (or in other
words similar product characteristics) that are also used by other
members of De Stijl tradition. However Knight also shows that both
Vantongerloo and Glarner start to show individual differences in later
paintings. In fact what can be seen here is the existence of product
characteristics that are shared by a group (the earlier works of the two
painters) as well as the existence of product characteristics that are
unique to the individual (later works of the two painters). The second
bifurcation is based on Knight's observation that generally speaking De
Stijl tradition uses similar rules to obtain a result, whereas both
Vantongerloo and Glarner started to use different rules to obtain a
result. It seems that with respect to the process we can again make a
distinction between the individual and a group of people. We will
return to these different aspects of styles later.
In her study on the paintings of Vantongerloo and Glarner,
Knight (1989) has been using a descriptive polythetic approach of the
concept of style. In this sense her study has departed from quite a
different approach. Under the influence of the German art
theoreticians many researchers from the disciplines of art history have
been concentrating and focusing on a normative approach of
describing the (monothetic) characteristics of an object, to determine
the style characteristics in general. As Gombrich (1968) describes it:
"Almost any style can be convincingly described as transitional".
Davis (1993) describes the 'new' approach of style by the art
historians as: "(a) a description of a polythetic set of similar but
varying attributes in a group of artifacts, (b) the presence of which
can only be explained by the history of the artifacts, {c) namely,
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common descent from an archaeologically identifiable artifact-

production system in a particular state or states."
According to Davis (1993) the visible validity of (a) - the
recognition of similarities in 'format' - is often used as proof of (b) and
(c). The question is indeed whether this one-to-one and onto relation is
as obvious as many researchers used to (or still) assume. Furthermore
because of the polythetic nature of stylistic description it is no use to
look for absolute boundaries for and between styles. This means that
our framework to study working styles which by nature are dynamic
(see section 2.2, 3.1 and 3.3) should allow different transitions
between style types. We therefore propose a research approach in
chapter 6, whkh might avoid the problem of normative monothetic
description and move away from this traditional conception of style as
the collection of necessary features in a painting (or design).
Another interesting statement by Davis (1993, pp. 19) is that
"style is not in the material: it must be 'discovered' and written up
by someone." We believe that the framework to study styles depends
on the object of study, in our case individual strategic working styles of
architectural designers. In other words, our suggested framework to
study individual styles of architectural designing is one of many
possible frameworks without the intention of offering a general and
inclusive theory of style.
Davis (1993) also argues that it is not possible to write a stylistic
description of one unique attribute of an artifact, though in theory,
style is a description of a set of attributes distributed in a certain way in
a set of artifacts. This description is again referring to the
characteristics of the object or product created by man , whereas in this
study we are more interested in the working style of the designer. In
other words our artifact as defined by Clarke (1983), in Davis's
conceptualisation of style, is essentially referring to the design process
itself instead of the design product. For our study this means that the
attributes of different working styles, need not be identical. Nor need
they be related to characteristics of the design product. However the
attributes (whatever they may be) do need to be of the same category,
or in other words show similarity, in order to be used in a working
style description.
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2.3. Style in Archaeology
According to Conkey and Hastorf (1993) the concept of style plays a
very important role .in studies on archaeology. To archaeologists, the

concept of style is used as a tool to help make sense out of the
materials. Style matters because of its explanatory value. Therefore it
is not surprising that many researchers in archaeology have been
writing about the definitions of style. Some of these researchers in
archaeology and how they defined the concept of style will be
discussed in this section.
Conkey and Hastorf (1993) suggest that in order to use style in
archaeological analysis, archaeologists need to make further
assumptions on style which apply to the study at hand. Since the
range of assumptions can be great, it is difficult to imagine one
comprehensive theory of style. As we are interested in individual
working styles of architectural designers we will very likely have to
clearly define our conceptualisation. This will be done in chapters 2
and 3.
In archaeology one perspective on style is called isochrestism
described by Sackett (1986, 1993). The isochrestic perspective derives
from the notion that there are equally viable options for attaining any
given end in the making and/or use of material items (Sackett, 1993).
In this approach it is assumed that two different styles can be
distinguished, an active style and a passive style. Active style is about
intentional messaging through iconic properties. Passive style is about
unintended or unconscious signalling. This distinction is again referring
to what we call product styles (see section 2.2) which is not very useful
to us since we were interested in individual working styles of
architectural designers. It is not the aim of this research to study the
intention of working styles but to study personal preferences in
working styles whether they are intentional or not.
Figure 9. Style in Archaeology.
The concepts of style in archaeology are
quite diverse. The concept of style as a
formal statement of the particular ways in
which different artefacts are similar to each
other is one of them (Davis, 1986).
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From the isocrestic point of view architects would have to choose
between equally viable options for attaining a satisfying result. The
choice between these option would reflect a style. However in the
section on Puzzle Making we have seen that the kind and number of
options is unknown. Therefore style might even reside before
choosing between viable options. The strategy how or what to choose,
might be stylistic in itself. Also Hodder (1993) agrees that style is not
only the choice made between functional equivalents, but that also (or
especially) choice itself has style, and that various styles of doing are
genetically encoded. If (working) styles are genetically encoded we
might assume that working style differences can best be explained
from a personality point of view.
According to Hodder (1993): "Archaeologists use the word style
to refer to particular historical ways of doing. Yet here again they
emphasise generalities: style is a repeated way of doing in a
particular cultural historical context. This emphasis on repetition
implies that an individual, unique event cannot have style. Yet
even an individual act has to be done in a certain way". In other
words different design processes can show style even if the design
processes themselves are different from one another. It seems that a
distinction can be made between the general design approach and the
design actions of a design process.
It is interesting to observe an approach to the concept of style
from the process as well as the product. Style can not only be found in
the artifact but also in the actions of design. Hodder (1993, pp. 51)
concludes by way of 'not concluding': "All actions are interpretive in
that they are stylistic. In other words any action has to be done in
some manner or other, and in making that choice, the actor
continues a particular style." The question is: If style is a way of
doing things, this way of doing things shows a one-to-one and onto
relation with the preferred style of the product? This will be another
question to which we will try to find an answer in Part IV.
Macdonald (1993) adds another aspect to the definitions of style,
namely style as a situation dependent entity. According to Macdonald
(1993), "If it is granted that all human behaviour is culturally and
socially mediated, an immediate emphasis is placed on the social
circumstances that tend to produce observable variation in that
behaviour. That is, social context defines the limits and modal
constraints on the appropriateness of social behaviours; human
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social behaviour is situational and context dependent." Though, as
will become clear later in Part Ill, the dependency of social behaviour
on situational and context aspects is not always as obvious as
illustrated here, this is a different approach compared to the approach
of Conkey and Hastorf (1993) who proposed to study style at the level
of the individual, and Hodder (1993), Simon (1975) and others who
proposed to define style as a way of doing things.
Macdonald (1993) also assumes that since patterns of social
behaviour vary among particular situations, it follows that style will also
vary among social situations. To test this we will need a model that
also takes into account situational or context aspects in the
experimental design. We would like to propose a different method
than the one proposed by Macdonald. He suggests to use regression
analysis as a method to study style and stylistic variation. However the
use of this method is based on the assumption that styles are
determined by situation or context aspects alone. In order to consider
other aspects of style as well (e.g. style at the level of the individual and
style as a way of doing) we will suggest a different experimental design
and method of analysis. This will be described in more detail in Part III.

2.4. Style in Learning
An example of a process approach of style are the studies of Cashdan
(1971) and Kolb (1984) on learning styles. His learning style theory is
based on the empirical demonstration that individuals vary along two
dimensions. The first is the way we perceive new information and is
represented by a 'Concrete - Abstract' continuum. In new situations,
some people have a preference to sense and feel their way (have their
own concrete experience) while others have a preference to think
their way through (using abstract conceptualisation). The second
dimension, the 'Active - Reflective' continuum is about how we
process new information. Some people prefer to jump in and try
things (like in active experimentation), whereas others have a
preference to process new information by reflecting on it (like in
reflective observation). In this model, the extremes of each dimension
are mutually exclusive. For instance we cannot simultaneously be
engaged in active experimentation and reflective observation.
Therefore in fact each individual must choose how to process and
work on the information. Individuals have preferences in doing so.
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Concrete Experience
Accommodator

/----------

~
Reflective
Observation

Active
Experimentation

~
Abstract Conceptualisation
Figure 10. Styles in Learning. This figure shows a schematic representation
of four learning styles as were distinguished by Kolb ( 1984). Each quadrant
represents a different preferred way to perceive and process new information.

Since we were interested in working styles of architectural designers,
and working styles might also be the result of the existence of one or
more dimensions, in our experimental design we should incorporate
preference data . Once data are available we can use unfold techniques
(Coombs, 1964), to find if there are possible underlying dimensions.
Pask and Scott (1972) make a distinction between a serialist and
holist learning style. A serialist learning style is proceeding in logical
small steps, where each step has to be clear before one continues to
the next step. A holist learning style is consisting of a broad approach,
where bits of information are picked up that do not necessarily have to
be logically connected. According to Pask and Scott (1972) teaching
strategies can be either matched or mismatched with learning styles.
Results on studies suggest that students' learning styles matched with
teaching strategies, show much better performances in tests than
mismatched groups (Pask and Scott, 1972).
It is not clear whether Pask and Scott deliberately use the word
style with respect to learning and the word strategy with respect to
teaching. We believe that strategies can be associated with learning
just as style can be associated with teaching. On the one hand, the
types of learning style they distinguish seem to exist irrespective of the
learning context and can therefore also be called learning strategies
(e.g. a preferred plan of action). On the other hand a teacher's
teaching strategy may exist next to teaching tactics (what to do if a
teaching strategy is failing). A teaching style therefore would consist of
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a strategic as well as tactical aspects. The same accounts for a learning
style. This distinction will be discussed in more detail in chapter 3.
From the study of Pask and Scott it becomes clear that knowledge
about designing styles of students and teachers can be important to
improve results. The question however is whether in case of designing
styles, the preferred designing styles of students should be matched or
mismatched with the preferred designing style of the teacher.

2.5. General style definitions in designing
A general definition is given by Simon (197 5) in which he states that:
"a style is some one way of doing things, chosen from a number of
alternative ways". According to Simon (1970): "When we recall that
the (design-) process will generally be concerned with finding a
satisfactory design, rather than an optimum design, we see that the
sequence and the division of labour between generators and tests
can affect not only the efficiency with which resources for
designing are used but also the nature of the final design as well.
An architect who designs buildings from the outside in will arrive
at quite different buildings from one who designs from the inside
out". In fact Simon (1975), distinguishes three sources for the
components of style: The direct specifications of the final object, the
nature of the processes used to manufacture it, and the nature of the
processes used to design it. What can be obseived in this definition is a
presumed correlation between process style and product style. In
chapter 6.4 Chan's style research will be discussed in which a similar
assumption was investigated.
Simon {1975), states that in finding a solution for an architectural
design task, architects generally can do two things. They can generate
distinctive search paths using different heuristic procedures, each
designed to find a design solution. On the other hand they can
generate distinctive search paths based on criteria, beyond the basic
one of finding a design solution. In the former one the choice of one
or the other heuristic procedure is a choice of style. In the second case
the choice of criteria is a choice of style. It is believed that the choice
of a heuristic is very likely to be related to process style preferences,
whereas the choice of other criteria can be related to process as well
as product style preferences. In both cases, the fact that there is not a
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unique satisfactory solution, permits us to choose between and within
heuristics and criteria and thus express a style.
In finding a design solution not only the constraints and criteria of
the specific task requirements determine the designing style. Also self
imposed constraints and criteria play an important role. Let's take a
closer look to what Simon considers important aspects of style.
"One of the simplest, and most obvious, autonomous
components of a design generator is the set of processes that
determines the order in which elements will be considered. Seldom
do the specifications of the object to be designed place restrictions
on this order. The architect's generator is free to begin work on a
problem from the outside in or from the inside out. But in a
satisficing process, seeking the first object that will satisfy a
specified set of constraints, the order in which possibilities are
examined may have a major influence on which solution is
discovered" (Simon, 1975). The same suggestion as will be made in
the section on product styles should be added here. It is not only the
sequence or order of search that is an important aspect of style. It is
also the priority of the generator itself that might be of influence on
the expression of a style. In other words, maybe the first object that
was satisfied will be abandoned because a new emerging criterion
overrules the importance of the original satisfied specific set of
constraints.
A second important aspect of style according to Simon (1975)
are prefabricated solutions. By using these prefabricated solutions the
designer can operate at a more aggregate level and reduce his search
efforts. One might comment that using these prefabricated solutions
would extinguish a style. But in fact they are not because of the fact
that the prefabricated assemblies are not uniquely determined.
According to Simon (1975), they therefore provide a second source of
idiosyncratic style.
Also Coyne, Rosenman, Radford, Balachandran and Gero (1990)
make a remark on the concept of style. According to them "Designs
often appear to be a response to some invisible system of
conventions as much as to stated objectives. Some conventions,
often referred to as style, may be peculiar to individual designers,
saving them from a great deal of reinvention". This still leaves us
with the question: what are the building blocks of this 'invisible' system
that is responsible for a style.
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According to Rowe (1987), "The final outcome of a design process
is strongly determined by at least three aspects of that process: the
subject matter of the organising principles that are adopted, the
manner in which these principles are interpreted and reinterpreted
in the context of the problem at hand, and the sequence of
applying such organising principles. Consistency in style among
the output of the designers can thus be understood as a habitual
way of doing thins, of solving problems" . He assumes that stylistic
differences can be accounted for at the decision making level. Each
decision making has its own individual quirks as well as manifestations
of common characteristics. In fact what Rowe has been describing is
the hypothetical possible influence of a process style on a product
style. An approach that is also adapted by Chan (1992a, 1993)
Rowe (1987) also gives us a description of style which is very
closely related to the process style. He says that style is a concept
based not on the classification of various physical features of
architecture and urban design but on the problem solving process
itself. In this research a same kind of style concept that pertains to the
process will be used.
It is clear that Chan was influenced by Simon on setting up the
experimental design for his style research and formulating the
hypotheses to be tested. Where Simon (1975/ stated that the design
process will definitely influence the design outcome and that the
characteristics of the design outcome as such can be recognised, Chan
(1992c) assumes that repetitions of similar design constraints, goals
and search orders in a number of designs will produce common
features that express a style.

2.6. Style Levels
In the previous sections it became clear that style is a phenomenon
that has been studied and written about a great deal. Everybody feels
he can recognise certain characteristics which belong to a style. Very
often these characteristics are related to what people can see, or
observe. However sometimes a style, or style characteristics are
related to less obvious issues or to processes which are much more
difficult to observe.
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Style Levels

Figure 11. Style Levels. From a number of definitions, disciplines and studies
dealing with style we can make a distinction between individual and group style
levels. Each of these levels can make a distinction between style at the level of
the Product and the Process.

In the discussion of style in art history we have seen that we can study
style from the individual point of view or from a group point of view.
There is another possible bifurcation that has been observed in the
previous dictionary definitions and studies on style which might be
useful. It is about a distinction between the style of the process and the
style of the product. Those dictionary definitions that refer directly to
the human functioning as a process were described in a3, bl, b4, and
blO, and those that pertain to the product or outcome of human
functioning were described in al, a2, b2, b3, b5, b6, and b7 (see also
figure 11).
Process style
To begin with the first type, the definition that pertains to the style of
the process of human functioning, which will be referred to as the
process style, a number of studies have been carried out. As early as
1951 scientific research on process styles was given special attention
when Klein (1951) used a cognitive style test to assess characteristics
of an individual's perceptual system. In 1966 Hettema conducted a
research on Style Features in Perception. In 196 7 Witkin,
Goodenough and Karp used a cognitive style test to assess field-
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dependency and field-independency in visual perception. Vick and
Jackson (1967) used a cognitive style test to categorise subjects as
field-dependent/field-independent, analytical, reflecting, global,
impulsive, levelling. All these verbs are related to describe a process of
human functioning. Warr (1970) showed that there are individual
differences in the way we process information in our environment. In
1984 Campione and Armbruster showed that a learning style of a
student is not a static entity and that it can not be developed unless the
teacher is aware of a student's learning style. Dweck (1986) showed
that an optimal learning strategy depends on learning potentials,
learning style and effort. Boekaerts (1987), concludes that each
student has his own working style, that a learning style determines the
combination of certain cognitive psycho-motoric skills for a learning
task, and that students do not want to change their learning strategy if
it takes too much effort without practical benefit.
These early examples above are from studies on perception,
teaching and learning. But there are other examples as well. In 1984
Begeer developed an SRS-questionnaire on management styles.
Dooremalen (1984) developed an SRS-questionnaire for the
assessment of styles of discussion in stressful situations of social work.
Roozendaal (1990) did a study on working styles of composers, Van
Bake! (199la, 1992) on strategic styles of architectural designing, and
Chan (1992a, 1992b) on exploring individual style in design. It is
interesting to see a different focus of attention shifting from a product
style oriented approach to a more process style oriented approach.
Chan is one of the few who discusses style in design from a process
point of view. However he is still referring to the design product to
explain the design process. Chan's approach on styles in architectural
designing will be discussed in more detail in chapter 6.
Product style
The second type of definitions were those that pertained to the style of
the outcome or product, which will be referred to as the product style.
On this particular aspect of styles again many papers have been
written and studies have been carried out. Product style is about the
style of the design result (Dondis, 1973, Daru & Daru, 1992, Van
Bake! & Daru, 1993). It is this style concept that has been the issue of
discussion for many research workers and architectural theorists for
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many centuries. In trying to explain the product style it is very often
assumed that the style of the completed project seems to be
determined primarily by two factors. The first one is the sustained
influence of initial design ideas, in the form of organising principles,
rules and references {Rowe, 1987). An experiment on product style
preferences and the organising principles is discussed in Part IV.
The s~cond factor is often referred to as the influence exerted by
the particular structure of the design process itself (Simon, 1975,
Rowe, 1987, Chan, 1992a). This was referred to as the process style
in the previous section. A logical step to get a better understanding of
style preferences and the possible consequence of the process style on
the product style, is therefore to first take a closer look at these
process styles preferences. This position is in disagreement with that
of Rowe (1987) who assumes that this product style is solely the result
of the sequence in which design principles are applied. It is very likely
that not only the sequence is of importance but also the impact of
each design principle individually. An important design principle,
emerging later in the design process might overrule previoµs principles
and thus determine the design .outcome more rigorously.
Some examples on product style studies from different disciplines
are on 'De Stijl' movement by Knight (1989), music styles by Sessions
(1950), style of written text by Dijkstra and Kempen (1984) and Dik
and Kooij (1986) and books on interior design by Hicks (1987). Since
our main interest is in styles of architectural designing as a process the
focus of attention will now be aimed on the style of the process or
process style.
As we have seen, formal statements of a definition on style need
to be clarified to be able to set up a useful experimental design and
research approach to investigate styles in architectural designing. As
long as the formal statement is not clarified, a strict definition on style
might not be very useful. The formal statement might be conceived of
as a framework or language to describe and distinguish different style
aspects of architectural designing. It is very likely that different artifacts
in the definition need different frameworks for the description.
Therefore the artifact itself needs to be clarified and defined in
advance. In this study we have decided that the main artifact.to be
studied is the process of designing and the characteristics that allow us
to distinguish different working styles. How this is done will be
discussed in Part II and III of this dissertation. Since every design
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process with its own characteristic strategic approach results in a
design product, Part IV discusses the possible relations between the
strategic design process and the design product. The framework for
the product styles is based on the ideas developed by Dondis (1973).
Since we use one of many possible formal statements or research
frameworks, this study cannot claim to offer one single general
comprehensive theory of style. However we do believe that this
approach is rather different from many researches in styles of
architectural designing, discussed in the next chapter.

2.7. Summary
Many definitions of style have been described in this section. We have
discussed the concept of style as it was used in Art, Architecture,
Archaeology and Learning. We saw that discussions on style have
been a taboo for a while and that they have become accepted again
recently. Another interesting observation was that many studies on
style and style in design have been concentrating on the design
outcome or design product. In most of these studies the concept style
was used in a normative descriptive way. Other studies tried to focus
more on a polythetic description of the design products or artifacts.
Also some studies were described that showed an innovating approach
in that they tried to show a relation between the design process and
the design product. The distinction between this process style and
product style will be discussed in the next section.
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Style in Architectural Designing

Style is some one way of doing
things, chosen from a number of
alternative ways. Since design
problems generally do not have
unique optimal solutions, style may
enter in choosing any one of many
satisfactory solutions. (H.A. Simon,
(1975) Style in Design, in: J . Archea and c.
Eastman (Eds.) Proceedings of the 2nd
Annual Environmental Design Research
Association Conference. Dowden,
Hutchinson and Ross, Stroudsbury, p. 1-10).

3. Style in Architectural Designing
The primary focus in this study will be on styles in designing as a
personality disposition studied from a personality point of view, in
which a distinction can be made between a strategic and tactical style
aspect of the process or working style (see also figure 12). The
secondary focus will be on the relation between product style types
and strategic styles of architectural designing. This together with the
stability of strategic styles of designing will be touched upon in Part IV.

Figure 12. Individual Styles of Architectural Designing.
From the different definitions given in dictionaries and studies in Archaeology,
Art History and Design, we can make a distinction between Product and
Process Styles. Process styles consist of a strategic and tactic aspect.
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Though the aim of this research is to set up an experimental
framework for the assessment of strategic process styles (Part III), both
aspe~ts of the process style, the strategic as well as the tactical aspect,
will be discussed in the next two sections.

3.1 ~ Strategic Process Style
The list of definitions on strategy is rather large. Therefore only some
of them will be described here in order to find out which definition
suits best in the context of this research. Lawson (1980) describes
strategy as follows: "There is not one route through the design
process but many, and strategy concerns the way in which
designers actually approach specific design problems that is the
overall methodology instead of detailed mechanisms for dealing
with various parts of the design process" and "different strategies
can be recognised by the focus of attention".
T eyken (1988) uses, in his research about designing, the
definition given by Gagne (1978), Rower & Hayes (, 1980) and Larkin
(1980). They describe strategy as a predetermined way, which is
available in the Long Term Memory (LTM) of the individual, to solve a
problem.
According to Coyne, Rosenman, Radford, Balachandran and
Gero (1990) strategies are "operators that arrange actions" in
contrast to "operators that configure actions" which are called tasks.
In this description the KADS methodology might be useful because a
same kind of distinction is made there too.
Design strategy is defined by Jones (1970) as: "A list of actions
taken by a designer, or by a planning team, in order to transform
an initial brief into a final design". In the definition used in this
paper the description of the concept given by Hettema (1979, pp. 7274) will be followed. He describes 'strategy' as "A structure at the
cognitive symbolic level with the Junction to direct and guide
behaviour in concrete situations. It contains a collection of broad
behavioural opportunities as well as behavioural preferences
existing before the actual execution of behaviour is started." In a
person's strategy it is established in which direction he intends to
move if confronted with a particular situation and what means he will
utilise to accomplish that intention.
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The strategic information with respect to a particular individual will be
obtained from self reports, think aloud protocols, SR questionnaires
and card sorting techniques. According to Hettema (1989) these
assessment techniques should ideally be designed as multifaceted
instruments in which both situations and actions are representative of
domains specified in advance. To cover a specific domain of situations
as well as actions pertinent to these situations usually a strategic
questionnaire will be designed. This questionnaire for each specific
domain can only be designed if an elaborate taxonomy of situations as
well as of actions is available. This description can best be obtained by
conducting an exploratory research approach (described in Part II).
Design Strategies are conceived here as a priority hierarchy of
situation transformation mechanisms or techniques, ultimately directed
at the attainment of some long term personal goal. Research has
shown that strategies show equifinality, which is a categorical
preference to attain a same goal by the use of different means in
different situations (Hettema & Ho!, 1989). This means that different
(design) actions can be used while the personal desired goal plan
remains the same. It is this categorical preference that determines a
designer's strategic process style.

3.2. Tactical Process Style
Because of the fact that design activities take place in a constantly
changing environment, it is very likely that sometimes a strategy fails
to function properly or has to be adjusted. These reactions to frictions
are, according to Hettema (1989) determined by heredity and
represented in the tactical subsystem of personality. In architectural
design processes this will be referred to as the tactical process styles. In
order to develop an interactive CAAD program or design curriculum,
it is important to find a way to predict, in which direction a designer
decides to continue his design process, i.e. his tactical reaction in case
an original strategic process style tends to fail. These tactics have to be
studied by measuring physiological reactions to friction's like finger
temperature (TEM), galvanic skin conductance level (GSL), interbeat
intervals (IBI) and respiration intervals (RR) .
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When a strategy tends to fail problem solving deals with the
knowledge of what to do, when to do it, and how during design. Some
possible tactics of the expert in a design situation where his personal
designing strategy tends to fail could be:

1.

2.
3.

'Ignore ' the issue for the time being and come back to it later.
At which time the likelihood is such that the conflict will no
longer be there;
'Disregard' one of the premises of the two streams of
inference;
'Extend' inferences further until the conflict disappears.

According to Akin (1978) each of these tactics is an example of
conflict resolution which is a general heuristic device, common in the
design behaviour of experts. All these actions can be aimed at
reducing the number of issues to be considered or alternative
operations to be applied.
It seems as if the type of knowledge concerning strategies and
personal preferences, most of the time deals with generating possible
solutions whereas domain specific expert-knowledge most of the time
deals with the tactical subsystem of decisions at the practical level. This
distinction is very important for the implementation of a useful design
and decision support system. The tactical process styles are an
important part in a full understanding of the complexity of design
processes. However they are beyond the scope of this research. This
thesis will therefore concentrate on an experimental approach to get a
better understanding of the strategic process styles. Hopefully this in its
turn will result in some suggestions to investigate the tactical process
styles of architectural designing.

3.3. Individual Differences
If personal designing preferences are to be considered in the
development of design and decision support tools and the design
curriculum for architectural design students, (tacit) knowledge about
individual differences needs to be incorporated in the implementation
of user interfaces, tool features and school programs. This offers a
more optimistic view as opposed to the scepticism of Chimacoff
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(1982) who says that he is sceptical of approaches to design that claim
that processes are knowable, measurable and predictable. He would
rather believe that within an intelligent and reasonable ordered set of
design investigations the seeds of inspiration, so to speak, are sown
elsewhere in the mind and that these emerge unpredictably throughout
the process .. It might very well be possible that certain personal
knowledge sources or design preferences can be assessed and made
retrievable from the expert. This knowledge or preference pertains to
two aspects.
Process Style Preferences
The first aspect is knowledge about process or subject styles (van
Bake!, 199lc, Daru, 1992, van Bake! & Daru, 1993). Knowledge
about process styles is concerned with the design process. Two levels
are important which have been discussed in the previous section, the
strategic and the tactical levels (van Bake!, 1992). The strategic level is
about the general preferred design approach of the individual
designer. It is about what is considered important as a frame of
reference for each individual designer. For the strategic level a
prototype Strategic Style Assessment Tool (SSAT) is developed (van
Bake!, 1993b). The tactical level is about the control mechanisms that
are activated in case the preferred design approach can not be
executed for some reason.
Before developers can take these types of knowledge about the
designing preferences into account while developing tools or a
teaching curriculum, they must somehow be supplied with this
information. It is believed that with these previous instruments on
process and product styles of designing a fundamental part of this
knowledge is made available (Daru, 1989, van Bake!, 1992, van Bake!
& Daru, 1993).
Product style type preferences
The second aspect concerns knowledge about product style
preferences (van Bake! & Daru, 1993). Product style refers to the style
features of the outcome of the design process in terms of the style
types as distinguished by Dondis (1973). The author of this thesis
developed a prototype Product Style Assessment Tool {PSAT) in the
Authorware Professional developers shell, to assess these product style
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type preferences (Authorware, 1989, van Bake!, 1993d). It takes
about 4 minutes to assess the preferred product style types using
pictures consisting of a primitive representation of morphological
features. The result of the session is immediately computed and shown
in a graphical representation called a MAT matrix (Daru & Daru,
1981; MAT, 1991; Gerrits, 1990, 1991) which will be discussed in
more detail in the appendix. The outcome may be used in the
implementation of features and techniques that enhance or shade a
particular aspect of the product style as desired by the designer.
Working Definition of Style in Architectural Designing
In this research our main attention will be on the study of working
styles or process styles. For this particular style we mad~ a second
distinction between strategic and tactic process styles. This dissertation
will be concentrating on the strategic aspect of architectural working
styles which are believed to be determined by personality dispositions.
In case product styles are needed to test hypotheses about the relation
between product and process styles, we will use a conceptualisation of
architectural product style types based on the categories distinguished
by Dondis (1973). Daru (1993, 1994) has translated these categories
originally obtained from graphic design into categories that are used in
architectural design. With respect to the strategic working style one
important assumption has to be made about the characteristics of the
attributes that we need to distinguish strategic working styles. It is the
assumption that a stylistic attribute to distinguish working styles is
most useful, if a match or similar attribute can be found in the whole
group (of subjects). This implies that if an attribute that cannot be
matched or associated with attributes of other working styles, it would
be an additional descriptive attribute with a polythetic contribution to
distinguish strategic working styles. In this sense our definition of style
is mainly about relational properties, where style is the reference of
individual events (attributes) to a general way of doing (design strategy
or artefact). The additional attributes that are not shared by all subjects
of the population allow a polythetic description of the relational
properties and thus a larger diversity of working styles.
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"One reason researchers and
designers may choose to work
together is to better control the
effects of their decisions, especially
when the effects lie in the realm of
the other discipline... .
Another reason is that persons in
one discipline, by learning the
conceptual tools of the other, can
define and approach their own
problems in new ways".
(Zeisel, J . (1981). Inquiry by design.
Brooks/Cole Publishing Company, Montery
California).

4. Research Relevance
An empirical research on strategic styles of architectural designing is
interesting because it can be used as an explanation for the similarities
between the attributes of a working style. Style matters because it has
explanatory value (Davis, 1993). But there is more to it. A number of
disciplines and people could make use of a possibility to distinguish
architectural working styles of designing. For some people the relation
between styles and personality aspects would be interesting whereas
for others it would be interesting to know more about possible
relations between working styles and product styles. The outcome can
have a practical as well as theoretical relevance for a number of
reasons.
From a practical point of view, the knowledge about strategic
styles of designing can be used in the development of (computer) tools,
instruments, databases, (didactic) courseware etc. From a theoretical
point of view the knowledge about working styles can contribute to
our understanding of complex construction tasks such as architectural
designing. The possible implications of the results of this empirical
research on architectural designing styles will be illustrated for a
number of disciplines and involved parties. Of course this illustration
offered here can never be complete. It is therefore given for those
groups who are assumed to be involved regularly, to explain the
possible benefits of knowledge on styles of architectural designing.
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4.1. Design Culture
The Designer
A conscious awareness of ones own design strategy could be useful, if
for some external reason this strategy does not prove to be successful
for a specific design project. Being familiar with the type of project
and ones own strategy could in that case be useful to tune in on this
situation specific problem and make minor acceptable adjustments to
the strategy. It can also be the case that a designer is working on a
specific class of project types that best fit with his personal style of
designing. Another possible issue of relevancy is related to a statement
made by Simon (1975): "The design program may add to the

specification of a design problem yet another set of autonomous
constraints. If the program resides in the head of a human
designer, these additional specifications may simply represent
characteristics the designer would like to see included in the
product, over and above those mentioned in the problem
specifications. It is frequently suspected by the clients of architects
that the constraints actually applied by the architect's design
program derive much more from the architect's store of criteria
than from those provided by the client". Knowing this about ones
own preferred design strategy might allow the designer to consciously
deal with this aspect in order to communicate with the client. The
client is asking the designer for the project because he in the end is the
expert to make decisions.
The Principal
Architects and urban designers increasingly find themselves in
situations in which they are designing in the context of broadly based
citizen partidpation. In such situations they need to communicate with
the principal and other involved parties (mostly non architects)
throughout the course of the design process. It is important for both
parties to know what role the architect and the principal or other
parties play in the design process. If it is possible to describe the
design process in a transparent way, it might enable us to notice
potential (communication) problems in an early stage of the design
process. Of course some knowledge about an architect's style of
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designing might help the principal in understanding certain decisions
made by the designer. We must realise however that some designers
would not feel comfortable if the principal is getting too much involved
in the process. On the other hand knowledge about a principals
expectations with respect to the desired design outcome might help
the designer to efficiently focus his attention on the principal's
preferences wherever and whenever possible (Burger, 1994). Maybe if
the principal is familiar with a number of design preferences of the
architect he can consider these in the formulation of the design task.
This would certainly be beneficial to the communication process.

4.2. Didactic Culture
The major component of the design menu in the design curriculum, is
the architectural design studio where students carry out studies and
design for specific projects. These projects, often pretend to be
analogous to what architects do in practice, normally involve the
design of buildings, parts of buildings, complexes of buildings, building
sites, parts of cities or towns, or even entire settlements. The author
deliberately speaks of a pretended analogy with design practice
because it has been debated as long as there are architectural schools.
According to Thomley (1963) 'Design' as taught in the school of
architecture has very little resemblance to what actually happens in
practice. Whether his design method is a replenishment for this
shortcoming remains an open question.
Each school promotes its own design curriculum. Some schools
stress the importance of architecture as an art, whereas other schools
stress the importance of architecture as a science. Generally studio
design projects increase in complexity as the student progresses
through the program. Complexity depends on the number and
difficulty of design issues addressed in a given project, not necessarily
on a project's size or cost. A house could be a more complex project
than an office building or industrial plant, depending on site conditions
and design requirements. Some design teachers such as Lewis (1992)
argue that unconstrained design problems can be far more challenging
than highly constrained ones. Other studies like the study on creativity
by Finke et. al. (1992) showed the opposite effect and similar studies
as those by Finke at our own department (Daru, 1993) showed that
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there was no influence at all. This difference might be explained from
the fact that all conditions were kept similar except for the subjects.
Finke used first year psychology students whereas we used third year
architecture students.
In a pilot study questions like: "Did your educational program
correspond with your present day approach of the design process"
were asked to experienced designers. Some designers answered this
question with 'yes' whereas others indeed sensed a discrepancy
between design education and design practice. When the designers
were asked to give a description of what the educational program was
about however there were many detailed differences between these
programs. For instance one subject who attained two schools said: "At
the first school of architecture that I attended tutors used a very
liberal approach of several aspects of the design process. They
allowed students to use the brief and/or location as a starting point
to fill in the design plan. At the second school of architecture (in
Amsterdam) however tutors used a much more pragmatic approach
of the design process. Now 1 can use both techniques in practice
depending on what kind of design task I am working at." Two
other subjects use a strict methodological approach of the design
process developed at the Eindhoven University of Technology by
GOM, (Design Methods Group. 1986) (see also Bax, 1987). They
mentioned however: "Only after about 6 years of practice the
methodological approach taught at the institute started to work bit
by bit." It is very likely that knowledge about these preferred design
approaches can be very useful in setting up a successful design
curriculum for teachers as well as students.
Teachers
Design studio teachers normally plan the studio course, select projects,
and schedul.e work. Faculty members of a number universities in
personal communication with the author often raised the question:

whether teachers do the right thing by 'interfering' with these
organising tasks?. According to some of them it is perhaps this
strategic organisation itself that should also be an ingredient of the
design curriculum. Not only schools promote their own design
curriculum. Within a number of schools of architecture it was also
observed that teachers each have their own ideas about the ideal
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curriculum. Any teacher offering instruction or taking part in the jury
system of a design studio, inevitably brings to the subject his or her
own beliefs and values about what they think constitutes good
architectural design. For some, this set of beliefs may actually be
organised into a formalised, personal ideology, philosophy or
sometimes even a method, which continually influences opinions and
actions.
Many teachers themselves have originally been educated to
become an architect. And it is common knowledge that many nonarchitects view architects especially as iconoclastic and individualistic
human beings. A first group of teachers can be classified as practising
architects. Their time is usually split between office and school, and
their teaching is greatly influenced by their design practice (i.e.
designing style). The work of a number of other teachers outside of
teaching classes, is focused on research, the writing of books and
articles for scholarly journals, lecturing and the attending of
conferences with other like-minded scholars. Very often architecture
students prefer to be taught design by the first group whereas the
second group can offer important notions on knowledge development
and design methodology. A serious problem that needs special
attention for successfully educating architectural students is that many
of these teachers from both groups are at least unfamiliar with the
didactics of design education. Bryan Lawson (ih personal
communication with the author) states: "One does not necessarily
have to be a good designer to be a successful teacher. But one
certainly needs some basic didactic skills in order to be a successful
teacher". What one needs for this is an open minded, student oriented
attitude. One needs to be familiar with ones own as well as with the
students' preferences in order to profess the expertise successfully.
Students
As soon as more knowledge is available about the role of individual
differences in design processes, education programs can be adjusted to
fit to the individual students. The designing curriculum of the Design
Morphology Group of the Eindhoven University of Technology where
this thesis is worked out, is currently using this knowledge about
student preferences with respect to process (or working) styles and
product styles. The curriculum allows students to approach the project
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from their own preferred point of view without neglecting paying
attention to their weak points.
Still more knowledge is required about the architectural design
process in general, as well as knowledge about individual differences
between architectural designers (in terms of personality characteristics)
and differences between their architectural designing styles (in terms of
their strategic and tactical activities). Pencil and paper should become
to an architectural student as violin and bow are to the violinist.
Architectural students must not practice merely drafting, but they must
practice designing. And probably the best way to satisfy their eager to
learn is to give them feedback on the progress they make not only in
terms of the design outcome but also with respect to how they
achieved the design outcome. In other words feedback on the design
process and its characteristics. A framework obtained from empirical
research might contribute to this evaluation process.
Jury Systems
The relevance of this research to jury systems is nicely illustrated by a
quotation of Broadbent (1973, pp 265) who said: "All the design
tutor could do was to compare his prejudices with the student's;
there was no rational basis for criticism." This is especially true for
the product style type preferences. But our main concern in this
research are the strategic process style preferences. If we are able to
find some kind of formal framework to describe strategic process styles
of designing this can help design tutors and juries in evaluating design
progress.
At the beginning of this project the author was confronted with a
completely unfamiliar vocabulary that architects and teachers use in
their profession. At first this vocabulary appeared to be imprecise.
Only architects and a few architectural groupies really know the lingo.
And indeed there are even sub-lingos which are accessible only to a
minority of architects. It is often this particular profession related
language that is used in the jury or value system. A value system is a
set of commonly understood criteria or standards by which people and
their work are measured within the field. This set of values and criteria,
like its concomitant vocabulary, is not clearly written down anywhere.
The reason for this might very well be the fact that design is more than
a problem solving activity, a topic that was discussed in more detail in
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chapter 1.3.2 on Problem Solving and chapter 1.3.3. on Puzzle
Making . .
According to Lewis (1992) the values and vocabulary of schools
in architecture are often unfamiliar, unclear and ambiguous. And
furthermore their application changes from person to person, school
to school or week to week. He states that: "Just when a student
thinks he had begun to figure out what his teacher was talking
about, new data arrive and renews his confusion . This particular
profession related language is often used in the jury discussion of a
design outcome and the related decisions. Many students have
difficulty with understanding exactly what the teacher means or
wants if one day he says: 'It is important to think about efficient
and legible circulation' and the other day he protests that 'The
design is to much like a circulation diagram'. Some other examples
were: 'Nice proportions, but it does not work' as opposed to 'It
works but the proportions are bad'. Students may ask themselves,
what it is that the teacher means or wants. Obviously the critics
know something, some set of understood but not explicitly
communicated values, which allows them to make judgements and
to know the truth".
Of course this opacity of the value system does not mean that
these value judgements should be abandoned completely due to the
fact that it takes time and effort to understand them. Maybe they fulfil
an essential role in the development of the expertise. But what is
simply suggested here is to incorporate a language or framework that
also enables the discussion of the design process itself. The process
discussion based on an empirical framework might be a supplementary
issue of discussion in the jury system to allow a better understanding of
design in general. It might also contribute to motivate students to think
about their decisions and later even perhaps in the vocabulary that is
so characteristic for architectural designing.
Design Curriculum
A final important issue in considering style in the context of the
educational system is the relation between the mode of thought and
the profession. Bogen (1969) has categorised two modes of thought
as propositional and appositional styles, which refer to the left
hemisphere and the right hemisphere respectively. Verbal reasoning,
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logical argument and science are propositional functionalities
associated to the left hemisphere and in most western countries
dominate the elementary and high school education system. Non
verbal communication, imagery and analogy are appositional
functionalities associated to the right hemisphere and are mostly
neglected in our western educational system. This is at least one good
reason to consider style in the curriculum of design education. In other
words, differences in learning styles should be considered in teaching
design. But not only differences in learning styles are important.
Probably differences in styles of designing are just as important to be
considered if one wants to teach architectural designing. Even if first
year students are involved, it is very likely that they alrea~y have
developed some notion of what they think design should be about.
The question with respect to the structure of the design curriculum
would be how knowledge on styles of designing can best ,be integrated.
In this question it is not only the preferences of students that should be
considered also the style preferences of teachers should be considered
in the design curriculum.

4.3. Automation Culture
Software Developers
According to a large number of participants of the 1992 DOSS
workshop on Design Support Tools the current status of CAAD tools
is that there are more decision support tools at our disposal then
design support tools (Van Bake! & De Haan, 1992). Figure 13, the
design tool building shows a schematic representation of tool
specifications and their distribution . As far as design tools are
concerned most of these tools force architects to use a process
approach that is not conform to their preferred working style. To test
the usefulness of these tools Daru (1992) suggests an outline for
testing and evaluation. One of the criteria he mentions is that tools
should allow for personal preferences in the use of different features
on a tactical and strategic level. At the tactical level this applies to
mechanisms that are activated in case the preferred design approach
(design strategy) can not be executed for some reason.
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Figure 13 The design tool building. The masse is constructed by adding the
shared plains of tool reference with respect to the time and scale dimension.
The top of the masse refers to the decision phase, whereas the left side refers
to tools that are used in the preliminary phase of designing.

According to Daru & Daru (1992) it is clear that many CAAD tools
reflect the point of view of the programmer about strategies and
tactics of designing, and that they do not take into account the
idiosyncrasies of the end user. Very often this is due to the ignorance
of the programmer to take into account knowledge about the specific
expertise for which he is developing a tool. It would not be fair
though, to put all the blame on the programmer. If knowledge about
designing is available, very often it concerns knowledge about
decisions and evaluation, or knowledge about a prescriptive design
methodology.
Knowledge about, what is often referred to as the architect's
'Black Box' (Jones, 1970) is poorly described. It is assumed that what
is stored in the Black Box consists of different types of knowledge. A
number of distinctions can be made. The first is between Tacit and
Explicit knowledge (Zeise!, 1981). Tacit knowledge is knowledge that
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people use that cannot be made explicit, as when we recognise
peoples faces without being able to exactly describe why :we recognise
them (Tversky, 1977). According to Kuhn (1970) this knbwledge can
not be codified in explicit rules, laws and criteria for identification.
Explicit knowledge is knowledge that can be tested again~t hypotheses.
Another distinction is between procedural and declarative knowledge
(Cohen & Squire, 1980). Procedural knowledge is 'Knowing how' :
how to ride a bicycle, or how to read mirror writing. Declarative
knowledge is 'Knowing what', and closely related to facts. In all these
descriptions 'Knowing why' is not discussed. Probably this is what
makes the 'Black Box', black.
Often the reasons, of applying or using a certain type of
knowledge, are subconscious. That is one of the reasons of agreement
with Broadbent (197 3) that design of architecture can never be a
matter of completely automated decision.

Data Base Managers
This paragraph gives a description of how knowledge on Architectural
Styles of Designing could be used as a guideline to implement a new
type of data base that is more suitable for the support of the individual
design practice. Designers may have different preferences for
accessing and retrieving new knowledge about a spe~ific design task.
These preferences can on a strategic level be correlated to their overall
design strategy, and on a tactical level to personality characteristics of
the subject. Computer scientists involved with new data base
implementations should use this knowledge about these preferences in
organising data bases and implementing several personal retrieving
strategies and tactics that can be adjusted to the data base user. For
the implementation of a useful data base it is important to know how
consistent or diverse the representation of expert knowledge is.
Creative processes have everything to do with human thinking
and the use of our Short Term Memory (STM) and Long Term
Memory (LTM). It is plausible to believe that creative behaviour is
governed by strategic as well as tactical aspects of behaviour, a
distinction that we discussed in one of the previous chapters. Expert
knowledge is stored in LTM and activated in STM and what Boekaerts
(1987) calls the Working Memory. If we want experts to rely on, or
make use of knowledge stored in data bases there should be a
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correspondence between the knowledge structure of their own system
and the knowledge structure of the data base. But not only the
knowledge representation of both systems should look alike. The
knowledge retrieval system of the data base should resemble the
knowledge retrieval system of the individual designer.
De Vries (1994) has been studying the influence of the structure
of information on the support of the design process. She did not find
any clear relations. We believe that this can be due to several
shortcomings in her approach. First of all she used architecture
students as subjects. The question is whether their knowledge
representation structure can be compared with that of experienced
designers and whether students have other priorities than experienced
designers with respect to looking up additional information. Second,
she did not assess the preferred knowledge representations and
retrieval structures of each individual subject. It may very well be that
each individual student prefers his own retrieval structure and that
students have different knowledge representations. In that case
manipulating only two variables (i.e. structure and form) might not be
sufficient.
Simon (1975) suggests that for a design program to incorporate
style the following autonomous, style determining characteristics
should be incorporated: (1) the processes that determine the order of
search, (2) stored prefabricated solutions to recurrent sub-problems,
and (3) stored autonomous constraints to be added to the explicitly
given problem constraints. These characteristics should also be
characteristics of a data base if it is to be used successfully in practice.
Another association of creativity with knowledge comes from
Coyne et al (1990) who say that "The key aspect to this creativity
continuum is the role of knowledge. The most interesting,
innovative, and significant kind of designing occurs when we work
beyond the confines of some particular subset of knowledge.
According to this model, creative designers are those who can
abrogate convention and call on other resources, either from
within their own knowledge or external to it.". It becomes clear that
creativity is closely related to how people use and combine existing
knowledge. Most of this domain knowledge is stored in the LTM.
Knowing more about the possible structure or application of this
domain knowledge might help us in developing design (support)
systems.
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Assuming that the statement above is right we have to a~k ourselves
"How do we want to support the architectural designer rn the act of
designing?" One way of doing this is to try to automate lpw level
design decision making from a theoretical point of view fn order to
increase productivity (Coyne et al 1990). Another more abstract
approach is to try to understand from a user point of view what is
needed in order to increase design productivity.
First, if we want to support an architectural designe~ from a user
point of view we have to realise that designers in general and
architectural designers in particular do not very often us~ external
(automated) data bases to get new ideas or to seek for inspiration.
According to Pratt (1984) they first try to find the design, motive within
their own data base the Long Term Memory. If this proves to be
unsuccessful they might consult a colleague designer or look for clues
in their immediate environment. Very seldom they consult automated
data bases. This might be due to the fact that accessing most data
bases in the preliminary phase of design is difficult because its structure
is not transparent or does not match personal preferences of
retrieving information. In this preliminary phase of designing it is not
yet clear what type of knowledge could be useful in order to develop
design ideas. Once a design idea has emerged, a data base might be
consulted with respect to material-, and construction properties and
other factual or explicit knowledge. However tacit knowledge
(knowledge that cannot be made explicit, and is learned by doing)
might just be the type of knowledge that is relevant during the first
phases of design (Zeise!, 1981).
So if a knowledge support system has to be successful, subjects
will have to assume a different attitude towards the use of external data
bases but also a data base structure must be designed, that is accessible
to different types of users. One of the reasons that designers do not
consult a data base voluntarily might be that data retrievement of
external knowledge in present data base systems is static. A user has
to conform to the structure of the data base in order to find what he
needs, whereas if he consults his own Long Term Memory he can use
whatever search strategy he thinks will be successful. In order to
implement a more successful data base, at least four things are very
important:
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1) Is about the structure of the knowledge as it is represented
in the data base. Should knowledge be structured as a network
or as a hierarchy of concepts like shown left and right
respectively in figure 14? Is there a general way how architects
organise domain specific knowledge?
2) Is about the search strategy that is allowed by the system to
retrieve knowledge from the data base and of course the search
strategy that is preferred by the designer (for example table 1
left column). Maybe architectural designers have their own
preferences of acquiring domain specific knowledge.
3) Is about what search tactics can and will be used if a search
strategy tends to fail (for example table 1 right column). What
does the architect do if his preference of acquiring data cannot
be met or tends to fail because of external factors .
4) Is about the representation of the knowledge. Should it be
represented verbally in written text, graphically, or both? {De
Vries, 1994) and should it be structured on a factual, episodic
and operational level (Boekaerts, 1987).
Network Structure

Figure 14. Knowledge Structures. Two different representations of domain
knowledge. Left a network structure and right a hierarchical structure. The
questions with respect to knowledge structures are: should users conform to
the application or should the application allow different representation
dependent of the use of the data base?
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search strategy
Look for (x), Then
Look for connection (xl..n) with
(x),
Select connection(xi),
Combine (xi) with (y),
Look for related (xi,y)

search tactics
If not found (x), I
Look for something like (x),
If impossible to combine
(xi,y),
Try Combine (xi) with (z)

Table 1. Strategic & Tactical Syntax. Left a fictitious strategy of knowledge
retrieval, right a fictitious tactic of knowledge retrieval if the strategy tends to
fail.

Knowledge Based Automation & Design
The discussion above does not imply however that there should not be
made any attempt to map knowledge that influences this Black Box
apparatus and the reasons of applying it. On the contrary. The design
process may be partially automated if it is assumed that an architect
normally generates a design for a building by operating upon some
convenient representation or partial representation of that proposed
building until the state of representation is judged to possess certain
desired properties (Mitchell, 1975, 1990). Most commonly the
representation consists of two dimensional projections of edge-lines of
three dimensional forms, drawn in pencil on paper, and the
operations performed upon it are making and erasing prbjected edge
lines. Unlike in a normal traditional design situation, the nature and
sequence of these operations may not always be directly .d etermined
by the human designer, but may be wholly or partially under control of
an automated system. An external knowledge base may t ontain much
more expert knowledge than any individual designer can ever store in
his own LTM. The most important factor of making this ;e xternal
knowledge available is that the structure of the data base system is
congruent with the (LTM) system of the individual user as well as the
retrieval interface. In case different designers have different knowledge
representations and retrieval structures this implies that the data base
system should either be an individual system or a system that is flexible
and can be adjusted to individual users.
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4.4. Cognitive Scientists
It is very difficult, if not impossible, to use only the type of knowledge
discussed above (explicit, procedural and declarative knowledge about
'what' and 'how') to implement a useful design support tool. We do
not yet have a clear view of tacit knowledge about 'why'. Just as no
two of us perceive a reality quite the same way, our understanding of
representations are also different. This is because each of us has a
somewhat different body of knowledge developed as a result of our
individual expectations and experiences. We use this knowledge in
perceiving and understanding the environment. In turn this determines
how architects design and why they do it in a particular way. Then in
order to gain more insight into how and why the architectural
products come about, and how they are related to the mechanisms of
the human mind, special attention must be given to the process of
design as a cognitive activity.
Recent studies of design behaviour indicate that three kinds of
knowledge are necessary; a) representational, b) reasoning, c) problem
solving (Akin, 1982). Design starts when architects begin representing
in the mind or on paper. These representations are used by the
designer to gradually build a hierarchical network of symbols
describing the object being designed. Properties of the parts and the
whole are decided, checked against and modified to accommodate
each other. Reasoning, problem solving and Puzzle Making, help the
designer in guiding himself in this hierarchic space of representations
gradually developing a complete, consistent and relevant finalrepresentation. Although most scientific research on Computer Aided
Architectural Design (CAAD) is aimed at the question how
architectural design processes can be automated or supported by
computers this doesn't imply that it leads to a better understanding of
the design process itself. In design practice often the opposite is
observed.
Many theories about design and architectural design in particular,
describe the design process as a sequence of activities like Analysis,
Synthesis and Evaluation. The problem with these models is that they
often prescribe the ideal design process as how it should take place
{prescriptive models) instead of describing them how they do take
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place (Van Bake!, 199lc). Jn many existing prescriptive models, the
design process is divided into some artificial stages that are executed
serially. Very often these models are used as the basis to ~et up an
artificial process dispatch in a computer environment. The problem is
that if we talk about CAAD the emphasis seems mainly to be related
to the role of the computer, instead of the user. In that case, the
computer can be seen as the operator. The domain, in ol!.tr case the
architectural design process, is the operand. We must not
underestimate the optimism with which the computer sciences have
started in the 1960's. But neither this optimism should be
overestimated. In the latest developments of research on artificial
intelligence in architectural design we sense some scepticism's on
recent developments (Gero, 1991). This is the main reason why a shift
in attention is suggested in this research . Instead of talking about a
computer aided design approach Daru would like to emphasise the
focus on a different approach namely, a design aided computer point
of view (Daru , 1989).

4.5. Summary
In fact what we are looking for, are the attributes that enable us to
distinguish different strategic working styles of architectural designers.
This model to describe these working style differences must have an
implementation independent structure and should be achieved by
observation techniques of design practice, several interview
techniques, and a Stimulus Response questionnaire (SR questionnaire)
specifically designed for this domain . This is because we do not yet
know what the attributes are, that enable us to distinguislii these
working styles of architectural designing .
Furthermore the model should enable us to distingui·s h strategic
working styles. Since it is unknown whether working styl~s depend on
the context of design processes, cultural differences, or whether they
are based on personality characteristics or personal preferences, our
approach must be one allowing these different artifacts to emerge.
Once we have a framework for describing and distinguisming strategic
working styles we can use this information in making suggestions to,
teachers, software developers, et cetera that are attuned to the
characteristics of the working style of the individual architect.
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uThe method is primarily a means of
resolving a conflict that exists
between logical analysis and creative
thought. The difficulty is that the
imagination does not work well
unless it is free to alternate between
all aspects of the problem, in any
order, and at any time, whereas
logical analysis breaks down if there
is the least departure from a
systematic step-by-step sequence."
(Jones, J.C. (1963). A method of systematic
design. in J.C. Jones & D.G. Thornley (eds.)
Conference on design methods. Pergamon
press pp.54.)

5. Methodologies, Methods & Theories of
Designing
Many theorists and design methods assume that a designer, like a
campaigner or project manager, starts with the reconnoitring
operation. The gathering of data and the definition of all the
parameters within which his future action must take place. Though
this seems a plausible assumption, observations of experienced
architects at work sometimes show a completely different initiation of
the design process. Some designers first develop a design metaphor
and then start to check and explore how the design problem can be
translated into this metaphor. In other words in this example personal
working styles deviate from prescriptive design methods. Another
example to illustrate the discrepancy between theory and practice is
the use of models.
According to some design theories, most designers are brought
up to model, mainly in two dimensions in the form of drawings. Some
theories and design methods state that actual three-dimensional
models seem very seldom to be used as design tools, are usually made
after all the decisions are taken and are more to do with public
relations than with design method. Unfortunately many design
methods do not even bother to mention the use of models especially
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during the first stages of the design process. This does not mean
however that in general the use of three-dimensional models should be
avoided during the first phases of design. Again in many piscussions
with experienced architects it appeared that the use of threedimensional models had very much to do with their own personal
design method or the so called style of designing. On the:other hand
many theories and practitioners actually describe the use 'o f models as
a useful step in the design process. Gindroz (1982) for instance
describes how the combinatorial use of plan drawings ana models can
be most effective.
By the use of models the participants can become more involved
in the design process, make suggestions. and test how the building
would work if occupied by its inhabitants. These discussions about the
reconnoitring operation and modelling, are just two examples to
illustrate discrepancy between design method and design1theory on the
one hand and design practice on the other. Sometimes there also
seems to be a discrepancy between theories. With respect to the use
of models as an example, some theories stress the importance of
three-dimensional models in the conceptual design phase whereas
others explain the usefulness of three-dimensional models in the
presentation phase. It seems that there is a discrepancy between and
within design theories and design methods, with respect to the issue of
the reconnoitring operation and the use of three dimensional models
in the design process. Later in chapter 6.4 on Some Theories and the
Question of Style it will become clear that these discrepancies could
have been discussed from the point of view of a number of other
related issues as well . To get a better understanding of these
discrepancies between and within theories, methods and
methodologies let us first take a closer look at the semantic meaning
of each concept individually.

5.1. Methodology
Methodology is defined by Hornby (1978) and Koenen & Drewes
(1976) as a science or study of method, especially in acqdemic
subjects. According to Cayne (1991) a methodology is 1) a branch of
philosophy dealing with the science of method or procel:l.ure, 2) a
system of methods and rules applied in a science. Boekholt (1985)
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defines it as a science in which knowledge is acquired and structured
on existing design methods (or design methods in development) and
the structural characteristics which they (must) satisfy. According to
Dixon (1988), Design Methodology is still in a pre-hypothesis stage,
just exploring the subject and its own possibilities. A methodology is
thus focusing on how one produces rather than on what or why one
produces. Methodological architects and teachers are interested in
processes and their management per se. Methodologies can relate to
design techniques, graphic techniques, administration, project
management, finance and business development. The methodologists'
tools include computers, flow diagrams, work schedules and charts,
analogue models, and data surveys. Their main concern is studying
decision theory, modelling and computer simulation, logic cost
accounting, marketing and personnel management among others.
They often claim that by understanding and specifically mastering the
process by which things are produced, the quality of the product will
be automatically enhanced and efficiency and cost savings will be
achieved. A methodology can help in coping with architecture's
uncertainties and complexities. But excessive preoccupation with the
how at the expense of the why can lead to limited and distorted
results. For no matter how rational our approach in architecture, we
can never eliminate the fundamental need for sensitive judgements
based on human values and personal convictions which vary with
time, place, culture, et cetera.

5.2. Methods
A method is defined by Hornby (1978) as 1) A system, 2) A way of
doing something. Boekholt (1985) defines (design) method as a set of
accurate described design techniques systematically coherent,
efficiently used to solve a (part of a) (design) problem. According to
Koenen & Drewes (1976), a method is a fixed, well-considered way of
doing things to achieve a certain goal. And Cayne (1991) defines a
method as 1) a way of doing something, 2) a procedure of doing
something, 3) orderliness in doing, planning etc., 4) an orderly
arrangement or system.
Attoe (1979) defines design methods as the procedures architects
have employed in generating designs. These procedures are an
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important consideration of history. Modular systems, geometries,
standard typologies, or any of several other methods for designing,
·matter because methods have different ramifications in building form
and character. Finally Jones (1963) defines a method primarily as a
means of resolving a conflict that exists between logical analysis and
creative thought. It is seriously doubted that there is such a thing as
the design method. Or in other words the one way of d0ing things. It
is assumed here that especially in creative processes, there is not one
way of doing things, but that there are individual ways of doing
things. Of course it is possible that some individuals seem to share
some of the same interests and sometimes so intense that they form a
trend (or style) in designing. Such a trend, even when it i~ very much
appreciated by critics, should never be an excuse to assume this
particular approach as the one and only prescriptive way: of doing
things (van Bake!, 199lc). We must always question the method (or
theories) that is used, from an open minded, and critical perspective to
find new possibilities, that might lead to an even better understanding
of the things we do. Maybe we are fortunate to have a large number of
different design methods at our disposal developed by design
theoreticians as well as practising architects. For this might be
considered as proof of the existence of individual ways of doing things
and an absence of the design method.

5.3. Theories.
A theory is defined by Hornby (1978) as 1) (explanation of the)
general principles of an art or science (contrasted with practice); 2)
reasoned supposition put forward to explain facts or events; 3)
something conjectured, not necessarily based on reasoning. Another
definition is given by Koenen & Drewes (1976). They say that a
theory is 1) knowledge which is contemplated without being related to
any practical exercise and 2) a doctrine of the basic principles of a
science. According to Cayne (1991) a theory is 1) an organised body
of ideas as to the truth of something, usually derived from the study of
a number of facts relating to it, but sometimes entirely th~ result of
exercising the speculative imagination, 2) knowledge of a science or
art derived from such study and speculation (cf. practice),13) a general
body of assumptions and principles.
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It would be strange to talk about design theories in the first meaning of
the word as defined by Koenen & Drewes (1976) . Many of us would
feel uncomfortable to think of design theories as if their contents
would be put forth without being related somehow to knowledge about
design practice. It is plausible to assume that most described design
theories are related to the first and in some way to the second
meaning of the concept as defined by Hornby and or by the
descriptions as given by Cayne.
Another definition is given by Roskam (1983, chapter 4, p .3): "A
theory is the connection between {general) scientific
pronunciations, that express legitimate connections between
theoretical entities, empirical phenomena and behaviour
determinants, which determine the nature and the course of these
phenomena" . Based on different levels of abstraction he distinguishes
four types. Macro-theories (e.g. Skinner's Behaviourism (1974)),
Meso-theories (e.g . Bandura's social learning theory (1977)), Minitheories (e.g. Kohlberg's moral judgement theory) and Data-theories
(theories that refer to preference data). A fundamental aspect of a
good theory is that it 'says' something about what should occur, but
also something about what is not allowed to occur if the theory is true.
Design theories are general statements dealing with what
architecture is, what architecture should accomplish, and how best to
design. According to Attoe (1979): "Good design theories are useful
to the architect at various points in the design process and are
applicable to many building types. When an architect is confronted
with choices, such as whether to expose the structural system in a
building or to hide it within a finished wall, a theory of architecture
may help deciding".
Theory tends to be less rigorous and precise in architecture then
in science. Scientific theories typically present either sets of laws that
have been derived empirically, self-evident truths in the form of
axioms, or descriptions of causal events. One important feature of
scientific theory that is not found in architecture is rigorous proof. To
gain wide acceptance among scientists, a theory must be supported
with clear evidence, and the derivation of that evidence must be
explained in detail. In studying design processes it is important to
realise that architectural design is in large part a synthesising rather
than analysing activity.
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In advocating particular ways of seeing architecture, theorists often
rely on analogies. For example, we are told that architecture should be
seen as 'organic', or that it is a 'language', or that it is 'machinelike'.
Analogies such as these provide a way to organise desigry tasks in
hierarchical order, so that the architect can know which things to
think about first and which things can be left to a later stage of the
design process. The following are some recurrent analogies employed
by theorists to explain architecture:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mathematical Analogy,
Biological Analogy,
Pattern language Analogy,
Linguistic Analogy,
Mechanical Analogy,
Problem solving Analogy.

Let us take a closer look at the distinction between the concept of
design theory and design model. A model is in fact a representation of
relevant characteristics of a reality. According to Hoskins (1975) a
model is an abstract representation of reality. He distinguishes three
types of information processing occurring at the design stage:
1. assembly of possible concepts, 2. testing possible concepts,
3. providing detailed production information on the finalised concept.
A model is a deductive system of definitions, axiom's and derivations,
and thus a formal theory. A model can represent an empirical
structure, if certain elements of the model are considered as a symbolic
explication of observable entities or variables. Deductions within the
model correspond with the predictions related to the empirical
observations. We can investigate whether empirical observations
satisfy a specific model and if so, we may use the model as a
hypothetical theory. In other words, a model is a formalised version of
a theory and does not (yet) in itself have any empirical value.
A theory can explicate the relations between the entities of a
model by the use of a set of assertions that are based on relations in
reality. Very often, as we shall see in the next chapter, the design
models developed up to date are very prescriptive, and are seldom
based on empirical validation. Descriptive models that have been
developed are not suitable to distinguish strategic process style
preferences. It also seems as if design theories and models are more
useful to design theorists than to the design practitioners.
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".. .sciences differ greatly in scope,
methods and aims. They differ
greatly in degree of rigour and the
extent to which they can help the
designer with positive results . ... .But
difficulties arise because some of
their practitioners seem far more
anxious to demonstrate their grasp
of a methodology than to produce
results which are usable in design."
(Broadbent, G. (1973). Design in
architecture. John Wiley & Sons, London,

pp 85.)

6. On Research Styles
The study of design strategies and there equifinality is an important
one for a number of reasons. One of the most important reasons is, as
we saw in the previous chapter, that recent (prescriptive) models of
designing are not equipped to understand explicate, let alone, predict
the occurrence of differences in strategic design styles of architects.
Yet as observers we see a clear difference between the approach of
one architect compared with another. If we read autobiographies on
the projects of many great architectural designers such as for instance
Wright or Le Corbusier we can observe large differences between their
design approaches, in terms of strategies as well as tactics. It is not the
question of the possible relation that exists between a design strategy
and the design outcome, we want to answer in this research. It is more
about trying to understand design activities within a certain strategic
context which might be responsible for the style of designing of the
architect.
Now we are left with the question how to tackle this problem.
Contrary to some earlier accounts by so-called design methodologists,
the kind of theory we need if we are to explain what is going on when
architects are designing must go beyond matters of sequential or cyclic
procedure. We need to move directly into the realm of normative
discourse about what constitutes architectural design in order to clarify
both the inherent nature of the enterprise and the direction in which
procedures are inclined. Furthermore, we need to ask how this
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discourse is shaped and what frames of reference are appropriate in
its shaping. According to Van Strien (1975), we can ma ke a
distinction between a number of research goals we want ,to achieve in
scientific research. Research can be aimed at a theoreticc::tl goal, and a
practical goal, respectively achieved by using the predictive- and
regulative cycle. Another type of goal, called practical benefit
(Fokkema, 1977), is achieved by the praxiological research cycle. This
is (applied} research aimed at some sort of practical benefit. Some
examples of praxiological research are, developing a test to select
employees, or develop a computer aided tutor. In praxiological
research a number of beneficial goals is determining the iscientific
question. Finally according to Fokkema (1977), research can be aimed
at evaluating what the consequences are of certain actions, in order to
evaluate them against some obtained effects. Each of these goals can
be achieved by following the empirical cycle consisting of respectively,
observation, induction, deduction and testing {or evaluation). Each
empirical cycle though can be applied within three different scientific
research approaches, the Nomothetic Theory-Oriented approach, the
Practice-Oriented approach, and the idiographic oriented approach.
1

6.1. Nomothetic Theory-Oriented
In the current social sciences and psychology in particul?r we have
three different scientific research approaches. The first type is the
Nomothetic Theory-Oriented Research approach which, is aimed at
general regularities of behaviour. Within this research approach we
can make a distinction between research that is aimed at the
verification of empirical founded hypotheses {Test-Research}, and
research that is aimed at preparation of further development
(Investment-Research).
Test-Research can be conducted to find out whether certain
presuppositions or hypotheses are sufficiently supportecd by
observations in the domain of investigation in order to elaborate on
the provisional theoretical foundation. This type of research can
primarily be concerned with the rejection or acceptance of a number
of tentative expectations.
Cronbach (1957) describes two disciplines within this approach.
An Experimental and Correlational discipline. The main difference
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between the disciplines is the controllability of the determinants of
behaviour. In correlation research often a causal interpretation of the
findings is impossible. This does not necessarily imply though that
such an approach can not help us developing a theoretical foundation
for further research in designing. The choice depends on the research
question and on what theoretical foundation is available , but also
whether certain interesting facts can or can not be investigated in a
laboratory setting. We can imagine for instance that a laboratory
research in which a design session takes place does not necessarily
have to correspond with the general design practice of the subject.
This is especially true if we are interested in tactical design actions as
we shall see later. Some Test-Research techniques are: Survey, FieldStudy, Naturalistic Systematic Observation and Simulation.
Investment-Research includes several research techniques each
serving a specific goal. lnstrumental-Nomologic Research is used for
the development of test-instruments and questionnaires. Descriptive
Research is used for making an inventory of frequencies of concepts
that are psychologically relevant. This can be executed without any
kind of hypothesis or assumptions. Literature Survey often precedes
any other type of research to find out what is common knowledge
about the subject. Exploratory Research is aimed at the development
of ideas and hypothesis. Often it follows Descriptive Research and
precedes Test-Research. A special case of Exploratory Research is the
Pilot-Study to find out if a certain setting is suitable for data acquisition.
Theoretical Research is research that uses a formal or conceptual
model to predict behaviour. According to Hofstee (1980), ldiographicCase-study-, and Exploratory research all are characterised as
investment research approaches, used to develop instruments that can
be used in Empirical Test Research.
Nomothetic Theory-oriented Examples
An example of a Nomothetic Theory-Oriented research approach is
the study on Architectural Designing done by Boekholt (1985). He
describes the main goal of his research as: "From the assumption
that thinking in variants is necessary to: estimate changes in the

built environment; be able to have a good dialogue; guide the
internal solution process; and achieve creative solutions, the aim of
the research is to investigate the 'structure of the design process'.
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'Structure' is defined as the shared characteristics that emerge in
the description of a number of individual processes of designing."
and "A study that tries to create a foundation for the execution for
more specific and experimental research." Though Boekholt's
research (1985) shows in its main goal a Nomothetic Theory-Oriented
approach it also serves a postulated practical benefit when he states
that: "/am convinced that a description of the 'structure' of the
design process can contribute to a more conscious, flexible and
creative working method." This practical benefit is one of the
characteristics of Practice-Oriented research described in the next
section.
A second example of a Nomothetic Theory-Oriented approach is
the study of Hamel (1990) . The aim of his research was tp analyse the
cognitive processes of architectural designers using a problem solving
background to interpret their design decisions and cognitions. His
findings as such are as he says himself resulting in a descriptive model
of architectural designing. Unfortunately though, his description does
not allow the distinction of individual differences on strategic process
styles in the design process.
A third example is illustrated by the studies of Chan (1992a,
1992b). Chan elaborates on the general design model of analysis,
synthesis, and evaluation. In his approach, additional data bases are
supporting the three design phases. A schematic representation of his
model is shown in figure 15. With this model Chan gives !a description
of the general cognitive procedures taking place during architectural
design problem solving. There are some corresponding approaches
with the model which will be discussed in more detail in section 6.4.

Goal plan
Memory
Knowledge
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Figure 15. Chan's Cognitive
Design Model. Design as
Problem Solving based on the
analysis-synthesis-evaluation
theory of design.
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6.2. Practice-Oriented
The second type of approach is Practice-Oriented Research. This type
of research is also often referred to as applied scientific research. Most
of the time this type of research wants to achieve some normative or
evaluative goal. According to Duijker (1980) this type of research can
also have as its objective the enhancement of self consciousness,
growth and self-expression for which he uses the term 'Salutair'.
Practice-Oriented research can have a major theoretical relevance if
we can connect the research findings to more general theoretical
concepts that also occur in completely different settings. Of course this
type of research asks for a different kind of attitude of the researcher.
A Practice-Oriented researcher will probably be more interested
in synthetic and holistic thoughts on the matter in order to be able to
generalise from a single set of observations. Working on a practical
problem requires a research attitude that takes into account many
relevant aspects and factors simultaneously and forces the researcher
to cross the boundaries of his own research discipline .
According to Deutsch (1980) the difference between a theoryoriented and a Practice-Oriented researcher is that the theory-oriented
researcher is more interested in general and lasting truths, whereas the
Practice-Oriented researcher is more interested in the benefit of his
results, he wants to know whether his findings are useful. Furthermore
he assumes that a Practice-Oriented researcher must be capable of
making acquaintance with people often from a complete different
background having different cultural, and social values. As a
psychologist which requires expertise from quite a different discipline,
it indeed took the author some time to familiarise with the
architectural domain knowledge and the different characteristics of the
discipline.
Practice-Oriented Examples
In his Inquiry by Design, Zeise! (1981) gives us an example of a
Practice-Oriented approach. His book is about using environmentbehaviour (E-B) research to make better design decisions and to
develop knowledge. Environment is referred to as the physical,
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administrative , and social attributes of settings in which people live ,
work, and play. Behaviour refers to the things people do, including
thinking , feeling, and seeing, as well as talking with others and moving
around. His book focuses on how to find out how people behave in
reaction to environments. Zeise! (1981, pp. xi) himself states that: "My
topic, then, is E-B research-planning it, doing it, and using its
results."

Another example of a Practice-Oriented description of
architectural design is offered by Leupen, Grafe, Kornig , Lampe and
de Zeeuw (1993). Their description of the architectural design process
is aimed at clarifying the architectural grammar to offer new
perspectives on design education. Their conceptual framework should
offer the designer the opportunity to translate it to his own practice in
terms of a method for design .

6.3. ldiographic-Oriented
The third type is the ldiographic-Oriented Research approach, which
tries to describe and analyse psychological phenomena, mostly in the
context of historic and situational conditions. For the last 100 years
there has been a methodology battle within psychology between the
Nomothetic-Prediction Model and the ldiographic Model. According to
some philosophers the Nomothetic approach is more suitable for the
natural sciences because they deal with phenomena that are
unlimitedly repeatable . The Idiographic model is more applicable to
the cognitive sciences, because they deal with unique unrepeatable
phenomena. Though the distinction between Nomothetic and
ldiographic is clear, and the Nomothetic approach is in the position to
claim a methodological paradigm, the ldiographic approach up to now
is lacking this paradigm . Its only concern is to study the individual and
his uniqueness. This approach is therefore not analytical or
reductionistic, but holistic, which means that its primary concern is the
study of the phenomenon as a whole without dissecting its
determinants.
The question now is, how can we study the unique individual
architectural designer if we cannot use a Nomothetic Theory-Oriented
approach? According to De Groot (1972, pp 363), the study of
unique individual behaviour does not necessarily require a completely
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different research methodology. For it is possible that unique individual
phenomena can somehow be classified in a higher range of
phenomena which share the same characteristics. The description of
unique phenomena is in fact similar to an implicit theory or
hypothesis. It can consist of statements about resemblance's or
differences with other unique phenomena which occur only in certain
circumstances. It can also refer to a coherence that occurs within the
unique domain of facts and phenomena that correlate with the unique
object of investigation. We do need to realise that it is in principle
impossible to fully describe the uniqueness of a phenomena. Each
attempt of description is necessarily a limitation and reduction of what
the researcher considers an essential feature of the object of research .
Each description of the individual is therefor also a reduction to
universality's with the omission of the strict uniqueness. A unique
constellation of features can be described in general terms, but it is
also this uniqueness that is then lost necessarily in this description . The
only way to point out to the uniqueness of an individual designer is by
giving that unique constellation (of features) a new name that is used to
distinguish this individual architectural designer form others. Of course
this implies that the architect's uniqueness can be described but not
necessarily expressed or understood.
Within each model the same empirical cycles can be used to
obtain and interpret data. The phases of this empirical cycles are: 1)
Observation, by the use of tests, questionnaires or direct registration of
behaviour; 2) Induction , from the observations we may speculate about
general regularities or correlation's in the phenomena. These
speculations can result in a hypothetical theory which can generalise
other theories or even reject them; 3) Deduction, from the inductive
theory we deduct expectations of correlation's in specified conditions;
4) Evaluation or Testing, is concerned with finding out whether our
deductive expectations indeed occur.
ldiographic-Oriented Examples
The number of Idiographic-Oriented studies in architectural designing
appeared to be scarce. An interesting example of a researcher who is
aiming at an ldiographic-Oriented approach is the study described by
Rowe (1987, pp. 2). He assumes that: "there is no such thing as the
design process in the restricted sense of an ideal step-by-step
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technique. Rather there are many different styles of decision
making, each with individual quirks as well as manifestations of
common characteristics. Sometimes the unfolding of a, design is
strongly influenced by constraints derived from the initial setting
of the problem, such as the context in which the building is to be
built or its social purpose. On other occasions the process seems
more determined by a designer's personal attitudes andI prejudices
toward such things as functional expression or modes <;>f
fabrication technology". He used three protocol exampl~s to illustrate
individual differences in the design process.
Some other examples of Jdiographic-Oriented research
approaches of architectural designing are summarised by Broadbent
(1973) such as the study of Barron (1958), the study of Smith (1967),
and the study of MacKinnon (1962a, 1962b). Also Foz (1972) is an
example of an idiographic oriented study. All these studiek were ·
concerned with the unique characteristics of architectural designers.
Barron (1958) was interested in the nature of creative people, so was
MacKinnon (1962a, 1962b). They summed up a number of
personality traits they assumed to be characteristic to architectural
designers. Smith (1967) believed that good architects are .likely to be
'unsociable, humourless, severe, aloof, suspicious, cool, reticent,
misanthropic, calm, cold, calculating, self-centred, shut-in and
fanatical.'

6.4. Design Theory & the Question of Style
There has been something of a boom in the design world over the last
decade. In fact, so much has been written about 'style' and so many
new ranges have been launched that the whole process of research
can become confusing. Many people, faced with such a wealth of
choice, take refuge by slavishly (and sometimes very effectively)
copying a 'look', whether contemporary or period. Others
(consciously or unconsciously) assemble a whole host of conflicting
ideas (as we shall see later), each attractive in themselves, and attempt
to put them all together in one design.
Some criticisms call our current architectural heritage lacking style
because there is no common denominator to classify modern
architecture. They consider the unconscious application of decisive
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systems to be responsible for this. In the authors position there is
disagreement with the first aspect of this viewpoint because it .is
difficult to see the forest before the trees if one is standing right in the
middle of it. Furthermore we agree with Davis (1993, pp 22) that an
attribute may be without style or style-less, but no artifact can be
without style or style-less, for an artifact for which no matches or
associations can be found anywhere for any attributes is unthinkable.
Perhaps what these critics are referring to are indeed the attributes
themselves instead of the artifacts.
Since the artifact we are referring to is the strategic design
process, we argue that architectural designers need to be trained to be
more aware of the decision rules they use, to find the solution they
aim for. To really emerge with ones own consistent approach, the
research of the designer must be direct and decisive but also
conscious. As long as the reasons to apply different features of
different styles or style periods are conscious there is no reason why
we should not try out to 'invent' new combinations of attributes. Some
people may remain unaware of what they like, or are unable to come
to a decision. In the case of some principals this can be observed
when they reject all suggested solutions, but cannot come up with an
alternative, or at least cannot explain what it is they do like.
Though most architectural designers are brought up with some
knowledge about architectural styles (product styles) it is sometimes
also difficult for them to decide what stylistic features (product
attributes) to use or to leave out. In the worst case it is left to chance,
what to decide upon.
Some researchers who have been interested in the concept of
style were Foz (1972) and Darke (1978). Foz (1972) has found a
correlation between the competence of a designer and the process
that he uses to achieve his goal. Despite of the fact that he divides the
design process into four stages (as if all design processes can be
divided into' stages without exception) he made an interesting
observation that all the designer's guides seemed to come from the
designer's Long Term Memory instead of being determined by the
problem situation. If, like is assumed in this research that, strategies
are based on personal experience and social learning, and thus
depend on knowledge in Long Term Memory, strategic styles of
designing may be more related to personal preferences than to the
characteristics of the problem situation. Darke (1978) showed that the
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design process is characterised by personal preferences as well. She
showed that architects use an imaginary solution based om a few
simple objectives to develop a design concept. Sometimes this concept
was developed at the beginning of a design process, sometimes in a
later stage. One of the most recent studies on style in architectural
designing are the studies by Chan (1990, 1992a, 1993). His research
on styles in architectural designing is about explaining the. style of the
design product from the design process. Chan (1992a) clc:tims that the
resemblance between forms are argued to be caused by the
resemblances between design processes. In his research Chan is using
the isochrestic model for style {Sackett, 1986). He also assumes that
the design products resemble each other in that a designer always
takes the same design approach when he or she is desig11ing, rather
than another kind of approach. Therefore the characteri~tics of the
various products generated by the designer, resemble each other, and
are called the designer's style (Chan, 1992a). See figure 16.
Chan excludes the possibility of a relation between one design
product and two different design processes and assumes that in order
to be able to express a style, a designer is using the same design
process to obtain a new design product. In other words an onto but
not one-to-one relation is not considered a stylistic function but a
function of style imitation. This may be explained from the fact that
Chan perhaps considers all aspects of the design process {tactical as
well as strategic aspects) as equally important in the explanation and
occurrence of product styles.

Process

Product

Figure 16. One-to-one and onto relation between the design process and the
design product. According to Chan this is the only possible stylistic function, in
that the style of the design product (product style) is a function of the design
process (process style).
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The question is how can a design process as defined by Chan be
similar in case of office design compared to residential design. The
contents and constraints of these processes (and thus the process itselO
might be quite different, while an experienced designer might still
obtain comparable results. In his studies, Chan (1990, 1992a) defines
designing as ill-defined problem solving. Researchers on Music Styles
like Roozendaal considered composing a musical composition as an illdefined problem solving task as well. An interesting observation is that
a composer like Freddie Mercury of the rock group Queen, uses
different strategies to compose a piece of music. Sometimes he is
working on two songs and merges them into one composition like
Bohemian Rhapsody (1975), and sometimes in a completely different
approach he is using just three cords to compose a song like Crazy
Little Thing Called Love (1979). Though the strategy Mercury used in
composing these two master pieces may have been quite different, the
result sounds familiar and is immediately recognised as a Queen song
to many fans of Queen. Studies on the designing of buildings show
similar observations. Broadbent (1973) also agrees that: "Buildings
which look similar may have been designed in quite different
ways." We believe that Broadbent is referring to the designing strategy
or plan of actions (which is referred to by Chan as the design
approach) that can be different but may result in a similar product style
because of external factors or (self imposed) constraints. This is
schematically represented in figure 1 7.

Process

Product

Figure 17. Nonstylistic or Stylistic Onto relation. According to Chan this
relation is a Non-stylistic function and should be considered as a function of
style imitation. We believe that it is possible that different design approaches
can lead to design products sharing a large number of similar characteristics
which dominate the perception of similarity, without the intention of copying or
imitating a style.
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We believ that it is very difficult or sometimes even impossible to trace
the origins of certain shape aspects of the style of the design product.
It is very likely that the origin of a product style is a combination of
applying domain knowledge, the influence of personality
characteristics, designing strategies, cultural background and
environment. We also believe that not only different stratkgies can lead
to similar results, but also that similar strategies or goal plans can lead
to different results (note that the designing strategy is only one of the
aspects of the designing process). For instance two similar designing
strategies can lead to different results (or product styles} d,u e to
personal preferences with respect to the use of colours, construction
materials, or different constraints (Simon, 1975) or even self imposed
constraints. This means that product styles do not necess'arily have to
be a function of the designing strategy. In other words we assume that
one designing strategy can result in design products which can be very
distinct (see figure 18). Since the relations in figure 16 are
mathematically spoken not a function (because some elements of the
left domain are mirrored on more than one element of the right
domain) we believe that product styles are not necessarily a function of
the design strategy. Note that this does not exclude the possibility of a
dependence of product styles on (certain aspects on process styles in
general. We merely argue that they are independent of the strategic
process style and that working styles can emerge at the strategic level
of designing . Whether or not product styles are dependent on the
tactical (or any other} aspect of process styles is not the issue here .
1

Product

Figure 18. Theoretical Relations between Design Strategy and Design
Product. Broadbent ( 1973) suggests the possibility of different design
processes resulting in buildings which look similar (Designing strategy A and B
resulting in design product b). We would like to add that a particular designing
strategy may result in buildings which look different (designing strategy A
resulting in design product a and b).
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The most important difficulty with Chan's model of studying styles is
that a designer who produces very different design products is
considered to have no consistent style according to Chan's approach.
In our suggested approach the diversity between design results itself
can (but does not have to) be the result of a working style.
Chan (1992a) also assumes that a certain product style consists of
a number of features that are the result of a certain sequence of
problem solving actions. This reasoning was also used by Simon
(1975) who assumed that search order determines style, and that
designers have certain sets of procedures to determine which design
goal (or constraint) to start with. But what if a feature is merely the
result of a self imposed constraint irrespective of the moment of
introduction by the designer? In that case the product style is more or
less characterised by this constraint whether or not it was used at the
beginning or the end of the design process. We therefore suggest that
it is not just the sequence that determines a strategic style but also the
relative importance of a certain feature or constraint. The importance
of a feature or a constraint is believed to be based amongst other on
personal preferences of a designer.
Another problem with Chan's (1994) cognitive style approach is
that he seems to use a circular reasoning pattern to set up hypotheses
to investigate styles. The first hypothesis is very straight forward. It
states that if a designer likes to use non rectangular floor plans, his
floor plans may look non rectangular. In setting up his second
hypothesis Chan (1992a, pp. 518) states that "Design problems
generally do not have unique optimal solutions, and style is used
to choose one of many satisfactory solutions." Then he continues to
say "If there are alternative solutions for a particular design unit or
a group of design units, then the choice of one of them determines
style." We believe he is creating a problem here dealing with: 'which
comes first, the decision for a solution, or a style?' which he will not
elaborate any further in his research. His third hypothesis is deduced
from the second but pertains to constraints used for choosing partial
solutions among alternatives.
Chan's hypotheses four, five and six are closely related to our
conception of strategic styles of designing. We agree that the choice of
global constraints, the common set of global and local constraints, and
the rules used in global and local constraint schemata may determine
style. Two notes however are important. First, instead of defining a
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design task as finding an object or form that satisfies all sets of
constraints (Chan, 1992a pp. 518) we would prefer to conceive a
design task as to find an object or form that satisfies a maximum set
of constraints. Second the relative importance of global and local
constraint determines the strategic aspect of process styles but not
necessarily product styles as we have already discussed before.
Instead of assuming sequence of constraint introduction and goal
achievement (Chan's seventh and eighth hypotheses) as determinants
of product style we assume it is the relative importance of these
aspects..that determines working style. This relative importance is
believed to be dependent on personal preferences.
Sometimes it is very difficult or even impossible to trace the
origins of certain shape aspects of a design product. In fact most of
the objections Davis (1993, pp 26-27) summarises against the
isochrestic model also apply to Chan's style approach. The most
important objection is as Davis (1993, pp 27) puts it: "To establish a
one-to-one correlation, in theory we would need at least two
·
further assumptions- namely, that the use of different alternatives
at a given time and place (e.g. in a given activity) is mutually
exclusive in some well-defined temporal, spatial or other sense,
and that an object of its precise form and design is most unlikely to
recur in any locus other than the one in which we have actually
found it. These two assumptions are much too unreliable to
include among the necessary assumptions of a theory of style. A
similarity-relation of whatever kind does not in and of itself
necessarily reveal the cause of the relation between the two
attributes ... and ... the absence (of a similarity relation) is not
evidence of their unrelatedness". His critique supports our argument
that figure 13 might very well be a model of styles. It is very likely that
the origin of style (whether the artifact is the design process or design
product) is a combination of knowledge, personality characteristics and
environment. Therefore the environment in which the design activities
take place, but also personality characteristics should be included in a
model that can be used for implementation.
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6.5. Summary
This chapter discussed a number of different research methodologies
followed by a few examples of each approach. The first one was the
Theory-Oriented approach primarily aimed at general regularities of
behaviour, the verification of empirical founded hypotheses {TestResearch), and preparation of further development (InvestmentResearch). The second type was the Practice-Oriented approach
aimed at achieving some normative or evaluative goal and the
enhancement of self consciousness, growth and self-expression with a
special interest in the benefit of the results. The third type was the
ldiographic-Oriented approach which deals with unique unrepeatable
phenomena and its main concern to study the individual and his
uniqueness.
This research is about looking for a possibility to distinguish
strategic styles of architectural designing. Some theoretical and
empirical studies on the characteristics of the architectural design
process were discussed in the examples. (e.g. Broadbent, 1973, 1988,
Smith, 1967, Zeise!, 1981, Rowe, 1987, Hamel, 1990 and Chan,
1992c, 1993). And some of these studies were concerned with
different attitudes of architects towards the design process.
Unfortunately the pure theoretical essays of Broadbent who
distinguished four different styles of designing lack empirical testing,
whereas the empirical study of Hamel does not enable us to distinguish
architectural styles of designing if we submit ourselves to describing the
process using his legal transitions. Also the studies of MacKinnon,
Barron and Smith, though interesting do not allow us to distinguish
individual differences in strategic design. There is agreement with
Broadbent (1973) who says: "These studies do not help in revealing
the incredible richness of attitudes which is evident in the work of
creative architects throughout history."
The study of Rowe (1987) was an example of an ldiographicOriented approach concerned in distinguishing styles of architectural
designing. He chose three case studies from a more extensive
collection of protocols to illustrate three different styles of design
thinking. One protocol seemed to be more constrained by information
derived from the immediate context of the design problem. The
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second protocol was totally dominated by the a priori use of a
particular building type as a model for resolving the problem at hand.
And in the third protocol two large ideas dominated the process of
designing. Rowe (1987) realised that he did not cover the full range of
styles of designing by using just these three protocol examples. So in
fact this means that the aim of his research might in principle have
been ldiographic-Oriented the execution was more directed at a
Nomothetic Theory-Oriented approach. He admits that: "The full
range of design thinking is by no means represented by these three
examples, but they do provide sufficient material and variation to
serve as an informative backdrop for later theoretical discussion"
(Rowe, 1987, pp. 3). Rowe was able to show that there is no such
thing as the design process in the restricted sense of an ideal step-bystep technique. What Rowe unfortunately did not do in his study is
generalise on the different styles on designing.
This study presented here will focus on the possible differences in
strategic styles of architectural designing also ref erred to as working
styles. To do this we need to find the attributes that are responsible for
the working style differences. If the attributes are found the next
question to be answered is whether working style differences are
determined by the context of a design project, by personal preferences
or maybe even an interaction between these two aspects. We are also
interested if working styles correlate with product styles as
conceptualised by Dondis (1973). The most obvious research
approach to get an answer to our questions on individual styles of
architectural designing might therefore be an ldiographic-Oriented
approach. In this research, techniques related to an ldiographic
approach are used, because we are interested in the individual
uniqueness of the architectural designer. But using this approach to
find the style determining features would also have some theoretical
and practical benefit. From a theoretical point of view this might be
helpful because an existing theory of design can be elaborated by
incorporating this knowledge about personal preferences in designing.
It serves a practical benefit for example in the development of design
supporting tools and instruments.

Part II

Exploring Design in Practice
and its
Strategic Style Determinants
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1. Introduction
In Part I a number of design theories and methods were discussed. It
was argued that most existing design models and theories, assuming a
sequential process consisting of a number of general activities such as
analysis, synthesis, evaluation etc., cannot account for personal
differences in strategic designing without further elaboration on at least
one of these entities. It was also argued that architectural designing is
more than merely creative problem solving.
Architectural designing might also be conceived as Puzzle Making
(Archea, 1987), in which each architectural designer assumes his own
preferred plan of activities. This plan of activities was defined as an
architects designing strategy. Two style types were distinguished. The
product style (the characteristics of the design outcome) and the
process style. In studying process styles of architectural designing, a
distinction was made between a strategic style of designing and a
tactical style of designing. This research has mainly been focusing on
the study of the strategic style of architectural designing.
Most of the studies on style in architectural designing discussed in
Part I, assumed that the sequence of applying organising principles, is
responsible for the emergence of a style. In fact what these studies
were referring to, is the influence of a (sequential) habitual way of
doing things (process style) on the design outcome (product style). We
agree with Broadbent (1973) however that buildings which look
similar, may have been designed in quite different ways. Furthermore
it is argued that the sequence of organising principles or design actions
is responsible for the emergence of a strategic style of architectural
designing. Therefore this study differs from previous ones in that we
are not interested in the influence of a process on product styles. We
are interested in the strategic process style itself. Since designing
strategies are assumed to be dependent on personal preferences it is
also assumed that designing strategies may differ among individual
designers.
To test this we first need an identification of the architectural
design process in general terms. To obtain this identification in general
terms, first an exploratory research approach will be used . Since most
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existing designing models and theories, previously discussed, were
unsuitable to distinguish strategic process styles of architectural
designing, we will investigate strategic styles of designing, using a
model independent and implementation independent approach. For
using an existing model or theory of designing might interfere with
finding the building blocks that are responsible for a strategic style of
architectural designing.
In summary what we want to find out is, what are the building
blocks (or determinants) of strategic styles of architectural designing.
These building blocks should be obtained from design practice instead
of design theory, because we do not want to be restricted in any way
in obtaining these general terms. This new identification of the
architectural design process in general terms, can then allow us to
distinguish individual differences at the strategic level of designing.
Once this identification is found the next step will be to determine how
the strategic differences can best be explained.
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2. Method
Since we were interested in the practical relevance of individual
differences in strategic styles of architectural designing, a hybrid
between the Practice-Oriented and Idiographic-Oriented approach
seems to be the most obvious. In Part I we saw that the IdiographicOriented approach does not have a methodological paradigm yet, but
that it suggests a classification of unique individual phenomena, in a
higher range of phenomena which share the same characteristics.
Within the Practice-Oriented cycle, two exploratory research
approaches to find this classification of phenomena, can be used. A
top down approach and a bottom up approach. In a top down
approach we can use existing building blocks of the architectural
design process and find out how, when or why they are used by the
individual designer. In a bottom up approach we can study the
individual and his behaviour and look for shared characteristics or
features.
Because the Idiographic-Oriented approach does not yet have a
methodological paradigm (Roskam, 1983), and no fundamental basis
is available for studying individual preferences with respect to strategic
styles of architectural designing, the most suitable method to be used,
is a method using an implementation and model independent
approach. The method and techniques used to conduct both a top
down and bottom up approach are described in the next section on
KADS.

case study
Figure 1. Research Techniques. Interviews, Protocol studies, Observation
and case studies are some of the techniques that can be used in a research
methodology. They are especially suitable in the first stage of a research where
expert knowledge has to be acquired before it can be structured.
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2.1. KADS
KADS is an abbreviation of Knowledge Acquisition and
Documentation Structuring. It offers a framework to use ~ifferent
techniques to map a specific expertise. Where Cross (1992) describes
interviews, observations, case studies, protocol studies, controlled
tests, and simulation trials (figure 1) all as research methods, KADS
describes them as the techniques to be used to develop a conceptual
model of the expertise. The different techniques are chosen with
respect to the questions that need to be answered.
Knowledge acquisition is often called a bottleneck in scientific
research as well as in the development of expert systems and in the
latter case most often used to be related to the implementation of a
system. It is of particular importance to consider the selection of
research techniques because a hybrid research approach is used, as
was discussed in the previous chapter. There is a special interest in
finding a general framework to distinguish styles of architectural
designing. It might be beneficial to other disciplines and of course the
architectural designer himself, and might allow us to describe unique
individual design approaches.
In the history of system developments it was quite ctjmmon that
after the discovery of a few decision criteria, used by the expert, they
were immediately implemented in a prototype. This prototype was
then evaluated by the expert and knowledge engineer, developed
further, or thrown away. Such a procedure is called Rapid
Prototyping. Though rapid prototyping led to some useful expert
systems like MYCLIN (see also Wielinga et. al. 1988), a medical expert
system to execute a diagnosis with respect to infectious diseases in the
blood vessels, they also had a lot of deficiencies. Users of the expert
system were unable to explain how the diagnosis was achieved, the
expert system could only handle one specific kind of problem and it
was very difficult to update the system. It seems that mere rapid
prototyping probably will not be successful in the development of
design support systems nor would it help us to develop a framework to
distinguish individual styles of architectural designing. An alternative
approach which in fact supports our Practice-ldiographic-Driented
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research approach is KADS (Knowledge Acquisition and
Documentation Structuring).
The knowledge acquisition and documentation structuring
methodology is not only an approach often used in the development
of expert systems (Schreiber, G., Breuker, J., Bredeweg, B. &
Wielinga, B., 1988) but can also be used to find a framework (or
conceptual model) that allows us to distinguish strategic styles of
architectural designing. In this way it corresponds with the hybrid
research approach used in this study. KADS offers a description of
techniques to be used to assess, document and structure expert
knowledge as well as a methodology to achieve the research aims.
The methodology is especially suitable for an exploratory
research approach, because it approaches the expertise (of
architectural designing), model and implementation independent.
Since this was one of the preconditions to be able to distinguish and
assess strategic styles of architectural designing this methodology will
be described in the next section before a number of techniques are
chosen to acquire and structure the domain knowledge.
2.1.1. Stepwise Refinement
The first activity in using KADS is to decide what kind of task we are
dealing with in the specific domain. KADS makes a distinction
between Analysis tasks, Modification tasks and Synthesis tasks
(Breuker et al, 1987). In the KADS context architectural designing can
be seen as mainly a synthesis task. The next step is to find an
implementation independent interpretation model that is useful to give
structure to the acquired expert knowledge. Once we have a model we
need data to check the reliability and validity of the model. KADS
makes an explicit distinction between the analysis of knowledge and
the implementation of a system. This gives us the opportunity to study
the architectural designing domain without being distracted by
implementation formalisms, or model requirements. The
interpretation model suggested in this research is based on an IDEFO
scheme and is represented in figure 2 . IDEF (1981) is a schematic
process representation technique, originally used in aircraft designing.
The basic idea is to keep the process representation simple and
logical. At the top level (IDEFO) the specific process (in our case the
strategic architectural design process) is shown without any
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implementation restrictions or design theoretical assumptions. The
next layer (IDEFl) needs to be explored by research and ,m ay consist
of 6 new cells to keep the representation readable. Each icell can, if
necessary, be elaborated into a next level (IDEFx) again consisting of a
maximum of 6 new cells, until the expertise is completely
documented. Without any a priori assumed design method or
theoretical design model this would be the most neutral
representation. It distinguishes the input in the form of a project, a
control that can consist of a number of entities, mechanisms that can
consist of conventional tools, computer tools or other eq~ipment and
some design (result) as the output of a strategic design process.
Once we have an interpretation model, the next ster is to extract
data on strategic designing via protocol analyses, intervi~ws, card
sorting and observations of simulated design tasks. We need these data
in order to be able to develop a conceptual model of strategic styles of
designing. In this phase we have to realise that much expert
knowledge is not available to conscious introspection (i.el it is
automatic or compiled) and consequently, experts may give erroneous
or incomplete accounts of their knowledge (Nisbett & Wilson, 1977).
Therefore during the last decade, interview and protocol analysis
techniques have been formalised by Ericsson and Simon (1980,
1984), and Johnson, Zualkernai1 and Garber (1987).

Control

Project--•

Strategic
Designing

--·•Design

rr

Mechanisms
Figure 2. Interpretation Model for strategic styles of architectural designing.
The model is based on an IDEFO scheme and is implementation independent.
I
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Some of these techniques are protocol analyses of focused and
structured interviews, card sorting tasks and observations of simulated
design tasks. Each of these techniques shows a specific usefulness.
After this exploratory knowledge acquisition phase, data can be
structured with the use of psychological scaling techniques, such as
cluster analysis, Multi Dimensional scaling, repertory grid and
unfolding (Butler & Corter, 1986; Cooke & McDonald, 1986;
Gammack & Young, 1985, Coombs, 1964). Once these data are
available we can create a conceptual model of the specific domain.
This conceptual model reflects an abstraction of the expert knowledge
and its structure as it is used in the design task. This in turn leads to
the formulation of a design model, still at a high level of abstraction
but aimed at the implementation of a system. Finally a detailed design
will be developed which leads to the final code of the implementation.
This stepwise development of a knowledge-based system is
schematically represented in figure 3. This part of the book will
describe the first stage of the research, until an acceptable conceptual
model of strategic styles of architectural designing is developed.

Figure 3. Stepwise Refinement. The process starts with collecting data, then
abstracting these into a conceptual model to develop a design model. The
design model is then worked out in detail to result in machine code for a
knowledge based system.
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level

Ioqjedsl

Figure 4. KADS Four Layer Model. Each level shows a knowledge level that

interprets the level that is situated on top of it. Of special interest in this
research on Strategic Styles of Architectural Designing is the Strategic Level.

2.1.2. Four layer model
The KADS methodology assumes that the expert knowl~dge can be
described in a four layer model which is represented schematically in
figure 4 . Each level can be seen as a knowledge level thqt interprets
the level that is situated on top of it. The domain level contains the
static knowledge. The dynamic knowledge is described in the other
three levels. Each level also uses its own structuring prindples. These
structuring principles reflect the restrictions that apply to the way in
which objects in a specific level can be combined.
I

Domain level
Knowledge in the domain level will be represented as concepts,
relations between concepts and structures that can be built with these
relations. Knowledge at this domain level permits some problemsolving processes to occur but does not contain facilities :to control this
problem solving process. This knowledge does not put any restrictions
on the potential inferences that can be made.
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Inference level
At the inference level the meaning of these concepts, the relations and
structure of the reasoning process is specified by a description of these
objects by the use of meta-classes and knowledge-sources. Metaclasses describe the role a concept can play in the reasoning process.
Concepts can be combined with several meta-classes. Knowledgesources give a description of the way in which a domain relation can
be used to make inferences. Knowledge-sources can have an internal
control structure, but the inference process cannot be controlled by
any other part of the model. In other words, a knowledge-source
executes an inference action that cannot be divided in other actions.
Task level
At the task level a description is given of the task decomposition that
can be used to check the inferences that are made. A complete
description of a task consists of an action component and a goal
component. This goal is an intentional state, a concept with specific
attributes. Goals are generated at the task level or strategy level. A
third object in the task level is the control element. This is a data
structure that contains the dynamic information during the problem
solving process.
Strategy level
At the strategy level (the fourth level of figure 4) the order in which the
goal components should be achieved and the relative importance of
each component is determined (Breuker et. al. 1983). When metaclasses, knowledge-sources and inference structures are specified, a
strategy can be defined that determines the time, the order and relative
importance .of the inferences that will be made.
Simon (1975) suggests a similar kind of experimental design
when he says: "The more sophisticated, in a certain sense, that
strategy became, the less search was required. But it is important
to notice that, once the strategy was selected, the course of the
search depended only on the structure of the problem, not on any
characteristics of the problem solver. By watching a man we might
well be able to infer what strategy he followed ."
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This approach will be adjusted in this research by assuming that it
might not only be the time and order, but also the amount of
cumulative attention during the design process, that is responsible for
a strategic style of designing to emerge. Using this assumption the
proposed knowledge acquisition and documentation structuring
techniques in the next section will prove to be very useful in this
approach.

2.1.3. Knowledge Acquisition Techniques
I will give a short overview of the goal and structure of a number of the
techniques used in this research. Each technique serves a different
purpose depending on the research approach that is used. This means
that some techniques are more suitable for a Nomothetic TheoryOriented approach whereas others are more suitable for a Practice
Oriented approach and again others are more useful for an
idiographic-oriented approach.
2.1.3.1. Focused Interview

Description
The focused interview is a KADS technique most akin to normal
conversation. The main differences are, that in general the interviewer
is asking questions and the interviewee answers, and that the topics of
this specific type of conversation are prepared in advance by the
interviewer. The focused interview is very often used in the first stages
of (Protocol) research. It is more like an 'Ice Breaker' before the
researcher continues with other assessment and acquisition
techniques. The basic structure of such interview consists of:

•
•
•
•

An Introduction,
Addressing a topic from some list,
Probing for (further) information,
Summary and Evaluation.

The introduction is intended to explain the goals of the interview.
Particularly, in the orienting interviews in knowledge acquisition this
introduction contains a rather extensive presentation of what the
construction of a knowledge based system may be about, but also it
contains instructions about the way the expert is supposed to act in
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the interview and an introduction of the agenda (this in order to
provide the expert with sufficient information, so that he can plan his
response strategies). Addressing a topic can be performed in a
'breadth first' way, in which the most general topics are discussed first.
This may be very advantageous for a first orientation in some domain,
but it runs counter to the established practice of conversation. That is,
a topic is addressed, which may lead to various sub-topics, that are
discussed in some depth, before the conversation 'pops' to a higher
level of topicalisation. In a focused interview it is the task of the
interviewer to prepare meaningful associations between the topics,
and to evaluate whether the topic structure of the conversation is more
or less according to the plan. For a list of types of probes see Breuker
and Wielinga (1983). A summary and evaluation of the information
obtained can be compared with the plan, to find out what has actually
been covered by the interview. Some topics can be reviewed or
appointments can be made for a new interview.
Preconditions and Purposes
The preconditions for conducting a focused interview are less
demanding relative to those of the other techniques. Therefore,
focused interviews are particularly suitable at the first stage of
knowledge acquisition. The principal precondition is a sufficient
amount of vocabulary (knowledge about the meaning of domain
specific terminology) to have some on-line understanding of what the
expert is talking about. Also the amount of required co-operation is
relatively low. The purpose of a focused interview is obtaining
information on:
• Factual Knowledge. In many domains, basic knowledge
is not available in any documented form;
• Types of Problems. The expert may be able to define
types of problems that he solves, or that characterise the
domain;
• Functions of the expertise within the operational
environment. The role the expertise plays in some
operational environment can be explained by the
expert;
• Objects and Agents in the environment;
• Characteristics of users.
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Strategies
Within each technique, strategies may be employed, which deviate in
some respect from the defa ult. In most strategies to be described the
topics have no uniform meaning: they can be classified for instance, as
goals and givens, and the expert is asked to supply missing links.
2.1.3.2. Structured Interview
Description
In a structured interview the knowledge engineer tries to elicit all
knowledge related to some concept or model, by continuously asking
for clarification, explanation, consequences, conditions ('What if .. .'),
justifications, instances and non-instances. There is the danger that the
knowledge elicited is an artefact of the technique . One cannot be sure,
whether the information is constructed ad hoc under the pressure of
the questioning, or is evoked by the presentation of a large variety of
retrieval cues and probes. On the other hand, this technique may
uncover the structure of a concept in more detail, than by any of the
other techniques. This interview can only be used in some 'depth first'
sequencing of topics. Moreover, the number of topics that can be
handled is often relatively small, but the topics may stand for complex
concepts or models. The topics have the character of specific
questions rather than a topic of conversation. The evaluative function
is very important in this type of interview: the interviewer must be able
to assess the relevance of an answer, and adapt his strategy of
questioning if necessary.
Preconditions and Purposes
The preconditions for using the structured interview are quite
demanding:

• The knowledge engineer must be well acquainted with the
terminOlogy and a fair, 'passive' insight in the domain (i.e. he
must be able to understand explanations, but he is not
required to actually perform the task).
• He must have a good interviewing skill, and particularly be
able to improvise.
• The expert must be really motivated to answer all kinds of
annoying questions.
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The purpose of a structured interview is to get a detailed insight in
static aspects of the domain (i.e. not so much the actual use of
knowledge), and to uncover one or more concepts.
Strategies
The questions are posed in a way, that a 'yes/no' response is
sufficient. The questions are aimed at collecting in a fast way the major
characteristics of concepts in a domain. Because absence or presence
of characteristics is indicated it may be possible -if there is consistency
in responses- to derive hierarchical structures of concepts. Although by
using this strategy many subtleties may be overlooked, the strategy can
be very useful as a first, structuring orientation in a domain that
contains many concepts.
2.1.3.3. Introspection
Description
Introspection is like telling stories, anecdotes, or giving testimony. It is
essential that the expert is asked to imagine how he would solve, or
did actually solve some problem/case, or class of problems. The
validity of these data however is not as high as of those obtained from
self report. The expert is asked to think aloud while solving an
imagined problem instead of a real problem as in self report
techniques. A typical instruction for introspection is: "How would you
solve this problem", by which the knowledge engineer does not expect
the expert to engage in problem solving activities, but in explaining
what he would do or has done before in similar cases. According to
Newell and Simon (1972) introspection protocols are shorter than self
report protocols and contain a large amount of 'meta-descriptions'
and process comment. Perhaps that is the reason why introspection is
often combined with Review, a technique that will be discussed in one
of the next sections.
Preconditions and Purposes
The preconditions for introspection are similar to those required for a
focused interview, except for the fact that the expert should feel free and has some experience- in thinking aloud, or at least, to present the
information in an uninhibited way. Therefore a focused interview can
be combined with introspective episodes, if they can be distinguished
clearly. Purpose is to obtain data to give:
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• A global description of the strategies that the expert employs
in solving some set of problems;
• Some justification for solutions, or decisions in the problem
solving process.
Strategies
The knowledge engineer should have sufficient information to assess
typicality of cases. This is because experts might pick an interesting
case instead of a typical one when asked to give a detailed description
of how he handled a typical case not too long ago (mostly because
these are better remembered). When the knowledge engineer asks the
expert to describe how he would solve a given problem this problem
must be a representative of typical cases in the domain (if there are
such cases).
2.1.3.4. Self Report
Description
A self report protocol is like a report of on-going events, or of events
which happened immediately before. Among the interview techniques,
self report appears to be the straight course to investigating expertise
in action. In building expert systems self report is rarely if ever
employed, often for the wrong reasons:

• Self reports collected on the job do not cover every situation
that could arise.
• The subject cannot verbalise as fast as he reasons, which
could cause important deficiencies in the material collected.
• He may not report what is obvious to him.
• He may leave out steps in his reasoning.
• Most importantly he does not naturally give 'if x, then y' type
rules, or explain his reasons for deciding to do one thing
rather than another.
• He may not have time to explain even if asked to.
This is however a misconceived notion of self report. Most of the
deficiencies mentioned above apply even more extremely to the
interview techniques discussed thus far. Self report does not elicit
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explanations, whereas asking for explanations does. Self report elicits
how problems are solved, not how solutions can be justified. Data of
self report may be used to verify the adequacy of some
implementation. In self report the expert thinks aloud while solving a
problem. The role of the interviewer is supposed to be as unobtrusive
as possible and is restricted to motivating the expert to perform both
tasks (preventing that the expert forgets to talk).
Preconditions and Purposes
The preconditions that the knowledge engineer should take care of are
that he is sufficiently acquainted with the domain to understand the
task of the expert. The selection of problems should be guided by
principles of representativeness. The expert should have some
experience in thinking aloud. Self report should only be used when the
expert and the knowledge engineer have the notion that conventional
interview techniques do not provide much new information. The
purposes of self reports are to elicit information about:

• The when's and how's of the use of specific knowledge
and which heuristics are used by the expert;
• Problem solving and reasoning strategies;
• Evaluation procedures and evaluation criteria
• Task decomposition
Strategies
In some cases where thinking proceeds extremely quickly, or if there
are time demands on performance, the self report can be selective.
The expert can be instructed to report only specific elements,
preferably well defined before the session starts, rather than having the
expert to decide what to heed.

2.1.3.5. Review
' Description
By itself, review is not an interview technique, but an interview to
access the data collected by some other interview technique. Reviews
are particularly relevant to repair gaps in self report protocols (De
Groot, 1966).
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Preconditions and Purposes
Transcripts may contain very un-interpretable episodes, which may be
explained by the expert afterwards. According to Breuker and
Wielinga (1983, chapter 5) reviewing may introduce post-hoc, after
the facts justifications, which can be a source of error for psychological
modelling. However, for constructing a knowledge based system such
distortions, which may add to the transparency of the system, can
hardly be harmful.
Strategies
Reviewing may occur at all stages of the process of knowledge
acquisition, and can be considered as a checking procedure on data
collection, and also on data interpretation.
2.1.3.6. Questionnaires

Description
Questionnaires are very often used in the assessment of personality
traits and attitudes. They can either be used as a method of survey, or
as a way of estimating a theoretical entity or the testing of a theoretical
hypothesis. In the development of a questionnaire for mapping a
domain of response differences, we can look for latent traits or we can
look for a specific correlation of item responses. We can thus treat the
data either as single stimulus data or as similarity data. Questionnaires
offer the researcher the opportunity to acquire information on a large
scale. A questionnaire can consist of a number of different items such
as dichotomous items ('yes and no') and polychotomous items (the
respondent can use a graded response category on a scale for
instance, 'very unlikely-unlikely-likely-very likely').
Preconditions and Purposes
The precondition for using a questionnaire is that this questionnaire is
suitable for the topic of investigation. If no such questionnaire is
available, one needs to be developed for the specific purpose. In the
development and use of a questionnaire it is very important to realise
the specific goal of the research in which it is used. For the item
construction we must first specify the domain of investigation. We
must be aware of social desirability of the respondent. In other words,
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is the response given by a subject about what he really feels or is it
about what the respondent thinks the researcher would like to hear.
Also the items need to be formulated in clear language.
Strategies
Because questionnaires can be easily distributed, the best policy is to
have as many subjects as possible to respond to the items. This allows
·the researcher to generalise across items, persons or situations
depending on the construction of the items and the goal of the
research.

2.1.4. Documentation Structuring Techniques

After having used some of the above knowledge acquisition
techniques, data can be structured by the use of techniques such as
Multi Dimensional Scaling, Repertory Grid and Pathfinder, Q-sort or
Card sorting, and Unfolding. Cooke and McDonald (1986) have
proposed a development of a tool kit of scaling techniques that could
be used to elicit and structure domain specific knowledge, but also to
represent core components of domain knowledge from an expert or
group of experts. Once the knowledge structures between the different
data components are available we can create a conceptual model of
the specific domain .

Multi Dimensional Scaling
Multi Dimensional scaling is a least-squares fitting technique and
requires, as do the other scaling techniques described here, a matrix of
distance estimates for all pairs of items in a set to be scaled. Each
object of a set is compared with all other objects and some estimate of
their similarity is given. With a spatial metaphor to represent similarity,
the objects are scaled in a chosen number of dimensions. The
structural representation however is different from the other scaling
techniques in that it generates spatial representations in which
concepts are located in an n -dimensional space and each dimension
might represent a particular feature (Kruskal, 1977; Kruskal & Wish,
1978). From this output solution an interpretation can be offered as to
the nature of the dimensions that differentiate the objects' location.
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Repertory Grid
In the repertory grid technique (Kelly, 1955) three domain concepts
are presented and the expert is asked to pick the odd one out, naming
a dimension such that the odd one is at one pole and the other two
form the contrast pole. The remaining concepts are then rated along
this dimension. This procedure is repeated until all concepts are
distinct in a multi dimensional space. The resulting rating grid can then
be analysed by using cluster analysis. The number of dimensions is
driven by the nature of the technique.
Pathfinder
Just like the other scaling techniques Pathfinder too requires estimates
of relatedness or distance for all possible pairs of concepts in a set.
Links between pairs of concepts are assigned weights, and a link is
added if the minimum distance between the concepts based on all
existing paths is greater than the distance estimate for that pair. The
network generated consists of nodes representing concepts and links
between some pair of nodes, representing relationships between those
concepts.
Card Sorting
Several applied card sorting techniques are described by Chi, Feltovich
and Glaser (1981), Schoenfeld and Herrmann (1982), and Weiser and
Shertz (1984). The technique is used to display the structure and
relations between concepts related to the domain knowledge. Experts
are asked to group together the concepts into as many small groups as
possible. Any group that remains divisible must be split, while retaining
more than one element in each. Also there has to be a rationale
behind the grouping. After this procedure the expert will be asked to
label the groups and then to amalgamate them into slightly larger
groups, which themselves have to be re-labelled.
Unfolding
Unfolding (Coombs, 1964), is a technique that is used for the finding
of possible latent dimensions also referred to as 'J scales', on which a
preference hierarchy of a population is displayed. The data consist of
rankings of preference, ratings or dichotomous choices of n individuals
for a fixed set of k stimuli (van Blokland-Vogelesang and van Blokland,
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1989). Subjects are assumed to rank, rate or choose the stimuli
according to the distances of the stimuli from an ideal object. Stimuli
that are closer to the ideal object are more preferred. Also different
people may prefer different ideal objects. It is the underlying J scale
that refers to a frame from which the stimuli are judged. If there is a
common frame of reference that underlies peoples preferences, the
rankings unfold into a Joint scale. Table 1 summarises the techniques
with respect to their purposes, when they are used in general, and
when they are used in this research in particular.
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Knowledge Acquisition
(KA)
Technique
Purpose When

Where used in this Research:

Part II

first stage

•

first stage

•

any time

•

self report

when's and any time
how's

•

review

repair gaps after
evaluation introsp.

•

questionnaire

quantity
assessment

focused
interview

factual

Part III

Part IV

•

•

knowledge

structured

insight and

interview

concepts

introspection

description
of strategy

similarity of

•

final
stages

Documentation Structuring
(OS)
Technique
Purpose
When
MD Scaling

•

Where used in this research:

Part II

Part III

Part IV

•

after KA

concepts
Repertory

distinguish

Grid

concepts

Pathfinder

concept
representing

after KA

Card Sorting

concept

after KA

after KA

•

structure
Unfolding

unique

after

dimensions

experim.

•

Table 1. Knowledge Acquisition (KA) and Documentation Structuring (OS)
techniques overview. The table also shows in column 4, 5 and 6 when these
techniques are used in this research on styles of architectural designing.
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3. Subjects
In the introduction it was explained that we were particularly interested
in the determinants of the strategic process styles of architectural
designing. Subjects therefore should at least have been able to develop
a personal preferred designing strategy, since it was assumed that a
designing strategy may evolve from learning and personal design
experiences in different architectural design situations.
To get a representative sample of designers we placed an
announcement in a monthly journal for architects (BNA. 1990). The
journal is distributed by the BNA (Bond van Nederlandse Architecten),
which is an abbreviation for the Dutch Society of Architects. The
announcement asked for experienced architectural designers, with at
least 10 years of design experience, to take part in a design style
research. The subjects who responded to the announcement were
eleven male architects in the age of 40-59. Unfortunately no female
architect responded.
The subjects were living in five different provinces of the
Netherlands, where they also had their design studio. Furthermore
subjects came from five different universities or schools of architecture.
All subjects were asked if they were willing to spend six hours of their
time in this experiment on a voluntary basis. Two hours were used to
conduct the focused and structured interview at their design studio.
The remaining four hours were reserved for a number of laboratory
experiments at the design laboratory of the Eindhoven University of
Technology.
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4. Top Down & Bottom Up Studies
4.1. Top Down Approach
We do not know what the strategic style determinants of architectural
designing are. But it could very well be that they are to be found in
different conceptualisation of the strategic domain knowledge . The
first three studies therefore describe a top down approach. Domain
concepts gathered from experienced Dutch architects, NNI (Dutch
Normalisation Institute), SBR (Foundation of Building Research) and
architectural design researchers from the Eindhoven University of
Technology are used.
Strategies can be conceived as cognitive structures as a result of
social learning processes and personal design experiences. The first
step to assess these strategies of architectural designing was executed
using a focused interview as an 'Ice Breaker' immediately followed by
a structured interview technique at the design studio of the subjects.
The structured interview was followed by two other top down studies
conducted at the laboratory at the Eindhoven University of
Technology.
4.1.1. Study I, Individual Preferences
The first study was designed to obtain a better understanding of the
nature and characteristics of design actions and individual preferences.
We were especially interested in collecting additional concepts for the
cardsorting tasks.
Method
The first activity was conducting a focused interview as an 'Ice
Breaker' followed by a structured interview at the design studio of the
subjects. The structured interview consisted of a list of 38 questions
asked to the 11 architects. Table 2 shows the items of the interview.
The items were constructed by a number of architects at the Faculty of
Architecture and Urban Planning of the Eindhoven University of
Technology. Subjects were visited at their own studio's where they
were asked to respond to these questions. Answers were recorded on
tape and protocol analysis with MacNUDIST (1992) was used to
structure the domain specific knowledge of the individual designer.
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Table 2. Structured Interview Questionnaire. 38 items that were used for the
structured interview session at the office of the participating architects.
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Results Study I
The result of the protocol analysis of the answers to the questions of
the structured interview was a large list of domain concepts and
different preferences (see table 3 for some of the differences).
MacNUDIST was used to obtain possible underlying structures of the
protocol data . Subjects showed a large diversity of structures between
concept relations even though this study was primarily used to collect
domain concepts for the card sorting task. Subjects also showed
different preferences with respect to sources of inspiration, building
types they like, how to relax when the design process reaches a
deadlock et cetera. By using this top down approach, we have
obtained many different preferences with respect to the items. Most of
them were unsuitable to distinguish strategic differences (because of
the dichotomy). For these dichotomous questions of the interview,
some differences are shown in table 3.

Figure 5. Spiral Metaphor of architectural designing. The figure is showing a
hypothetical smoothing of the design process towards a final solution by
narrowing down the options.

When asked to describe their design process some architects described
the architectural design process as a spiral metaphor (see figure 5).
Ten out of eleven subjects mentioned the fact that communication is a
very important activity that takes place during the general design
process (column 2 of table 3). And four of them mentioned the
importance of communicating with the principal and other parties,
while creating the concept or image of the design (column 3 of table
3). Communication with the proper authorities and other parties
sometimes influences the design process and consists of gaining extra
information, discussing propositions, but also negotiating about
elements described in the brief. Many subjects gain extra information
by reading magazines, and some of them even plan a vacation to get
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•
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•
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models

sometimes
sometimes
sometimes
always
sometimes

sometime
always
sometime
always

sometimes
sometimes
always
sometimes

always

sometimes

never
always

never
always

always

always

always
sometimes
sometimes

always
always
sometimes always
sometimes always

sometimes
sometimes
sometimes

Table 3. Focused & Structured Interview Results. Some of the quantitative
results of the data acquisitions using a focused and structured interview at the
studio of the subjects, and a card sorting session at the laboratory.

new inspirations for a particular design task. A number of items invited
most of the subjects to elaborate on their responses. These were
items: 14, 15, 18, 22, 24, 30, 34, 35, 36, 37 and 38. A closer look
at the responses to these items {see table 2) showed that they were
more about strategic preferences than the other ones (how they are
used to structure the individual design process, what is considered
important and why it is considered important).
Discussion
Individual process differences have not yet been discussed from the
perspective of personal designing strategies. The previous technique
was mainly used to collect domain concepts for the card sorting
techniques for the following studies. The interview was also used to get
more insight in the architectural design domain using experienced
designers as subjects instead of theoreticians or methodologists. It also
showed that the diversity of different preferences is rather large.
Perhaps this depends on the type of items in the interview list. Results
showed different preferences with respect to the use, source and
application of domain knowledge related to the architectural design
process.
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Figure 6. Chaos Metaphor. A more realistic representation of the design
process. The representation is based on remarks of the subjects that the
course of the design process may be described as a smooth spiral, but that
design practice often shows a chaotic way of doing things.

Architects also showed different points of view about a number of
topics that are closely related to the strategic structure of the design
process. These topics are covered in the items discussed before. A
closer look at the characteristics of the responses to the items shows
that they are closely related to: issues dealing with the Program or
design brief (items 14, 34, 37), Site issues (items 24, 38), Concept or
design principle (items 22, 30, 36) and issues related to the principal
or other parties (items 15, 18). Item 35, which was elaborated upon
by some of the subjects, is about the use of specific domain knowledge
to find a solution.
In the protocol analyses we saw that some designers described the
architectural design process as a spiral metaphor. Typical however
was that despite of the fact that they also described most of the design
processes as consisting of gaps, leaps and hiatus, they didn't include
these facts in the spiral description. According to the spiral description
they gave, the design process can be imagined to look like a spiral
starting very wide to be smoothly narrowed down during the design
process when reaching the design solution. This is rather peculiar
because these same architects also mention the fact that they
sometimes suddenly find a solution for a detail they were not focusing
on. Perhaps a more realistic visualisation is shown in figure 6.
4.1.2. Study II, Activity Sequences
In this second study (in which we again used a top down approach),
we were interested to find out if there are differences in the practical
application (or sequences) of strategic domain concepts or design
activities between subjects. Of particular importance was to ask
architects to explain a) what they always (or sometimes) do in their
design practice and b) in what order.
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Method
To find this out a card sorting technique was executed by the same
subjects, using a Macintosh II computer with a 19 inch monochrome
screen, Design/2.0 software to execute the task, and Screen-Recorder
2.0 to monitor all the screen activities. Screen-Recorder was used,
because this allowed the experimenter to monitor the complete card
sorting exercise without having to use cameras. These ScreenRecorder documents could be replayed on any Macintosh computer.
Subjects were asked if they were familiar with using a mouse to drag
and drop items and objects on the computer screen. If they were not
familiar with this equipment, they were given a short instruction how
to drag and drop the concepts across the screen, using a mouse,
followed by a short exercise.

always

sometimes

lspectflcatlonll contractor II acquisition II dlsclpllnell design llOfiiC0
I bulldlngprocesll methodology I models II rebulldlnglJ spacesllcontracl
layers
model II concept Ii town-builder II means II flnal design
lbulldlnglJ fundaments I 1andmar1<llmetaphorll landscapesl sketches
lself-lmPosed restrtctlo~ plan II vlde I1 design-actions 11 specify
I prosperity-committee II mater1allsatlon I floor 11 archlteduralstudles
I Portico motif II sub-problems l[Si!0]1 peoplel[giidJlvarlantsl [new]

I

I

Figure 7. Initial Grid Stage Study II. The items are displayed at the bottom of
the matrix. Subjects were allowed to add, delete or change the items at the
bottom at any time and at own will. The task was to rearrange the items in the
columns and rows in such a way that they represent their own experiences with
architectural design processes.
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The concepts displayed on the screen were collected from the
previous session, replenished with concepts from the NNI, which is
the Dutch Normalisation Institute . Figure 7 shows the initial stage of
the task. The screen showed a matrix of two columns and a number of
rows. The header of the left column contained the title 'ALWAYS' .
the header of the right column contained the title 'SOMETIMES'. On
the bottom of the matrix the concepts were displayed in random
order.
Items chosen separately or in groups could be moved across the
screen by dragging and dropping the items. Subjects were also allowed
to add, change or delete any concept, at any time during the
cardsorting task. Adding, changing or deleting a concept was done by
the experimenter to save time . The subjects were asked to think aloud
while working on this first card sorting task, and the protocols were
recorded on audio tape. The instruction of the task to be executed was
formulated as:
In this card sorting task a number of concepts is displayed
randomly at the bottom of the computer screen. The
concepts can be dragged and dropped anywhere on the
screen. Also you can see that there is a matrix in which the
concepts can be ordered. The matrix is fixed on the screen
and has two columns and several rows. The left column
should contain concepts that are about all design tasks as
they are executed in your own design practice. The right
column can contain concepts that are sometimes related to
a design task. If you feel that the list of concepts contains
an item that never occurs in your design process in practice,
you can ask the experimenter to change or delete the item
any time you like. If you think one or more items are missing
you can ask the experimenter to add the new items, any
time you like. The top row contains concepts that are
relevant at the beginning of the design task as executed in
practice. The bottom row contains the concept that take
place at the end of a design task. It is your task to order
these concepts in the matrix in such a way that they reflect
your own design process as close as possible. If you have
any questions, now is the time to ask them to the
experimenter.
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Results Study II
Not all subjects were familiar with using a mouse. These subjects were
given a short instruction, followed by an exercise on how to use a
mouse to drag and drop items on the screen. The result of this study is
a schematic representation of domain specific knowledge. All
intermediate phases were recorded on audio tape and in a ScreenRecorder document. Three examples of the end-result of three
subjects are represented in figures 8-10. A few examples of the items
used by these subjects are brief, sketch, model, site, principle and
plan. Notice that the structure of the concepts looks different, as well
as the sequence of appearance.

always

sometimes

!project I client I
lsitellprogram I
Iplan space concept
Isketch I composition

evaluation
feedback

:alternatives

I

ltechn. brief lfunct. brief I
ltinan. brief

I elaborate brief ~

lprelim. design l elabor.comp.
lteasibility I
Ivariants

!feedback I
!sketch design I

Imodel

Figure 8. End Result Subject 1 on Study II. Some items have been removed
by the subject from the original set, whereas others have been changed and
again others are added to the original set.

Comparing these Screen-Recorder documents and protocols, it
appeared that most end schema's started with the orientation
categories previously found in the items 14, 15, 18, 22, 24, 30, 34,
35, 36, 37 and 38, namely Program, Site, Concept, Domain
knowledge and Other Parties. The order in which they were placed in
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always

sometimes

!program /
!design concept /
!site! lsite study I
Iconstruction I
!communication lines I
/prelim. design /
/drawings & models I
dialogue
with client
final design
/model /

Figure 9. End Result Subject 2 on Study II. This subject has clearly reduced
the number of original items that were offered at the beginning of this card
sorting technique.

the matrix differed however. It appeared that different architects had
different ideas about what is important to start with, in a design
process, and when it becomes important to them. Figure 11 shows
the different sequences of S, P, and C that were found in this study.
Three architects showed an SPC sequence, five of them showed a
PSC sequence, two showed a PCS sequence and one architect
showed a CPS sequence. However not only the sequence seemed to
be of importance. One or more of these categories occurred more
than once in the matrix of a subject. Some of these differences
between architects are displayed in table 3 on quantitative results
column 5-7 . Some architects used models or variants to present
different options to the principal. Others deliberately never used
variants for the principal because as stated in the think aloud protocols
to them this means you have not yet found the right solution yet.
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always

sometimes

I project I
I program I
funct. p. lltinanc. p.

I

techn. P-11 feasibility study I
site study

I

I elaborate brief I
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composition

I

I prev. projects I

I structural design I
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~

.
I construction system alternatives I
.
I variants H
Iprer1m. des1gn
Idialogue client presentation model I
techn. brief
!spaces I
final design
evaluation

I sketch design I
Figure 10 End Result Subject 3 on Study II. This subject has added, deleted
and changed a number of items. It also shows a different conceptualisation of
the items. Furthermore the structure this subject gave to the concepts is quite
different from previous structures.

Four different styles from Study II
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Figure 11. Four Possible Styles. This distribution shows the sequence of
categories S, P and C obtained from study I. Four possible sequences were
obtained in study IL
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Discussion
Some architects were not familiar with using a mouse to drag and
drop items on a computer screen. After a short instruction and
demonstration however these subjects were very well able to drag and
drop the items and the experimenter and subject agreed that this did
not interfere with the rest of the task. There was a number of
architects that actually used models in the design process. Others used
models only for presentation.
Very interesting was that one architect mentioned that he never
used variants for a design. In his think aloud protocol he stated that he
never uses variants because to him this would mean that he does not
completely understand the requirements of the task. What he did, was
first look for the one and only design principle, and according to him
each design project has one. Then he used this principle for the rest of
his design decisions. The order of the concepts that differed from
architect to architect is no reason to assume one ideal process
dispatch . On the contrary, these data more and more show individual
ways of designing and different priorities that all can be successful,
since they were all successful architects.
In the matrices we saw, that not only the sequence of S, P and C
seemed to be of importance. One or more of these categories
occurred more than once in the matrix of a subject. In other words the
number of occurrences might also be a style distinctive factor. In fact
until now we have been able to distinguish four different styles of .
designing based on the features S, P and C. The question remains
whether these different sequences also correspond with a preferred
designing strategy, since subjects were asked to describe what they do
in practice and not what they would like to do.
The data also showed individual differences, not only with respect
to the obtainment of different frequencies of domain concept by
subjects, but also with respect to the items they used to describe the
process. Most of these architects added, changed or deleted a number
of the items on the screen . It would be interesting to see how the
structure of the knowledge differs from one architect to the other. In
the next section a new card sorting task for this specific purpose will
be described in study III.
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Figure 12. All Card Sorthlg Items for Study Ill. The items were collected from
previous protocol sessions and in random order displayed at the bottom of the
screen. Subjects were allowed to drag and drop items anywhere on the screen,
to add or delete items, and to change items.

4.1.3. Study Ill, Knowledge Structures

In this last top down study, the focus of attention was on the question
whether there is a general consensus on the structure of the strategic
domain knowledge that is presented to the subjects. In other words we
were interested to find out if the representation and relation between
items shows a comparable structure between architects.

Method
To find this out another card sorting technique was executed by the
same subjects, using a Macintosh II computer with a 19 inch
monochrome screen, Design/2.0 software to execute the task, and
Screen-Recorder 2.0 to monitor all the screen activities. The concepts
displayed on the screen were collected from the previous sessions.
Items could be moved across the screen by dragging and dropping the
rectangles containing the concepts. Subjects were also allowed to add,
change or delete any concept, at any time during the card sorting task.
Adding, changing or deleting a concept was done by the experimenter
to save time. The subjects were asked to think aloud while working on
this first card sorting task, and the protocols and screen activities were
recorded on tape. The initial stage of the task is depicted in figure 12.
The task to be executed was formulated as follows:
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In this task again you see a number of items randomly
displayed at the bottom of the screen. You are asked to split
these items into two categories or groups. Each of the
categories has to be labelled. You can do this by either using
an existing item in the group, changing an item that you
need, or adding a new item. You repeat this activity with each
group until you have a maximum of 2 or 3 items in the
resulting subgroups. As soon as you have only groups of 2 or
3 elements you'll have to regroup these small groups using
labels displaying why they belong together. You can again
use an existing item as a label or you can add a new one.
Repeat this activity until you are satisfied with the result.
Results Study Ill
Three end results of this card sorting task obtained by three subjects
are displayed in figures 13-15. Each structure obtained by the subjects
differed from those of the other subjects. All end results represented
features of the categories S, P and C and only some showed concepts
related to 0 (other parties) and D (domain knowledge). The relations
between the S, P and C items was different for different subjects.
Summarising these results it can be said that architects have different
ideas about relations of strategic actions and domain concepts. In fact
what this means is that there is not just one structure by which the
domain knowledge can be represented in a knowledge bank, but that
this structure seems to depend on the designer using the knowledge.
~
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Figure 13. Card Sorting Schema Subject 1 of Study 111. The figure shows the
final structure as obtained by one of the subjects.
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Discussion
We have to realise that although subjects were allowed to add or
change as many domain concept as they wanted, the set presented
here can never cover the complete arsenal of domain cQncepts. This
is one of the disadvantages of using a top down research approach.
But if within such a small set of domain concepts such a large diversity
is observed in the relative importance as well as in the interrelation
between the concepts, it is plausible to assume that the structure and
relative importance of domain knowledge is dependent on personal
differences.
In this study again concepts or activities related to the categories
S, P and C are somehow important to all eleven architects in
structuring the design process. However there also seems to be little
consensus on the relations between and importance of the different
concepts offered in the tasks. Furthermore concepts related to 0 and
Dare used or discussed only by some of the architects in this sample.
Perhaps they are of a different magnitude than S, P and C.
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I
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Figure 14. Card Sorting Schema Subject 3 of Study Ill. A different result
obtained in card sorting task 2 by another subject. This subject has created six
groups of concepts
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Figure 15 Card Sorting Schema Subject 4 of Study Ill. Results of a third
subject executing card sorting task 2. Four main groups of concepts are
distinguished by this subject.

For the next acquisition step, a bottom up research approach seemed
to be the best approach to acquire and map the personal strategic
style determinants. Most, if not all, design theories and methods
discussed in Part I lack the capability of explaining strategic style
differences in designing from a personality point of view. Using a
normative/prescriptive research approach would not allow us to
distinguish these personal preferences of practising designers, simply
because designers do not always conform to the prescriptive
methodologies of design theoreticians. Another reason to use a
bottom up approach is: if tacit knowledge is learned by doing {Kuhn,
1970), rather than by acquiring rules for doing, we should study design
by observation.
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4.2. Bottom-Up Approach
We still do not know what the strategic style determinants are.
Therefore an exploratory, model-independent bottom up research
approach will be used (van Bake!, 1991d) or what is called by
Christiaans and Dorst (1992) "a data driven approach." Our
reasoning for using this approach, is different however from the
reasoning of Christiaans and Dorst. Their main reason for using a data
driven approach is that a 'strong' design theory is still missing. It
depends on the definition of 'strong' whether or not these design
theories are indeed still missing.
Many innovative studies have been conducted and they resulted in
a number of useful theories and methods of architectural designing.
One of the shortcomings of most of these models is, as we have seen
in previous chapters, that they are not suitable to distinguish
idiosyncratic or strategic styles of architectural designing. This is
considered a good reason for not using these models to interpret the
data that are going to be acquired. An exploratory bottom up research
technique is used in this next phase, because we are interested in
individual differences in strategic styles of designing. While it is not
clear what the causes are for the different styles of designing to occur,
the best way to find out is asking experienced architects to explicate
their preferred plan of design activities. There is a plausible reason to
ask for experienced architects to take part in the research, because it is
assumed that experienced architects are most likely to have developed
some kind of designing preference based on practical design
experience.
4.2.1. Study IV, Designing in Context
Let us again point out the fact that the approach in this study on
strategic styles of designing, is model- and implementationindependent. There are no methodological assumptions made about
the structure of the design process, nor are any a priory
implementation models assumed (later needed to implement a
(knowledge based) design support (or expert) system). The only
(plausible) assumption made in this think aloud designing session, is
that architectural designing is a sub-process of everyday human
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behaviour, operating in a specific domain of human functioning, for
"As designers we operate in a cultural and social environment"
(Broadbent, 1973). It is logical then, that we study the process as such.
This means that if we study designing strategies we must realise that
these strategies can undergo {only) minor changes due to this cultural
and social environment. In this fourth study we therefor want an
answer to the question what are the building blocks of a personal
strategic designing style, and how and why are they applied.
Subjects

In this session the same eleven experienced architects that were
interviewed at their own design studio, and worked on the card sorting
tasks in studies II and III at the design laboratory of the Eindhoven
University of Technology were working on this fourth study at our
laboratory room at the Eindhoven University of Technology.
Method

Hettema (1991) proposes self report and introspection for strategy
assessment because he assumes that strategies are cognitive structures
of the human system, that people are conscious of this system and can
report about it. These same techniques are also suggested in the
KADS methodology when studying the strategic level of an expertise.
Subjects were therefore asked to think aloud while describing their
design strategy with respect to a fictitious architectural design task.
The laboratory room in which these sessions took place, was furnished
with a large drawing table, books, papers, computers, and
conventional drawing tools, such as paper and pencil, rulers, et cetera.
Most of the necessary design equipment that was available at their
own design studio was also available here. These conditions were kept
similar to all eleven subjects.
The appointment made with each subject was scheduled to fit
their agenda, and personal preference. Since the strategic style
differences were under investigation, architects were asked to explicate
what design strategies they would preferably use if they were asked to
design a child day care centre and which aspects they consider to be
important during the process. This thin aloud session was recorded on
audio tape. The instruction for this think aloud session given to the
architectswas as follows:
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In a few minutes I will ask you to describe what you
would do if you were asked to design a specific
building type. In other words what would be your
preferred plan of activities to reach a design solution.
You are free to do, draw, and think about whatever
you think is necessary to reach a satisfying solution.
Try to do this while thinking aloud about what you
(would) do how you (would) do it and Why. If you
need any supplementary information about the
project you can ask me to give it to you after I told
you what specific building type it is, you are asked to
design.
What I am particularly interested in is, ·what you
consider to be important factors or aspects to reach
a satisfying solution. So if you do not want to design
at this specific moment you do not have to. In that
case just tell me what you would consider important
for reaching a satisfying solution. You have one and
a half hours for this session. Do you have any
questions about this instruction?
After reading this instruction the subjects were allowed to ask
questions about the task. No additional information about the building
type, the program, the site or whatsoever was given , at this stage. If
there were no more questions, the instructor's announcement was:
The building that you are asked to design is a child
day care centre. Please feel free to ask any
supplementary information you need, to continue to
describe what you (would) do, how you (would) do it
and Why.
This was the only information available at the beginning of the
session. If the architect wanted additional information about a topic,
this was given to him after he was instructed to think about how he
would design a child day care centre. Because we were interested in
designing strategies, it was not necessary to design the building if they
did not like to design at that moment. Since architects were assumed
to be conscious of their strategic system (Hettema, 1991) a number of
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report techniques were used, i.e. self report, introspection and review.
Which technique was used depended on whether the subject actually
did the design or not. For those architects who were not in the mood
or uncomfortable to actually do the designing, an introspection
technique was used supplemented with a review technique to evaluate
and increase the validity of the data. For those architects who actually
did the designing, a self report technique was be used.
Most of the materials concerning the design task were available
such as pictures of the scenery, a map, a design brief, information
about the principal, municipal destination of the area, literature and
magazines on child day care centres, et cetera. When a subject asked
for additional information, it was given to him. In other words without
being forced to actually design, they were asked to explain what they
(would) do, how they {would) do it and why. The aim of this session
was to faithfully reconstruct the possible strategy {What & How), and
the relative importance of design activities and their design rationale
(Why), if they would find themselves confronted with such a design
project in practice. These think aloud protocols were again recorded
on audio-tape.

subject 1

SPC actions

SPC
preferences

SPC

SPC

subject 2

SPC

SPC

subject 3

PCS

PCS
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SPC

SCP
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PSC
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PCS

PCS

subject 7

PSC

SCP

subject 8
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subject 9
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•
•
•
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•
•

•
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•

•
•
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Table 4. Some Think Aloud Design Session Results. Column 2 shows the
first occurrence of the features S, P and C in the think aloud session. Column 3
shows the strategic plan of activities. Column 4 shows a strategy shift that was
discussed in a focused interview after the session. Column 5 and 6 show which
subject were anxious to involve the principal and use specific documents
respectively.
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Results of Study IV
The taped protocols were analysed using the MacNUDIST software
package {Richards & Richards, 1992). NUDIST stands for Nonnumerical Unstructured Data Indexing Searching and Theorising. The
program allows the experimenter and other reviewers to create
relation diagrams of the concepts subtracted from the protocols.
In the top down studies five orientation categories were used by
the subjects to structure and categorise information on architectural
design strategies. Three of these categories were used by all subjects
(categories S, P and C) whereas most subjects also used one or both of
the other two categories (O and D). These five categories were used in
MacNUDIST to analyse and structure the protocols.
We do have to realise that these definitions are based on the
parallels between the protocols of eleven architectural designers and
that this may result in a rather general description category. These
descriptions of the five orientation categories or distinctive features
'Other parties', 'Site', 'Program', 'Domain knowledge' and
'Concept' are given in the next five paragraphs.
Figure 16. Other Parties. The 'O' feature is
about all parties and people that are
somehow related to or responsible for the
design process

Other Parties
'O' is defined as the feature that includes plans or activities that are
aimed at involvement of other persons and parties (figure 16). "Get
acquainted with the principal" or "Study the wishes of the local
government" can be characterised as 'O' oriented. 'O' oriented
designing in this context means that the designe r considers
communication, whether or not through his building, an important
condition for success and decisions are made in concordance. Another
'O' oriented design approach would emerge if a designer arranges
regular meetings with the principal (and his employees) to get
acquainted with their personal wishes and demands. Sometimes this
evolves in a relationship that continues to exist even after the project
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has been finished. On the other hand, there were some architects who
said they did not appreciate any involvement of the principal or other
persons while working on a design project. They feel that they are the
experts who are responsible for a satisfying result.
Both preferences ('O' oriented or 'O' avoiding approaches) are
observed in the sample and each may have its own surplus value.
Sometimes communication is needed to consider other people's
wishes, and sometimes 'isolation' is needed to get some work done
without being distracted by subjective wishes of others. In fact this
makes 'O' a particular external (context) feature. 'O' can be more or
less ignored with the exception of receiving and presenting the
project.
Figure 17. Site. The 'S' feature is about
site characteristics, such as the building
plot, cultural and social environment and
historical back ground

Site
'S' is defined as the feature that includes subjects, topics or activities
that refer to the existing site of the building to be designed (figure 17).
"Taking pictures or making sketches of surrounding buildings" or "Use
the cultural background of the location, to make a decision" can be
characterised as 'Site' oriented designing. 'Site' oriented designing
generally means that featu res that are offered by the site are
predominantly used to make decisions. Also considering historical
issues of the site can be characterised as 'Site' oriented designing. The
site or situation concept is about the location, urban plan, sight, soil
characteristics et cetera.
The distinction between the program or design brief and the
situation or site is the flexibility of their elements. The brief can
sometimes be changed more easily then the site. Where you can
discuss with a client to change some elements in the design brief, it is
more difficult to change the existing surrounding buildings in the sight
or its history. According to some subjects there are exceptions such as
removing trees or tearing down old buildings. Site oriented issues
include:
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• Survey, geological analysis and study (soil characteristics}.
• Location, size and condition of trees; shrubs, flower et cetera.
• Location and condition of surrounding buildings and other
features like springs and streams.
• Orientation: sun and prevailing wind diagrams; consideration of
views (best/worst); planting and location for camouflage;
privacy/noise.
• Pedestrian and vehicular access.
• Proposed developments: road systems, buildings and other
structural features.
• Availability of public services and other utilities.
• Restrictions: building lines/heights; easements.
Figure 18. Program or Design Brief. The
'P' feature is about the ingredients and
requirements in the design brief, such as
budget, time schedule and responsibilities

Program or Design Brief
'P' is defined as all ingredients of the program or design brief (also
according to SBR standardisation, 1975), such as the budget, the time
limit, the organisation type that is going to occupy the building, etc.
(figure 18). "Using prefab materials because it suits the type of project"
and "Create a bubble diagram or floating chart of all the functions of
the building" are characterised as 'P' oriented designing. 'P' oriented
designing implicitly assumes the solution to be found in the design
brief.
The brief is described as containing the requirements that the
solution should meet, such as the volume, the height, the number of
rooms, the organisation that is going to use the building, etc. Some of
the subjects make a distinction between qualitative and quantitative
aspects. The quantitative aspects are the ones mentioned above.
Qualitative aspects are about what the building should look or what it
should represent. Architects that make this distinction also mention
that this aspect is explored by communicating with the principal and
other involved parties. Subjects that did not make this explicit
distinction, claimed to find these qualitative aspects in the situation and
the brief.
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Figure 19. Domain Knowledge. The 'D'
feature is about the expert knowledge
stored in books, magazines but also the
Long Term Memory.

Domain Knowledge
'D' is defined as Domain knowledge (figure 19). In principle it is about
knowledge that can be retrieved from books journals and magazines
on a specific expertise. It is also related to the knowledge (stored in .the
Long Term Memory} about previous projects. According to many
subjects a great deal of this specific domain knowledge was acquired
during their courses at the schools of architecture. It can also be
knowledge that originally was retrieved from books but now is stored
in the Long Term Memory (LTM) of the designer (Gleitman, 1986).
Reading a paper on child development while working on a child
day care centre project, is characterised as 'D' oriented design
behaviour. Another example is using knowledge closely related to
previous experience with a similar design project. In fact 'D' is a
second (external as well as internal} context feature (like '0').
Architects have this (factual} knowledge at their disposal, they can
apply it, use it, rearrange it, (sometimes} ignore it, but very often they
cannot change it.
Domain knowledge is also about facts that exist once they are
stored (in archives or LTM). Take for instance a brick. We know what
a brick is made of, what it is used for and how we can apply it, or even
ignore the use of bricks in a design project. It is difficult though to
change the concept (definition oO brick itself. Another example would
be the application of colour. An architect might want to use blue for
the ceiling of a building for whatever reason, but he cannot change the
fact that blue is electromagnetic energy with a frequency of
approximately 550-420 nm.
Figure 20. Concept. The 'C' feature is
about the design concept an architect
develops or uses during the design
process. It can be a metaphor or rule
system.
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Concept
'C' is defined as the design concept, design principle, imaginary
solution or design idea (figure 20). The design idea is a cognitive
framework for the solution. It can be fed by elements of the Site, the
Program, Domain Knowlede or Other Parties. It can also be a
complete independent framework or principle that was available even
before any information about the other features was available.
A number of different Design Concepts can be distinguished such
as a Construction Concept, Material Concept and Image Concept.
These will not be discussed further. Though these different concepts
may be of importance in the determination of product styles, they are
not necessarily relevant in distinguishing strategic process styles. The
imaginary solution is in fact a visual image or cognitive representation
that the architect has at the moment of receiving the task or after
gaining some extra information. It is not necessarily about a complete
solution but about what the building should/couJd look/be like.
Sometimes a concept develops from using a metaphor. Some of
the subjects explained that they often use the same metaphor in
different projects. One example is an architect explaining that his
buildings look like a human body. It has a brain centre (manager's
office), several organs (secretary's office, environmental control unit,
and toilets), a dorsal vertebra (corridors), a mouth (entrance, and
delivery) and an output (distribution department) . Another possibility to
derive a concept is by the association of a completely different type of
objects.
Protocol Analysis
Phrases from the design session protocols were coded by six reviewers
using these descriptions of the features with a high inter rater
reliability. No other categories were found that could be useful in
distinguishing strategic styles of architectural designing.
From these (time consuming) protocol analyses it appeared that all
architects in this sample again used the three main categories or
distinctive features (table 4 column 3) and occasionally used two
additional features to describe their design process (table 4, column 5
and 6). The three main features (S, P and C) were considered by all
architects as very important for the character of the decision making
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process. The other two features (O and D) were considered as aspects
that are obviously (but sometimes unconsciously) related to an
architectural design project but are not necessarily responsible for the
characteristics of the strategic decision making process.

OSPCD Priority Hierarchies
A schematic representation of the occurrence of each of the five
features in the think aloud protocol of two subjects is shown in figure
21 and figure 22. The percentage of each feature in the eighteen five
minute intervals was obtained by adding the seconds of the category
related topics that were discussed in the interval. If an interval was a
continuation of a previous interval, the last category of the previous
interval was assumed. Discussions of personal experiences which
could not be categorised, such as "A few weeks ago I had a car
accident and now my leg still hurts" were skipped from
categorisation. As can be seen in figure 21 (subject priority course of
subject 1) the three main features that were considered important by
· all subjects, to develop a designing strategy are dominating the
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Figure 21 Subject Priority Course Subject 1. A Protocol Analysis Diagram of
a 90 minutes design session. In this diagram the distribution of the 5 features
0, S, P, C, D, for each 5 minute time interval is displayed, ranging from 0% to
100%. This subject starts with taking into account all features. The subject also
prefers to give special attention to the design concept C and the site S (the
light grey and dark grey area).
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distribution, whereas 0 and D, seldom occur in the protocol
description for this subject. Figure 22 on the other hand shows a
subject who considers 0 and D also important in the design strategy
description.
In this session, subjects had to describe a plan of activities after
receiving the globally formulated design task. An interesting fact was
that the order in which these elements were discussed by the subjects
differed between the subjects. Also the importance of the different
features as described by the subjects differed. Some architects seemed
to be more constrained by or fixed on the information derived from
the immediate context of the design problem, whereas others were
dominated by the a priori use of a particular grid or system as a model
for resolving the fictitious design task.
Another even more interesting fact is that with respect to the
three main features discussed by all architects, all possible 3*2*1=6
priority sequences now appeared. This is schematically represented in
figure 23 (six priority sequences of the features 'S', 'P' and 'C'). Each
bar shows a possible priority sequence of the features 'S ', 'P' and 'C',
occurring in the protocols of the eleven subjects. The widest part in
each of the bar corresponds to the aspect that was given the highest
priority. The smallest part of the bar corresponds to the aspect
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Figure 22 Subject Priority Course Subject 2. Another Protocol Analysis
Diagram. This subject starts with taking into account 0, P, C, and D. Notice that
much time is spent on the Principal or other parties involved (0) (the black
area).
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that was given the lowest priority. Of course the width of each bar of
figure 23 can change as long as it does not change its relative rank in
the priority hierarchy. Some of the architects explicitly mentioned the
fact that this preference of activities can not always be carried out in
their own design practice. For instance this may be because of time
pressure or because they have no experience with the specific building
type they are working on. The distribution of these eleven experienced
architects across the 6 styles types is represented in figure 24.
Priority

Style:

PSC
PCS

c
Figure 23. Six Priority Hierarchies. The widest part in the bar corresponds to
the aspect that was given the highest priority. The smallest part of the bar
corresponds to the aspect that was given the lowest priority. The width of each
bar can change as long as it does not change its relative rank in the priority
hierarchy.

Discussion
In study IV subjects were allowed to schedule the think aloud design
session on any time of the day they preferred. This led to different
session times for each subject. Subjects were allowed to reschedule the
appointment if they did not feel comfortable to execute the task on the
agreed day and time. Only one subject did in fact reschedule the
appointment. This option was deliberately chosen to reduce possible
mood conditions. Subjects were free in deciding whether they would
actually do the design (self report}, or merely discuss what they would
do (introspection) in case they are asked to design a child day care
centre. So in fact three techniques were used in this study. For the first
group the self report technique was used. Some of the results of
architects actually working on a design are shown in figures 25-28.
For the second group the introspection technique was used,
supplemented with a review technique after they finished explaining
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their preferred strategies. Architects working on the self report task
were asked if thinking aloud interfered with their original design
process. Only two architects mentioned that especially in the
beginning they had to get used to thinking aloud. After a few minutes
they even were unconscious of the fact that they were thinking aloud.
One architect mentioned the fact that normally he also speaks aloud
while designing. He said he thinks it helps him to listen to his own
proposed solutions.
In the protocols some architects mentioned the fact that their
design is strongly influenced by constraints derived from the initial
setting of the problem, such as the context in which the building is to
be built or its social purpose. Other architects were convinced that
their process was more determined by their personal attitudes and
prejudices towards functional expression or modes of fabrication
technology. There was also a group that in fact could be classified as a
mixture of both orientations. After the think aloud session architects
were asked in a focused interview if this strategic description was
similar to what they actually do in practice. Some subjects explained
that a plan of activities with respect to 0, S, P, C, and D (the design
strategy) can not always be executed. In that case actual design actions
can deviate from the design plan which according to most subjects
does not necessarily mean that the original plan was bad. The plan
sometimes needs minor adjustments due to unforeseen facts.
Strategic Sample distribution of the Six
Styles
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Figure 24 Strategic sample distribution across the six styles. The SPC, SCP
and PCS hierarchy each occurred twice in this sample. The PSC hierarchy was
preferred by three subjects, and CSP and CPS were each preferred by one
subject.
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Figure 25. Sketch of a PSC oriented designer. This designer started with
asking details of the design brief. He has been analysing the design
requirements and created a bubble diagram to figure out the space
requirements with respect to the Site. From the protocol analyses it became
clear that this.architect.used the brief to guide the decision making process.
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Figure 26. Sketches of a CSP oriented designer. The subject starts with
sketching, to search for a proper shape. Once a shape is found it is situated in
the Site and Program requirements are integrated.
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Figure 27. Concepts integrated in the Site. The previously developed shapes
are evaluated ·in the Site, first roughly later in more detail. The Site offers the
next decision criteria for further design actions.

In this bottom up approach we were trying to assess what architects
prefer to do instead of what they (have to) do. The strategic preference
of the features S, P and C was shown in column 3 of table 4. It is
interesting to see that three subjects now show a different SPC
sequence as was obtained in study II.
Subjects that showed a different sequence of the features SP and
C, were asked to explain this new obtained frequency. All subjects
agreed that the priority hierarchy of study IV was about what they
prefer to do, whereas the hierarchy of study II shows the sequence of
activities. Perhaps this bottom up approach was better suited to assess
strategic preferences than the card sorting technique in the top down
approach . Anyway, these two different techniques do show that we
need to realise the differences between design strategies and design
tactics. Due to this strategy description, two style types seem to be
added to the set.
.
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Figure 28. Concept & Site Evaluation. The design solution is developed
further by the architect, with program requirements integrated in the design
concept.
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5. Summary & Conclusions
It is not easy to give a general summary of the results of a number of
the knowledge acquisition and documentation structuring techniques
applied in this first stage of the research. Most of the technique related
results have already been discussed in their matching sections. But
some remarkable observations are worth mentioning.
First of all from the card sorting techniques it appeared that it is
difficult to find a general representation of the domain knowledge of
the expertise of architectural designing. There was no general
consensus on concept representation. These results all are the
ingredients of the discussion in the next chapter.
Second it was surprising to find that all eleven architects had a
different representation of the expert knowledge with the exception of
the five orientation categories 'O', 'S', 'P', 'C' and 'D' functioning as
some kind of general framework to describe and/or plan architectural
design strategies.
Third, architects differed in how important they considered each
of these features to their own design process. Some of them told the
experimenter that they were conscious that their designing
preferences are not always shared within the architectural discipline.
Fourth, looking for a sequential theoretical description of
architectural design processes can overlook the fact that sometimes
the design process is chaotic, or maybe even irrational, while the
designer still manages to come up with a good or satisfying design
result. In explaining strategic styles of architectural designing we must
realise that sequences of activities and priorities of activities are not the
same, and that perhaps assessing priority hierarchies is much easier,
valid and more reliable than assessing sequences of activities. A
sequence of activities depends on local and temporal circumstances
that can change vary rapidly, whereas a priority hierarchy is more
stable and determined by personal preferences. Besides, a priority
hierarchy is represented as a strategic system, which can be easily
assessed by self report, introspection and review.
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And fifth, it was interesting to observe that a sequence of activities can
be quite different from priority preferences. This means that an
architect can start doing something that is necessary but he does not
have to like it per se. In other words, a 'Concept' oriented designer
might very well start with visiting the 'Site' or reading the design brief.
And vice versa, a 'Design Brief' oriented designer might decide for a
particular project to start using a cube as a general form and then try
to find out.how he can match all requirements from a program
oriented point of view.
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6. General Discussion .
6.1. Priority Hierarchies
It is not surprising that all architects in these studies, considered these
O,S,P,C, and D features, important aspects for a design process. It is
difficult to imagine an architectural design project without a principal
and the people who are eventually going to occupy the building.
This also accounts for a project without a design brief. Although
the design brief sometimes is very concise at the beginning of a
project, it is very likely that it is elaborated during the process. A
building always stands in its site and is developed using specific
knowledge about construction, aesthetics and functional requirements.
All these circumstantial values should be identified arid prioritised
in terms of their relative importance in design, for it has been observed
that designers have personal preferences with respect to the relative
importance of these features. Having accomplished this, it becomes
relatively easy for the designer to determine the overall scope of the
project, appropriate goals and objectives, the specific space/place
needs, and mandatory spatial relationships.
In the absence of the articulation of such circumstantial values in
the project, the designer is left ignorant of the rationale for
establishing any of the specific requirements of the project. The
designer can either review· the task and solve the puzzle as presented
(van Bake!, 1991b), applying whatever architectural values seem
appropriate, or must completely reprogram the project in order to
discover the values that should be considered during design. It is
believed that each design process should consist of at least one
representative of each of these features 0, S, P, C, and D respectively
found in the protocol studies.
A design process in which one of these features is absent, is not
considered an architectural design process. As was observed in the
experiment there was a difference however in the order of importance
of the features to each architect (Van Bakel, 1993a).
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6.2. Hierarchy Preferences
Some architects valued a frequent visit or communication with other
involved parties or the principal (0-oriented), and sometimes involved
them in the design process, whereas others preferred a minor
interference of the principal during the design process. Some of the
architects stress a strict and categorical observance of the program (Poriented), whereas others stressed the development of a satisfying
design concept (C-oriented) trying not to be inhibited by the design
brief. Also there was a group of designers who preferred being
inspired by the site and its social and cultural history (S-oriented).
Clearly there are many strategies that may be followed in these early
stages. No strategy can be discounted until its product has been
asserted.
Lera (1984) has found a similar distinction when he describes a
number of design strategies as follows: "The building may be
designed from the outside in or from the inside out. Elevations
may precede or follow floor plans. A structural grid may be
established early and dedicate the whole planning and elevation."
(P-oriented). "Conversely, an informal circulation pattern may
dedicate the flow of spaces and load bearing walls. The whole
building may be designed as a sculptural analogy with some
natural biological or geological form, or with some other manmade artefact" (C-oriented). "A designers' personally valued
attributes help to provide a generative force for the design, as well
as evaluative criteria as the design proceeds; the view from a hill or
orientation to maximise sun-light penetration are typical." (Soriented). These are possible principles designers can use as points of
entry to the problem. Such a beginning reduces the enormity of the
problem space and provides a frame of reference for refinement of the
design and more detailed specification of the problem.
Looking at the results of the different techniques we can say that
interaction and communication are two context aspects of the design
process. Most architects mention the importance of communication
with the proper authorities and the principal to gain the necessary and
relevant knowledge to reach a design solution. To some architects this
interaction with the principal is even desirable to get more insight in
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the qualitative aspects of the brief. This means that some of the
architects are having discussions with their principal about what the
design should look like. The implications for a design supporting
system to be developed are that it should allow communication at
different levels with the principal and the proper authorities.
Architects mention that design in practice is exposed to changes
at different levels. Changes can take place at the qualitative level by
changing the image solution, using another detailing because of
financial problems, et cetera. But changes can also take place at the
quantitative level, for instance by fundamental changes in the brief
concerning the size and height of the building, the number of rooms,
et cetera. The changes sometimes force them to change their
preferred strategy.

6.3. Strategy Shifts
If we compare the results of figure 11 and figure 24, there seems to be
a contradiction in the number of styles found (See figure 29). They are
in fact not contradictory because of the formulation of the tasks being
executed. In study IV (the fictitious design task), subjects were asked to
describe a plan of activities they would prefer to execute during a
design task, while in study II (card sorting task 1), they were asked to
describe the activities as they take place in their design practice. This
Strategies & Shifts
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Figure 29 Strategy Shift Distribution. Subjects explained in the self report
protocols what they prefer to do (light grey bars). In the card sorting techniques
they were asked what they actually do (dark grey bars). The variance line
shows that there indeed is a circumstantial difference between a preferred
strategic approach and actual design actions.
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was confirmed by asking the three subjects who showed a different
distribution of S, P and C, to explain the differences betWeen the
results. This was done by first explaining the assumption ·that all design
tasks consist of at least three elements namely, situation, program, and
concept. They were then asked to rank these with respect to subjective
importance. The results were conform study N .
Then they were asked whether this 'ideal' rank could be achieved
in practice, and to rank these elements with respect to design practice.
This time the results were conform Study II. These results seem to
show a clear distinction between design strategies and design tactics in
practice. The line in figure 29, which displays the variance between
design plan and design practice is fortunately not linear. This means
that architects indeed can have a design plan that in practice
sometimes needs to be adjusted because of particular frictions that take
place.
While many theorists advocate the primacy of one factor or
another, others assert that the design process should not be prioritised
but should take the form of a dialectic. In this procedure each concern
is considered and allowed to affect others in an iterative process. That
true equality among all concerns in a design problem is possible is
doubted by some, however. The results obtained in these previous
experiments show that there is not just one ideal design approach,
process dispatch or method, but that the method or strategy depends
on personal preferences with respect to the importance of each
feature to each individual designer.
The protocol analyses and the conclusions drawn from them by
Row (1987, pp. 34-37) show a parallel similarity with the exception of
some of the conclusions he draws. One of his conclusions from the
three protocol studies he conducted is about the dominant influence
that is exerted by initial design ideas on subsequent problem solving
directions. Indeed his three protocols reveal that all subjects did use a
self imposed constraint or design principle early in the design process.
In our sample of the subject population however only three of eleven
subjects showed this approach. His conclusion that all architects use
some organising principles at the outset seems somewhat premature.
This first elicitation generalisation concerns the strategic level of
designing. A second premature generalisation is at the tactical level
following the previous assumption. Rowe (1987, pp. 36) says that:
"Designers inevitably bring certain organising principles to a
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problem at the outset. Even when severe problems are
encountered, a considerable effort is made to make the initial idea
work, rather than to stand back and adopt a fresh point of
departure." Our protocols suggest that this is an activity related to the
tactical sub-system of personality, dealing with what to do in case ones
preferred strategic approach tends to fail. Some of our subjects did
indeed try to maintain these organising principles (persistence), but
there were also subjects who showed a stand back approach to adopt
a fresh point of departure (uncoupling). Of course some designers
might want to cram the building program into the architectural object
they are shaping, but there is no evidence that all architects would
react this way if they are confronted with a friction in their design
strategy.
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7. Preliminary Style Conceptions
The different priorities architects gave to the three basic orientation
categories 'S', 'P' and 'C', led us to the possibility to distinguish six
styles of architectural designing (figure 30) within a certain shell of
communication. The communication shell consists of the features 'O'
and 'D' (figure 31). These two features are taken separately because
not all architects considered them important or used them in
structuring their designing strategy. The six styles of designing are the
result of the different priority hierarchies of the features 'S ', 'P' and 'C'
(six possible permutations (3+2+ 1) of the three features 'S', 'P' and
'C'), (van Bake!, 199lc, 1992).
Four of the six codes describe the four styles as distinguished by
Broadbent (1973). Broadbent however only provides us with a
typology of isolated concepts within a set, whereas our styles are
mutually connected, allowing us the prospect of explanation and
prediction. The original names of the styles Broadbent (1973)
distinguished were: 'Pragmatic', 'Iconic', 'Ana logic', and 'Canonic'.
In a second edition of Broadbent's "Design in Architecture" (1988),
he replaced 'Pragmatic' by 'Programmatic', 'Iconic' by 'Typologicaf'
and 'Canonic' by 'Syntactic'. The contents of these styles remained
the same though. With respect to the features that comprise our styles,
it was decided to only replace the term 'Canonic' with 'Syntactic'.
Pragmatic Designing
The pragmatic style of designing refers to the use of materials and
other resources at hand to modify the physical as well as the cultural
(social, political, economic, moral, aesthetic, etc.) climate. The priority
hierarchy S-P-C is our description of this style. A solution C is
searched for by trial and error, started from a fixed existing building
environment S and a performance brief P.
Broadbent's (1973) definition of Pragmatic Designing is: "Using
whatever materials lay to hand, establishing by trial and error what
the materials could do and then seeking them out for conscious
putting to those uses" (pp. 25). "The basic reason for building was
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to modify the given climate as offered by 'wild nature', so that
certain human activities could be carried out conveniently and in
comfort." (pp. 26), "The building also will modify, and be modified
by, certain cultural climates- social, political, economic, moral,
aesthetic and so on." (pp. 27), "Pragmatic design was the earliest
way of building but we still use it in certain circumstancesparticularly when we are trying to find the ways in which new
materials may be used." (pp. 28). Take for instance architects to
whom the present available technology is the source of inspiration and
aesthetic invention. To them technology plays the role of artistic form
generator as well as a means of construction. They use these
technologies to provide the intended technical service but also to
wilfully create artistic effects. Some may even try to shape buildings so
that their method of construction, their materials, and their systems of
environmental control account for their overall form.
Syntactic Designing
The syntactic style of designing leads to deploying geometrical
proportions and modular grids as shape decision rules. A proportional
system will provide the designer with authority for a large amount of
decisions about the shape and size of the object and a number of other
elements included in the design brief. Our hierarchy P-S·C is
describing this style. Deriving a concept C from a fixed set of syntactic
rules and the principal's brief P applied on the starting situation S.
Broadbent's definition of Syntactic designing is: "Certainly a

proportional system will provide the designer with authority for a
great many decisions about the shape of a figure, the size and
shape of a facade, a window, a doorway and so on, which
otherwise would depend on his personal judgement. Some
designers-and it may be a matter of personality-lack confidence in
their own ability to make judgements of this kind; they look for the
authority of a geometric system" (pp. 35). Take for instance
architects who invent geometries, shapes, and patterns whose purpose
is to organise and regulate the spaces, structures; surfaces, and
volumes of buildings. To them these geometries or patterns serve to
unify often complex buildings into 'wholes') and to make parts of the
buildings seem to belong compositional to the whole. The source of
the proportional system in this style originates mainly from the
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requirements of the design brief. Very often the design outcome will
be a derivative of these decisions with respect to the proportional or
geometric system.
Iconic Designing
The iconic style of designing refers to exploiting a fixed mental image
of what the building should look like {house-form and pattern of !ife
become adjusted to each other, called mutual adaptation}. Our priority
hierarchy C-P-S best meets this description. Working from a solution
type C and applying rules to realise the design brief P and a conceived
starting situation S .
Broadbent's (1973) definition of Iconic designing is: "Once a
designer has become a master of his craft these traditional ways
will be built deep into his consciousness; he will have acquired
patterns of co-ordination between hand, eye and brain which he
will not wish to abandon.

c

p

s

Figure 30: The Solution Space. The triangle combines the features S, P, and
C. The features 0 and D are left out because they belong to the shell in which
the styles occur. All possible dots that can be placed within one of the six
smaller triangles enable us to tell more about a general strategic priority
preference of the features.
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A way of building is built deep into the tribal consciousness and,
because each member of the tribe has a fixed mental image of what
a house should be like, we shall call this iconic design." (pp. 30).
An architect may for instance use a non rectangular grid as a design
principle regardless of the constraints of the site and the program.
Such a design principle, if used regardless of the demands of the site
or the brief, can than be called a self imposed cognitive constraint
guiding the design decisions.
Analogic Designing
The Analogic style of designing refers to deriving new visual forms
from existing ones by analogous thinking. Design analogies often used
by architects can be drawings, three dimensional models, or even
computer programs. The analogy itself which again is a self imposed
cognitive constraint will almost certainly impose its own conventions
on our designing and thus distort what we may have intended to do.
These analogies can be used symbolically, (a botanical garden in the
shape of a flower), organically, (a forest of columns), etc.
The hierarchy C-S-P best describes this style. The deployment of
shapes derived from nature, culture or long term memory as possible
models of the end result C and working back from there to the start
situation Sand the brief P. The definition that Broadbent (1973) gives
of Analogic designing is: "New visual forms frequently arise by
analogous processes." (pp. 30), "this implies, and the implication is
a highly significant one, that instead of starting work immediately,
handling real materials in pragmatie or iconic fashion, a designer
prepared the drawing first as an earnest of his intentions; he may
even have tried out several curves in drawn form before choosing
one, thus conducting his pragmatic experiments in the form of a
simulation or drawn analogue before committing himself to a
particular case." (pp. 33). An architect for instance might want to
communicate his ideas through the building he designs. In fact there is
no limit to the kinds of things that an architect can or may want to
symbolise. Nor do we have any idea yet where this symbolisation
originates. Some of the protocols showed that some architects look
for inspiration with respect to the composition or shape of the
building in magazines, abstract paintings or even while observing
nature.
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Convergent Designing
For the S-C-P hierarchy we proposed the name Convergent
designing. Convergent designing means that the setting of different
conceptions of the starting situation S are put side by side and the
rules are applied to generate different solutions as end result C to be
evaluated and chosen in accordance to the design brief P . Our
conception of convergent designing is in no way related with
Broadbent' s conception of a convergent designer which seems to be
dealing with design tactics (Broadbent, 1973, pp. 23). Some designers
share the assumption that we are part of a natural environment and
would like to express this in their design solution. Others share the
assumption that buildings are shelters whose function is to clearly
separate us from nature. Both points of view take nature and the site
as the generator of building form, and as a guiding system for the
design decisions.
Feasibility Designing
Feasibility designing (P-C-S) concerns the application of a program P
as a set of rules to possible end results C delivering different
conceptualisations of the start situation S . The main intent of a
feasibility designer is to identify the key problems to be solved in
design and to communicate them to the principal in a format useful
for facility decision making. lt is the designer's task to identify the
problems to be solved. A program presents the design agenda. This
problem seeking attitude leads a programmer to seek the overall
structure of an environmental problem rather than to decide upon the
detailed design solution.
Some architects might share the notion that the essential purpose
of architecture is to serve people, to accommodate human activity and
respond to human needs. Those professing this approach will very
likely demand that design begin and is based on a thorough research
directed at understanding in great depth the people who will be
directly affected by and use the project under consideration. By
amassing adequate research-based data and theories about user needs
and behaviour, the designer can establish seemingly objective design
goals and evaluation criteria, despite the subjective judgements that
may have crept in.
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Figure 31. Styles in Context. Six styles moving back and forth on an axis from
involved parties to specific domain knowledge. During the design process the
triangle keeps moving from left to right, up and down and back and forward.
The intersection of the axis with the triangle is not fixed and can move
anywhere within the borders of the triangle The cumulative time spend in each
of the three dimensions determines the strategic designing style.

7.1. Style and communication
The six styles can be represented somewhere in the triangle consisting
of the three features 'S', 'P' and 'C '. But from the protocol results two
more features emerged namely 'O' and 'D'. It was agreed by the
eleven subjects that these indeed are less important in characterising
the personal strategic designing preferences but nevertheless, they
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play an important role in a description of the complete process. They
are therefore incorporated in a complete representation of designing
preferences as shown in figure 31.
The triangle represents the strategic designing preference of an
architectural designer or what is also referred to as the working style.
The six styles move back and forth on an axis from involved parties to
specific domain knowledge. During the design process the triangle
keeps moving from left to right, up and down and back and forward.
The intersection of the axis with the triangle is not fixed and can move
anywhere within the borders of the triangle. The cumulative time
spend in each of the three dimension, determines the strategic
designing style.
Irrespective of the discussion on parallel processes, which
assumes that the human brain is capable of processing different types
of information at the same time, we assume it is the delta goal
(Hettema, 1989, Hettema & Hol 1989) that determines the move. In
other words the triangle moves backward to the involved parties
dimension, in case it is the distinct intention of the designer to transmit
or communicate ideas about the process to his principal or other
involved people. In this case, communication may very well be about
the concept or the site. Another example is, in case the designer takes
photographs of the site to gather ideas about the concept, the ultimate
delta goal is concept related, and the triangle moves to the 'C' corner.

7.2. Value Judgements
According to Broadbent (1973) "Analogic design, with or without
the use of design analogues, is still the most potent source of
creative ideas in architecture." (pp. 35). This can be classified as a
value judgement that should be handled with great care. It is definitely
not the aim of this research to declare one style better then the other.
Nor can we make any value judgements on the climate in which the
style is used.
It is up to the individual architect, whether or not he prefers an
Analogic design approach using a frequent contact with his principal
and reading a lot of magazines to generate a design principle or any of
the other possible combinations. Within the theoretical background of
the interpretation model it is assumed that strategies can change, but
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also that a strategy that proved to be useful will probably be applied
again in similar design projects. The results of this research should not
and can not be used to prescribe the one ideal design approach.
The knowledge should preferably be used to enable us to describe
individual differences in design processes so that we can develop tools
that can be adjusted to the individual designer. It is assumed that this
can be done using the five features.

7 .3. Exam pies
Let us for instance take a closer look at how Le Corbusier is designing.
Most of the architects and students who were asked to do this using
the features 'S', 'P', and 'C' would describe his work as Concept
oriented with an attempt to translate the design brief into the concept.
In other words an Iconic oriented design approach . According to Le
Corbusier (1965): "The designer must have a 'sheaf of
preconceptions'" (our feature 'C'), "to act as a driving force in the
act of designing."
The design process of Frank Lloyd Wright was described as
pragmatic. In his biography, Wright (1932) himself answers the
question what has the highest priority in design, with: "The ground,
doesn't it. The nature of the site, of the soil, of the climate comes
first ('S'). Next what materials are available in the circumstances,
money being one of them ('P')-with which to build".
After the interview sessions with AIA Gold Medalist Fay Jones,
who also happened to be an admirer of Frank Lloyd Wright's work, he
called himself a pragmatic designer (SPC) without being familiar with
any of the research results or Broadbent' s typology. Richard Mayer's
design process was described by architects and architectural students
as probably more feasibility oriented designing (PCS) .

7.4. Strategic Style Space
Figure 30 shows the areas corresponding to the six styles of designing.
Of course there are as many individual strategic architectural styles of
designing as there are mathematical dots in the triangle, innumerable.
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But the place of a single dot does allow us to tell something about the
priority hierarchy of that strategic designing style. Also some dots may
represent a more distinguishable style whereas others are on the edge
of two styles. The different areas within the triangle do not represent
any quality aspects of the design or the design process.
The chapter on design skills discussed three possible underlying
biases of design procedures that skilled designers use, an induction
procedure, a deduction procedure and an abductive procedure. The
results discussed above show in fact six design rationales. According to
Daru and Daru (1992) they can be classified according to three
underlying biases of design reasoning, if we consider the feature with
the highest priority as the dominating principle.
If the Site is the dominating principle of design reasoning, we can
speak of inductive reasoning {not necessarily using an induction
procedure to achieve results) {Eysenck, 1984 pp. 289). In other words
from the elements and charaderistics of the Site, a general rule or
decision criterion is derived. Inductive reasoning can thus be found in
the Convergent (SCP) and Pragmatic (SPC) style of designing.
If the Program is the dominating principle, we can speak of
deductive reasoning (again not necessarily using a deduction procedure
to achieve results) {Eysenck, 1984 pp. 280). In other words the
designer decides to work with known rules, requirements and familiar
theoretical issues to derive a performance. Deductive reasoning can be
found in our Syntactic (PSC) and Feasibility (PCS) style of designing.
Finally if the Concept is the dominating principle, we can speak
of abductive reasoning {Coyne, Rosenman, Radford, Balachandran &
Gero, 1990). In other words the designer uses an a priori accepted
concept or solution principle derived from a scarcely explored design
brief and site, looking for justification by the use of backward
reasoning. Abductive reasoning can be found in our Iconic (CPS) and
Analogic (CSP) style of designing. Table 5 shows the distribution of
these styles across the types of reasoning that can be distinguished.
Much more can be said about different reasoning types and their
relation to different disciplines however this would be beyond the
scope of this dissertation. For the reader who is interested in this
discussion I would like to refer to Roozenburg (1992) and Daru (1994).
What we can conclude here is that empirical research shows that three
reasoning types are all likely to occur in architectural design practice.
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Strategic Style
Features

Strategic Style
Names

Reasoning Type

SPC
SCP
PSC
PCS
CSP
CPS

Pragmatic
Convergent
Syntactic
Feasibility
Analogic
Iconic

Inductive
Deductive
Abductive

Table 5. Styles & Reasoning. Distribution of the 6 styles with respect to types
of reasoning. The table is adopted from Daru & Daru ( 1992).
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8. Model Implications
What are the implications of this first exploratory stage of the
research? Protocol data showed that strategic working styles of
architectural designing might be distinguished on the basis of a
preferred priority of activity types rather than on the sequence of
activity types. The priority hierarchy is also easier to assess because it
is less vulnerable to contextual influence. Five features are found to be
useful in describing strategic style of architectural designing and in
particular three of them are considered important by all subjects.
Despite the fact that these features were found, using an
implementation and model independent exploratory research
approach they still show kinship to styles that were distinguished by
Broadbent (1973) from a design theoretical point of view. In fact some
of Broadbent's theoretical expectations and descriptions have now
been empirically supported.
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Figure 32. Conceptual Designing Style Model. A conceptual style model
based on the interpretation model. The initiation takes place at the design task.
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The type of knowledge that is retrieved first depends on strategic preferences.
The only restriction is that each cell must be encountered at least once.

Now we are able to elaborate the interpretation model of strategic
styles of architectural designing into a general conceptual model based
on an IDEFl scheme. The suggested model is shown in figure 32.
Two types of output can be generated by each cell. Output in terms of
a cognitive representation of the result, such as a design idea, an
'
imagery solution, et cetera, also referred to as Sy2. And output in
terms of physical objects, such as drawings, sketches, building
components et cetera, referred to as Sx2. The output Sy2, Sx2 of a
stage Odef cells) must not only be able to be the input of the next
stage, but also must be able to be used as control for another stage. In
each cell also two different types of transformation mechanisms can
be used to manipulate the data. The first type are cognitive
mechanisms, such as the use of an imagined grid, a system, et cetera,
also referred to as Ry. The second type of transformation mechanisms
are about actions, such as sketching, cutting, adding, moving, et
cetera, also referred to as Rx. The initiation phase must be chosen free
to make it possible to integrate design styles based on strategic
behaviour. The number and sequence of recursions must be free to
make it possible to integrate design styles based on tactical behaviour.
And for the model to be adjusted to a particular user it must be able to
anticipate and suggest the use of a relevant tool with respect to the
solution of a problem. The Problem Solving (or Puzzle Making) itself
must as can be seen still be executed by man himself.
The initiation takes place at the design task. The type of
knowledge that is retrieved, or activity that takes place first, depends
on strategic style preferences. The only restriction is that each cell
must be encountered at least once. One can hardly imagine a designer
not taking into account at least once each of the five features
'O,S,P,C' and 'D' during an architectural design process. The
conceptual model, still at a high level of abstraction offers us a
framework to describe strategic working styles. Each cell needs to be
explored further, if we are interested in design actions instead of
design strategies. For instance at the level of site oriented designing,
one architect might want to take pictures and make sketches of the
site, whereas another architect might want to read about the social
and cultural context of the site. For each feature a different collection
of actions might be distinguished. The actions to obtain a specific goal
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may not be identical, but they are similar in terms of the goal to which
they are directed (conform to Davis's (1993) definition of style).
Since we were interested in the strategic aspect of architectural
designing, the specific actions required in each cell are less important.
More important is the priority of each individual cell with respect to
the other cells. These features from this conceptual model assigned to
each cell, can now be used to set up an experimental approach to
assess strategic styles of architectural designing. The experimental
design, the development of a questionnaire to assess these styles, how
style can best be explained and how they are related to personality
characteristics, will be discussed in the next part of this thesis.
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1. Introduction
There is a very interesting characteristic of design processes in
general. At the sketching level it is described by Zeise! (1981),
discussing the preliminary phases of design, as: "Until now, each
sketch might be different from previous ones, yet influenced by
studies of previous sketches." At the decision making level, the
Domain Theory of Bax (1987) states that each decision at a certain
level may influence decisions at other levels. And Broadbent (1973)
writes: "While we design there is a two way interaction. Every
judgement we make influences the environment, but is also
determined, to some extent, by pressures from the cultural climate,
whilst the results of our decisions in terms of projects designed, of
buildings built, themselves act on the cultural climate, causing
certain aspects of it to be modified ."
It seems as if the output of certain activities influences new actions
and that this interaction effect takes place at different levels. This
interaction process at the different levels is terminated, once 'the'
solution of the Puzzle Making process has been reached, often within
a framework of self imposed constraints (Archea, 1987, van Bake!,
199la and Daru & Daru 1992). What happens in case a certain goal
cannot be reached however, is part of the tactical subsystem of
designing. As we are interested in the strategic aspect of the styles of
designing, our main concern is getting detailed information about the
strategic plan of designing. It was argued in Part I that most current
design theories and models can not explain the fact that different
architectural designers use a different designing strategy to obtain a
design solution. Therefore instead of using any of these models, an
exploratory research approach was used as described in Part II. The
results of Part II on the exploratory research showed that architectural
designers agreed, that five features are important in the decision
making process:
0 = Other Parties
S =Site
P =Program
C =Concept
D = Domain Knowledge
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Remarkably, the relative importance of each feature differed for the
architects. Some architects explained that their decision making
process is governed by the design concept, some felt the necessity to
involve the principal in the decision making process, and again others
felt that the program is the ultimate goal to be achieved and should
therefore have the highest priority.
It is supposed here that these differences in the priority hierarchy,
are an important aspect in the distinction of styles of architectural
designing. It was explained that the six different styles of architectural
designing (Analogic (CSP), Convergent (SCP), Pragmatic (SPC),
Syntactic (PSC), Feasibility (PCS) and Iconic (CPS)), correspond with a
different type of information hierarchy that is used in the decision
making process by the individual designer. The strategic aspect of a
style of architectural designing was defined as a preferred approach to
find a solution for an architectural design problem. A major question
yet to be answered is which model governs strategic design style
behaviour of architectural designers. In other words it is the question
about which model accounts for the consistency of an individual's
strategic designing style.
During the last decades many researchers in personality
psychology focused on the consistency of individual behaviour in
different situations. Three consistency models can be distinguished: a
Person Model (assuming absolute consistency), a Situation Model
(assuming relative consistency) and an Interaction Model. Personality
researchers originally assumed that people display their traits (style
characteristics) at a constant level, irrespective of the situation in which
the behaviour occurs. This approach was described by Magnusson and
Endler (1977) as absolute consistency. In this model, also referred to
as the Person Model, people are assumed to display traits at a
relatively constant level no matter what situation they are in (Carver &
Scheier, 1992).
The Person: Model (figure 1) assumes a high level of consistency
of individual behaviour across different situations. An example from a
psychological point of view would be, an aggressive person who would
behave aggressively in different situations or in the expression: once a
thief always a thief. A more design related example would be an
architect always using the same plan or design strategy regardless the
characteristics of the specific design situation.
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Figure 1. Absolute Consistency or Person Model. In this model people are
assumed to display traits at a relatively constant level no matter what situation
they are in.

In the Absolute Consistency or Person Model there is no room for a
possible influence of the situation on the traits that are manifest in a
person's behaviour. Some researchers therefore felt that this model
was incomplete. They argued that with these models, the question
whether or not a situation influences the overall levels at which the
trait is displayed, remains unanswered.
A model that assumes that situations influence the overall level but
which also states that the people retain the same ordering in what
they display, is shown in figure 2. This Situation Model, also referred
to as the Relative Consistency Model, is representing a possible
interaction between traits and the situation in which they are manifest,
and postulates a high level of consistency of situation specific
behaviour of different individuals. In other words in some situations
everybody would become more or less aggressive whereas in other
situations aggressive behaviour is out of the question for everybody, or
in some situations anybody would become a thief. From an
architectural point of view, an example would be: in some design
situations every designer would use for instance a Syntactic (PSC)
approach whereas in a number of other situations they would use a
Pragmatic (SPC) approach.
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Figure 2. Relatively Consistency or Situation Model. In this model people
are assumed to display traits that are influenced by situations. The general trait
characteristic remains the same.

The Situation Model however still assumes that the general trait
characteristic remains the same with respect to other people showing
a different manifestation of the same trait. One of the most recent
approaches of personality is stating that some situations permit, or
even elicit individual differences, whereas other situations suppress
expression of those differences (Carver & ?cheier, 1992). This is
shown in figure 3 (Interaction Model). Situations 2 and 4 in the figure
show us the occurrence of individual differences whereas situations 1
and 3 seem to suppress these differences.
This Interaction Model assumes that there is a stable interaction
between persons and situations as a basis for personal behaviour. In
other words some people become aggressive in situations of type A,
whereas other people become aggressive in situations of type B. Or
each thief starts stealing if confronted with a situation type that he
prefers. A designing related example would be that some designers
would prefer a Feasibility approach in design situation of type X,
whereas other designers would use this particular approach in design
situation type Y. An important question in personality psychology has
been, which of these three models is. the most suitable to explain
individual differences in behaviour. To answer this particular question
psychologists have been using the Person X Situation experimental
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Figure 3. Interaction Model. In this model people are assumed to display traits
that are influenced by situations. Some situations permit individual differences
whereas others elicit individual differences.

design (cf. Endler & Magnusson, 1976), as a systematic exploration of
the different paradigms. In this design, persons and situations are the
independent variables and the observable behaviour (or sometimes the
physiological reactions) is the dependent variable.
We argue that if strategies are idiosyncratic, the choice of a
strategy would reflect the individual style of the designer and different
architects would use different strategies in the same situation. In case
these strategies are a function of the person only, designing strategies
would be governed by the Person Model. On the other hand if
strategies are uniform, in each situation different architects would
adopt the same designing strategy that is considered to be optimal in
that situation. Designing strategies would then be governed by a
Situationist Model. A final possibility is that strategies are idiosyncratic,
but that the choice of a strategy is a function of the person as well as
the situation. In that case designing strategies would be governed by
the Interaction Model.

1.1. Test Construction
As behavioural scientists we want to exercise some standardisation and
control over our observations of behaviour. One way to do this is to
specify the situations and conditions in which behaviour is to occur
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and then to elicit behaviour of the kind in which we are interested. By
specifying the situations and conditions for an .individual, we are
essentially providing a task on which the individual is to perform.
Several options for test construction are available. A task can be
repeated for the individual. A number of similar tasks can be provided
to the individual. The same task can be provided to several individuals
for the purpose of comparing persons. The interpretation of some
responses to a task is obvious. Other responses to a task need to be
interpreted on the basis of inference with respect to the 'type' of
behaviour it represents.
The Stimulus Response (SR) questionnaire (Endler et. al. 1962)
developed for this purpose is conform to the general definition of a
test. According to Ghiselli Campbell and Zedeck (1981) the definition
of a test is: "A 'test' is providing a series of 'tasks' on which the
individual is to perform, with each individual 'task' being an item,
given to an individual for the purpose of obtaining information on
that individual's behaviour" and ".. .A test .... is any device or task
that is presented to the individual for the purpose of permitting
one to predict or diagnose or assess someone's behaviour". With
this definition in mind we can take a closer look to the type of test that
is needed to assess differences in strategic styles of designing. For the
purpose of this research we are more interested in personality test
construction. Personality tests are concerned with affective or nonintellectual aspects of behaviour.
The primary and secondary style determinants 'S , P, C, and 0 &
D' are in fact about the type of information that is used and needed by
each individual designer to reach a satisfying design solution. Which of
these features influences the design process most is not a matter of
quality of each feature, it is a matter of personal preference. And a
personality test has as its objective to attempt to elicit the typical
response for that individual to a task. Within the set of personality tests
we can make a number of subsets. Tests that require informational or
factual responses from the subject that are interpreted by the
examiner. Tests that use open-ended type of questions. Tests that are
projective, like the Rorschach inkblot test. Tests that use adjective
checklists, in which the respondent checks adjectives or phrases that
are descriptive of him- or herself, etc. The last one is the most suitable
subset for this research domain.
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Tests provide a small sample of tasks from the larger domain . Because
we are sampling behaviour, it is particular important that we consider
the validity and reliability of the test, which in tum means that we must
consider item properties. The purpose of presenting an item or task is
to elicit information. This can be done by using objective and
subjective items. Asking for a definition, and multiple choice items are
examples of objective items. With subjective items there is no right or
wrong answer. Since we are not interested in the quality aspect of a
style of designing, subjective items are used for assessment. If we are
going to use test scores to make a statement about design strategies,
then the items ought to be in a form such that they are quantifiable
and able to be validated.
The assessment technique generally used in the Person X
Situation experimental design, is the SR questionnaire. In the SR
questionnaire subjects are for instance asked to indicate how
aggressive they would behave in different type of situations. In an item
of the ASQ-FASD SR questionnaire (Assessing Strategy Questionnaire
For Architectural Styles of Designing), for instance an architectural
designer could be asked to explain what kind of action he would, or
would not do in a certain design situation.
A number of studies using the Person X Situation experimental
design have been reviewed, and it appeared that many personal
behaviours can best be explained using the interaction model.
According to Hettema and Kenrick (1992) two conclusions can be
drawn from these reviews, despite of the fact that the samples of
persons, situations, and responses used in these studies were not
representative. The first is that there is abundant evidence that, in a
specific situation, not all persons show the same behaviour. Second, a
specific person does not show the same behaviour in different
situations. Important exceptions are abilities and cognitive competence
which do show consistency. According to Mischel (1968, 1977) this is
because these are structural variables, and can best be explained using
a Person Model.
With respect to architectural designing it has never been
systematically investigated which of these three models (the Person
Model, the Situation Model, or the Interaction Model) best explains the
different designing preferences. This question is essential because it is
directly related to the existence of styles of architectural designing.
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It is assumed that a style is based on the typical individual features that
are preferred and emerge in different designing situations. In that case
these featu res would have the same influence as the structural variables
as mentioned by Mischel (1968). In other words a style of architectural
designing is assumed to be consistent across different situations and
thus can best be explained using the Person Model. Therefore the
question to be answered in this experimental approach is: "Are the 0 ,
S, P , C, and D features the determining style features and can their
preference be explained from a personality disposition?" or in other
words: "Do these features account for the differences found in the
individual strategic design approach in different design situations and is
the Person Model the most suitable to explain strategic style
differences?"
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2. Style & Personality Models
To test the hypothesis of the different levels of consistency of
architectural styles of designing, an experimental research was set up
using the Person X Situation experimental design as displayed in figure
4. The experimental design consists of three factors 'S' , 'P' and 'R',
Situations, Persons, and Responses respectively. In this design Persons
and Situations are both conceived as independent variables. In chapter
2 of Part I we saw three different conceptualisations of style which
correspond to the triplet suggested here. Macdonald (1993)
conceptualising style as a situation dependent entity (S). Conkey and
Hastorf (1993) who proposed to study style at the level of the
individual (P), and Hodder (1993), Simon (1975) and others who
proposed to define style as a way of doing things (R). A special SR
questionnaire has been constructed for data assessment.

2.1. Situations
The questionnaire consisted of 10 different situation types (S). The 10
situation types (S 1-S 10) were obtained by generating a situation
description of every possible dual combination (4+3+2+ 1) of
'O,S,P,C' and 'D' (respectively: OS, OP, OC, OD, SP, SC, SD, PC,
PD, CD). The two features of each type were used to describe the
characteristics of the situations. The features 0 and S were for
instance used to describe an OS situation. An example of this type
would be: "A client (0) asks you to design a building for his
organisation in a site that consists of ugly old buildings (S). The client
also explains that he expects the building to offer an atmosphere that
is appreciated by his employees (O)". To increase the 'situation'
reliability, for each situation type (Sl-SlO), three variants (sl to s3)
were constructed using the think aloud protocols from the exploratory
research described in Part II. In other words, each situation type
characterised by two features occurs three times. For example
Slsl=OSl, Sls2=0S2 and Sls3=0S3. The result is a total of 30
situation descriptions. To estimate whether for each S 1-S 10, s l -s3 are
of the same type, architectural students were asked to describe the
situations in terms of a dual combination of the O,S,P,C,D features .
There was no significant difference between the descriptions.
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2.2. Responses
To be able to assess strategies we made a distinction between several
strategic options. In the ASQ-FASD questionnaire, five strategic
response types (Rl-R5) were linked to each situation description using
a fixed order. The five strategy features 0, S, P, C, D found in Part II,
were used in the development of the response types of the
questionnaire. An 'O' response would be for instance: "I would try to
find out what atmosphere the employees will appreciate". An 'S'
response would be for instance: "I would try to find out in what way
the characteristics of the surrounding buildings can be used to find a
solution." Another 'S' example would be: "I would like to know more
about the historical background of the existing buildings."
Each of the response types (Rl-R5) had a domain of
representatives (Rr). To belong to a specific response type R, response
r needed to be prototypical for R. So within a certain response type R,
all r's referred to the same R type. At the same time however the r's
themselves could be phenotypically different from each other
depending on the situation s in which they were used. To increase the
response reliability, for each response type (Rl-R5), two variants were
constructed (rl and r2). In other words, each response type
characterised by a single feature, occurred twice in each situation
description. For example SlslRlrl=SlslOl and
Sls1Rlr2=Slsl02.
The content of the response r 1 and r2 was related to the content
of the situation description and the responses rl and r2 were
therefore phenotypic equivalents. Therefore each response of a
specific situation descriptions (sRlrl-sR5r2) was confounded withs. It
is important to realise that r 1 and r2 for each R because of their
confoundedness do not necessarily need to have high correlations
(Buss & Craik, 1980; 1981).
To estimate whether for each Rl-R5, rl and r2 were of the same
type, again architectural students were asked to describe the responses
in terms of the 'O', 'S', 'P', 'C', 'D', features. There was no significant
difference between the descriptions. The result was a total of 10
response descriptions (5*2=10) for each situation descriptions (RlrlR5r2) . The complete questionnaire thus consisted of 300 responses
(30*10=300). The different levels used in the questionnaire allowed us
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to create subsets of the general Person x Situation design. Different
levels can be found i~ the Response Domain as well as the Situation
Domain. The paragraphs on Situations and Responses explained in
more detail how these levels were obtained. With this ASQ-FASD
questionnaire data could be collected on the strategic design behaviour
of architectural designers in a series of design situations. Experienced
architectural designers (persons (P)) were asked to report the intensity
of every Design action (response (R)) for every reaction variable in
each architectural design 'problem' (situation (S)).

p

Figure 4. The Persons X
Situations Design. In this
experimental design domain
S is the collection of
Situation characteristics at
the cognitive level. Domain
R is the collection of
response characteristics.
And Domain P is the
collection of personality
characteristics.

2.3. Subjects
In this study 134 experienced architects were asked to fill in the ASQFASD questionnaire. The selection criteria that have been used were:
• Subjects should have at least 5 years of practical design experience
as an architectural designer;
• Subjects must have a Master degree in architectural designing;
• Subjects should not be familiar with the research on Styles of
Designing.
The ASQ-FASD questionnaire was mailed to their studio address.
They were asked to fill in the questionnaire after carefully reading the
instruction. 58 Architects responded to this request. Eight of the
returned questionnaires were incomplete. For two of these
questionnaires it was possible to have the subjects fill in the missing
items. For the remaining six questionnaires this was impossible and
they were excluded from the analysis.
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2.4. Instruction
Subjects were asked to indicate for all pre-defined actions (r) whether
they would consider this a possible action for this specific situation (s).
Subjects could use a Likert scale for each response (r).The Likert scale
consisted of five possibilities ranging from: Certainly not - Probably
not - Indifferent - Probably - Certainly. In this way all subjects (p) were
in fact creating a priority hierarchy of 0, S, P, C, and D for each
design situation. The instruction page they were asked to read
carefully before filling in the questionnaire was as follows:

This questionnaire consists of 30 descriptions of design
problems from the design practice of a number of well
known and experienced Dutch architects. They are
listed at the top of each page. A description may sound
familiar to you, or maybe you have encountered such a
situation in your own design practice. Maybe you
recognise them from stories of your colleague
architects. With each description you are asked what
you would do if you would encounter such a situation in
your own design practice.

To express your preferred response you can make use
of a list of 1o responses. Some of these responses
correspond with what you would do. Some of them
describe activities that would not cross your mind at all.
Therefore for each response you can fill in whether
you: certainly will do this, probably will do this, don't
know it, probably will not do this, and certainly will not
do this, by marking the corresponding cell with a cross.
Take a look at the example below. It contains a
description of a design situation and 1 of the possible
responses out of 10:
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You created a sketch design for a child day care centre
with impressive form aspects. In a presentation of this
preliminary solution to your principal it appears that he
is not really satisfied with the solution you propose.
According to your principal you did not use the brief
enough as a guiding principle for your preliminary
solution. He prefers a more functional approach. What
would you do?
certainly
not

probably don't
know

probably certainly

not

I will try to convince the
principal that this
preliminary design also
meets the desired functional
requirements

First carefully read the description of the design
situation. If you have a pretty good idea of what it is
about, take a look at the answer below (in this example
only 1 answer is listed of 10).
Would you try to convince the principal that this
preliminary design also meets the desired functional
aspects.?
certainly probably don't
not

not

probably certainly

know

x

Place a cross here, if you
certainly would convince him

x

Here if you would certainly
not try to convince him

x

Here, if there is a chance you
might try to convince him

x

Here if it is improbable that
you would try convincing

x

And you put a cross here if
you are in doubt
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You can use the empty bar to fill in any other
suggestion that you might consider relevant to this
description of the design problem. Make sure you put
only 1 cross in each answer (row), and that you answer
all 10 options (all 10 rows) on each page. Finish one
page before you move to the next. If you answered all
questions please check whether you didn't skip
anything.

2.5. Analysis Procedure
To be able to answer our question on the consistency of styles we used
the three models (the Person Model, the Situation Model, and the
Interaction Model) to find out which model was the most suitable to
explain strategic style differences in architectural designing. For each
model two measures are of importance: the Internal Consistency of
the different design actions and the consistency of Responses as a
function of Persons, Situations and the combination of Persons and
Situations.
The Person Model as well as the Situation and Interaction Model
require internal consistency of behaviour. The important difference
between the three models is the consistency of behaviour as a function
of the Person {Person Model), as a function of the Situation (Situation
Model), or as a combined function of the Person and the Situation
Onteraction Model).
The Person Model claims that different strategies occur as a
consequence of differences among persons. Accordingly, person
effects are assumed to generalise across situations. The Situation
Model claims that different strategies occur as a consequence of
differences among situations. Accordingly, situation effects are
assumed to generalise across persons. And finally the Interaction
Model claims that different strategies occur as a consequence of
persons as well as situations. Accordingly, Person x Situation effects
are assumed to generalise across replications.
In case both measures of a model obtained a high positive result
the model was accepted as explanatory for the distinction of strategic
styles of architectural designing. If not the model was rejected.
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3. Results
Data were analysed, using a partially nested ANOVA design with
Persons (P), Situation Types (S) and Response Types (R) completely
crossed, Situations {s) nested in Situation Types (s:S) and Responses (r)
double nested in Response Types and Situation Types {r:SsR). The
result was a general design of the format PxSxRx{s:S)x{r:SsR). A
graphic representation of this general design of the ASQ-FASD
questionnaire is given in figure 5. This general design was used to
deduct the designs needed for the different models. For each of the
three models (the Person Model, the Situation Model and the
Interaction Model) subsets of this general design were analysed.
Subsets were obtained by legal transformations as described in the
introduction of this chapter. Next we used BMDP P8V to calculate an
estimate of the different variance components and us.e them as a basis
for generalisability analysis (Cronbach, 1970, Cronbach et. al. 1972,
Ozer, 1986, Hettema, 1994). The subsets, the models and results as
well as the generalisability coefficients will be described for each model
respectively.

Figure 5. General ASQ-FASD Design. The diagram shows the general design
of the ASQ-FASD questionnaire, with Persons (P), Situation Types (S) and
Response Types (R) completely crossed, Situations nested in Situation Types
(s:S) and Responses double nested in Response Types and Situation Types
(r:SsR). This design is used to deduct the designs needed for the three models.
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3.1. Interaction Model
Internal Coherence
Ideally, for estimating the Internal Coherence of the Interaction Model
of personality we would like to use a design in which r 1 and r2
(response type and its replication within a situation (s)), are collapsed.
However since response replications rl and r2 are nested in R
(Response types) and confounded with s (Situations) we used design as
displayed in figure 6. The design consists of PxSxRx(r:sR). In this
design we generalised P+PS+PR+PSR over r. We used the data in
table 1 to calculate the generalisability coefficient, given in equation 1.

Figure 6. Internal Coherence Design for the Interaction Model. In this
design we generalise P+PS+PR+PSR over r. The corresponding areas in the
figure are 1, 5, 6, 10 and 13. r Is contaminated with the error component.
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Interaction Model
Situation Model
Corresponding area in
figure 6 and figure 8
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Internal Coherence
Internal Consistency
Variance components Estimates of
vanance
p
0.06483
0.03178
s
R
0.11920
s(S)
0.02602
0.05177
PS
0.06214
PR
0.06450
SR
Ps(S)
0.13230
sR(S)
0.25605
PSR
0.19911
r(SsR)
0.38744
PsR(S)
0.57837
0.77653
Pr(SsR) (error)

Table 1. Variance Components and Values for the Internal Consistency of
the Interaction and Situation Model. Column 1 shows the numbers of the
corresponding areas of each variance component in figure 6 and 8. Column 2

shows each individual component. Column 3 shows the estimated value of
each component.

Equation 1:
p2(PSR)r:SsR=

2
2
2
2
8 P+8 PS+8 PR+8 PSR
=.49
2
2
2
2
2
8 P + 8 PS+ 8 PR+ 8 PSR + ,Yi' (8 PRr:SsR)

Person x Situation Coherence
For estimating the Person x Situation Coherence we used the design
as displayed in figure 7. The design consists of PxSxRx(s:S). In this
design we generalised P+PS+PR+PSR overs. We used the data in
table 2 to calculate the generalisability coefficient, given in equation 2.
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Figure 7. Person x Situation
Coherence design for the
Interaction Model. In this design we
generalise P+PS+PR+PSR overs.
The design consists of eleven
variance components.

Interaction Model
Corresponding area in
figure 7
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Person x Situation Coherence
Variance
Estimates of
components
vanance
p
0.25931
0.12713
s
R
0.47681
s(S)
0.10410
0.20707
PS
0.24857
PR
0.25798
SR
Ps(S)
0.52921
sR(S)
1.02420
0.79644
PSR
PsSR(error)
2.31349

Table 2. Variance Components for the Person x Situation Coherence of
the Interaction Model. Column 1 shows the numbers of the corresponding
areas of each variance component in figure 7. Column 2 shows each individual
component. Column 3 shows the estimated value of each component of the 52
subjects.

Equation 2:
p2(PSR)s:S =

2

2

2

2

8 P+8 PS + 8 PR + 8 PSR
= .6l
2
8 P + 2 PS+ 8 2 PR+ 82 PSR + (82 Ps:S + 2 Ps:SR)

o

YJ'

o
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3.2. Situation Model
Internal Consistency

For estimating the Internal Consistency we used the design as
displayed in figure 8. The design consists of S x Rx (r:SsR). In this
design we generalised S and SR over r. We used the data in table 1 to
calculate the generalisability coefficient, given in equation 3.

Figure 8. Internal Consistency
Design for the Situation Model.
The design is used to generalise S
.and SR over r. The estimates of
variance of each component are
given in table 3.

Equation 3:

lntrasituational Consistency

For the Intrasituational Consistency of the Situation Model we used
the design as displayed in figure 9. The design consists of P x S x R. In
this design we generalised Sand SR over P. We used the data in table
3 to calculate the generalisability coefficient, given in equation 4 .
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Figure 9. lntrasituational
Consistency Design for the
Situation Model. In this design we
generalise Sand SR over P. The
estimates of variance of each
component are given in table 3.

Situation Model
Person Model
Corresponding area in
figure 9 and figure 11
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Intrasituational Consistency
Transsituational Consistency
Estimates of
Variance
components
vanance
p
2.33380
s
1.14420
R
4.29125
PS
1.86359
PR
2.23714
SR
2.32184
PSR(error)
7 .16798

Table 3. Variance Components and Values for the lntrasituational
Consistency of the Situation Model and the Transsituational Consistency
of the Person Model. Column 1 shows the numbers of the corresponding
areas of each variance component in figure 9 and 11 . Column 2 shows each
individual component. Column 3 shows the estimated value of each component
of the 52 subjects.

Equation 4:

p2(SR)P=

2

2

o S+o SR
=. 95
2
2
2
o s + o SR +
(o PS+ o PSR)

Ys2 2
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3.3. Person Model
Internal Consistency
Ideally for estimating the Internal Consistency we would like to use a
design in which sl to s30 are collapsed. However since responses 'r'
are nested and confound to 's' we used the design as displayed in
figure 10. In that case the situations were conceived as merely
replications. The design consists of P x Rx (r:sR). In this design we
generalised P and PR over r. We used the data in table 4 to calculate
the generalisability coefficient, in equation 5 .

Figure 10. Internal Consistency
Design for the Person Model. The
design is used to generalise P and PR
over r. The estimates of variance of
each component are given in table 4.

Internal Consistency
Person Model
Corresponding area Variance components
Estimates of
in figure 10
variance
1

p

0 0601 R

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

s
R
Ps
PR
sR
r(sR)
PsR
Pr(sR) (error)

0.00879
0.11131
0.06179
0.04267
0.04291
0.38744
0.19599
0.77653

Table 4. Variance Components for the Internal Consistency of the Person
Model. Column 1 shows the numbers of the corresponding areas of each
variance component in figure 10. Column 2 shows each individual component.
Column 3 shows the estimated value of each component of the 52 subjects.
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Transsituational Consistency

For the Transsituational Consistency of the Person Model we used the
design as displayed in figure 11 . The design consists of P x S x R. In
this design we generalised P and PR over S. We used the data in table
3 to calculate the generalisability coefficient, given in Equation 6.

Figure 11. Transsituational
Consistency Design for the
Person Model. The design
is used to generalise P and PR
over S.
1

Equation 6:

Discussion
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4. Discussion
To find out which model accounted for strategic styles of architectural
designing , the Interaction Model, the Situation Model or the Person
Model, for each model two generalisability coefficients were calculated.
For the Interaction Model, the Internal Coherence coefficient and the
Person X Situation Coherence coefficient were calculated. For the
Situation Model, the Internal Consistency coefficient and the
Intrasituational Consistency coefficient were calculated. And finally for
the Person Model, the Internal Consistency coefficient and the
Transsituational Consistency coefficient were calculated.
We argued that all models first of all require a high level of
Internal Consistency of Responses. The most important difference
between the models however is the Consistency of behaviour as a
function of Person, Situations or an Interaction between Persons and
Situations. Therefore the second coefficient for each model should be
high as well, if that model is assumed to be responsible for the
explanation of differences in strategic styles of architectural designing.
From equation 1 and 2 we can see that neither the Internal
Coherence coefficient (.49), nor the Person x Situation Coherence
coefficient (.61) is high. Accordingly, we had to reject this model as a
model of explanation for strategic styles of architectural designing. In
other words, a strategic style of designing is not primarily dependent
on the interaction between Persons and Situations.
From equation 3 and 4 we can see that The Internal Consistency
coefficient is rather low (.60), but that the Intrasituational Consistency
coefficient is quite high (.95). It seems that some design situations
require a specific design approach. However, since the Internal
Consistency coefficient is rather low, we need to be careful with this
interpretation.
From equation 5 and 6 we can see that the Internal Consistency
coefficient (.89) as well as the Transsituational Consistency coefficient
(.84) are relatively high. This means that each architectural designer is
using a personal priority sequence of responses, which manifests itself
across different situations.
Summarising the results of these generalisability studies, we can
conclude that design strategies seem to be determined by the
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designers' preference to respond in a predetermined way, depending
on their personally preferred design approaches. In other words the
Person Model is the most suitable model to account for strategic
differences in architectural styles of designing. We now also have at
our disposal a reliable instrument to assess individual differences in
strategic styles of architectural designing.
Generalisability coefficients were used to test three different
models that might account for the differences in strategic design
behaviour. Another technique that was used to analyse the data is the
unfolding technique (Coombs, 1964, van Blokland-Vogelesang and
van Blokland, 1989). This technique was used because the results of
the questionnaire consisted of preference data and we suspected the
possibility of different underlying dimensions of the preference
hierarchies of O,S,P,C and D. This technique showed two rather weak
underlying dimensions (see Appendix A for a more detailed
description of this analysis).

4.1. Results Representation
From the previous generalisability studies we concluded that we now
have at our disposal a reliable instrument to assess individual
differences in strategic styles of architectural designing . To return to
the ASQ-FASD questionnaire data of this experimental research it is
very likely that architects themselves are not merely interested in the
fact that their strategic style preference depends on a response profile,
primarily determined by the person model. As visualisers they might
be particular interested to see how the style determining features S, P
and C found in Part II can be used to visualise their designing strategy.
In this section we would like to suggest a possible adjudication of
numbers to the preference data, such that qualitative empirical
relations are quantitatively represented. In other words we will try to
represent a set of qualitative observed empirical relations by the use of
a mathematical system in such a way that the qualitative observations
themselves can be formally, but still realistically represented in a
numerical system.
Before we can do this we need to know whether the data that we
have available are related to intensive measurement as opposed to
data resulting from extensive measurement (Campbell, 1928). Data
from extensive measurement often relate to physical aspects that can
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be concatenated. Data from intensive measurement can not be
concatenated like data from extensive measurement. It is commonly
accepted that two psychological qualities are extensively measurable.
These are 'Subjective Probability' and 'Risk'. Although 'Risk' as an
extensive entity seems out of the question with respect to our data
(and probably is more related to designing tactics), 'Subjective
Probability' could be related to our data. It is very likely that a certain
priority hierarchy is applied as a designing strategy because it is related
to a certain probability of success based on practical experience.
The only preconditions for interpreting our data as resulting from
extensive measurement is that the feature related data must be
concatanable, and that they are ordinal. The result should be some
sort of algebraic expression that shows how a combination of the
features S, P and C), can be displayed as a function of the feature
values and their combination.
It is plausible to assume that if a subject has a preference for Coriented design actions his response profile shows a relative high score
on all C-items. To evaluate the total response profile we can first
concatenate all type related responses in one total type score. The
next step is to use the sum score to express a general response profile
of the individual. This means that if C-responses are generally
preferred above all other response types, this should be expressed in
the representation model. The result should be that the relative high
score on C-responses should relatively inhibit the values of the other
features and that this must be observed also in the representation
model.
In the chapter on ldiographic-Oriented research discussed in Part
I, the necessity to express or represent the uniqueness of the individual
was discussed. The uniqueness of the individual must somehow be
expressed in the graph or scale. Because we are dealing with three
features that play an important role in distinguishing strategic styles of
architectural designing we need to consider these three dimensions in
the representation of the individual score. The question is whether
these attitudes with respect to the three featu res can be scaled.
According to Thurstone (1928) we can scale the subjective scores
in case the responses can be classified according to a certain
(theoretical) pattern. Our responses were classified using the S, P, and
C distinction. We therefore suggest to use the triangle with S, P and C
as the axis poles.
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Triangle representation
From the protocol studies in Part II (and the Joined scale
representation, discussed in the appendix) it appeared that 0 and D
have a consistently lower sum score than S, P, and C. This might be
due to the fact that S, P, and Care more directly related to the
architectural discipline of the individual designer than 0 and D. 0 And
D seem to be more related to the general context of the design
process and might be characterised as implicit, context related features
of the design process. They are the elements of the communication
shell in which a strategic style of architectural designing emerges.
Since we were interested in individual strategic styles of architectural
designing, we will take a closer look to the meaning of the features S,
P and C from an architectural designer's point of view. Let us take a
look how we can say something about an individual's test score. The
solution space of S, P and C, was defined in the shape of a regular
triangle. Drawing a perpendicular from each corner devises the regular
triangle in 6 smaller triangles referring to the six styles discussed
before. We now have to estimate the co-ordinates of an individual's
score within the triangle. To be able to do this we superimpose a grid
with its origin 0 in the centre of the triangle (See figure 12). The
----+

--+

----+

distance of 0 (0,0) to S, P and C is OS, OP and OC respectively.
The equation of the line ls through 0 and S and any perpendicular Is'
is given in equation 7a and 7b respectively.

Equation 7a:

ls--y =

Equation 7b:

ls'

(-

)1 .J3)x

y = (.J3)x + bs

The equation of the line Ip through 0 and P and any perpendicular Ip'
is given in equation 8a and 8b respectively.

Equation 8a: l p - - y =
Equation 8b: lp'

<X J3)x

y = (-J3)x + bP
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Figure 12. Triangular Representation. A grid superimposed on the triangle
with its origin in the centre allows the representation of an individuals' personal
strategic style of architectural designing:

And the equation of the line le through 0 and C and any
perpendicular le' is given in equation 9a and 9b respectively.
Equation 9a:

lc-~x=O

Equation 9b:

le'

'

Y =be

The X and Y co-ordinates of S, P and C (XS,YS,XP,YP,XC,YC,
respectively) are given in equation 10-12.
Equation IO:

(XS,YS) =

<)liJ3(0S},-)li(OS)),

Equation 11:

(XP,YP) =

(-_YiJ3(0P},- ,Yi(OP)),

Equation 12:

(XC,YC)

---->

= (0,(0C))
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Since S,P and C constitute the corners of a regular triangle with centre
0 (0,0), we know that OS=OP=OC. Therefore we can substitute OS,
OP and OC with a constant k. The next step is to calculate the
percentage of each individual's S, P and C. This is done by equation
13-15.
Equation 13:

Equation 14:

Equation 15:

s

perc.

p

perc.

c

perc.

=

sscore

L[S

p

score '

=

score '

~core

L[S

p

score '

=

C

L[S

score '

cscore

score '

p

score '

score

* 100%

]

* 100%

C

]

C

]

score.

score

* 100%

The be parameter of equation 9 can now be estimated by substituting
equation 15 in equation 16.

Equation 16:

be = (1

Yi k * Cperc) - Yi k

The next step is to find the relative co-ordinates of the observed scores
of S, P and C with respect to the grid . For the x and y co-ordinate of
C we know that Xc=O and Yc=bc {see equation 16). For the x,y coordinates of the relative S and P scores (xs,Ys,Xp,Yp respectively) we
need to use equations 17-20 respectively.

Equation 17:

x

Equation 18:

ys =

Equation 19:

XP=

Equation 20:

Yp

s

=

k - ((100 - SperJ I 100) * (1 12
l /2 k)
.
.
k

k - ((100- Sperc) I 100) * (1 Yik)
k

k - ((100- P,,.,J I 100) * (l
k

k

r;;

11

* (- 72 k)

Yi k) *(-72kv3)
l/

k - ((100- ~.,J /100) * (1 Yi k)
=

Yi

* ( 2 k...;3)

r;;

II
*(- 12k)
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Because we are using a regular triangle, the intersection of the
perpendicular of OS through (Xs,Ys) with the perpendicular of OC
through (0,bc) will have the same co-ordinates as the intersection of
the perpendicular of OS through (xs,Ysl with the perpendicular of OP
through (Xp,Yp) . To keep it simple we thus can use the line equations
of the perpendiculars of OC and OP. The equation of the
perpendicular of OC was given in equation 9b. Substituting be by
equation 16 gives us equation 21, the perpendicular of OC through
(xc,ycJ.

Equation 21: le'~ Y = (1

Yi k * Cperc) - Yi k

Substituting the relative co-ordinates (xp,Yp) of equation 19 and 20
respectively in equation 8b, allows us to calculate bp in equation 22 .

Equation22: bP

= (J3)xP + Yp

The final step is to calculate the co-ordinates (Xg,Yg) of the
intersection of the perpendiculars le' and Ip'. We know that Yg=bc (of
equation 16). Therefore we only need to calculate Xg. This is done by
substituting bp (of equation 22) and be (of equation 16) in equation 8b
which gives us equation 23.

Using these equations on the data of the 52 subjects results in a
graphic presentation shown in figure 13. Each individual dot (subject)
is attached to a co-ordinate in the triangle, showing which strategic
style is preferred, depending on the area within the triangle.
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Analoglc

........: .
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Figure 13. Triangular Style Results Representation. Triangle Representation
of the Features S, P, and C, for all fifty-two subjects. To calculate the
coordinates equations ?a- 23 were used.
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5. Style & Temperaments
From the generalisability coefficients it appeared that the Person
Model is the most suitable model to explain strategic styles of
architectural designing . We were curious whether certain strategic style
types that were found in Part II are related to one or more personality
temperaments. Because the Person Model appeared to be the most
suitable explanation model, styles may correlate with certain
personality temperaments.

5.1. Method
To test the hypothesis of a possible relation between temperaments
and styles of designing a second test was done with the subjects. The
null hypothesis to be tested is: H 0 , there is no relation between any of
the style types and one or more personality temperaments.
5.1.1. A TL Questionnaire
This Questionnaire we used was a temperament list for the assessment
of five personality temperaments: Extroversion, Emotionality,
lmpulsivity, and Sensation Seeking consisting of Thrill and Adventure
Seeking & Disinhibition. The questionnaire is especially suitable for
research questions on groups. The questionnaire should be used more
as a descriptive device than a predictive device. It is assumed by the
ATL test developers that the temperaments that are assessed, are
determined by heredity.
Feij & Kuiper (1984), define the Extrovert (Ext) personality as
someone who easily makes social acquaintances, who is talkative and
frank, and who can easily expresses his feelings. The Introvert
personality on the other hand is shy, and especially in the company of
strangers retiring and quiet. The Impulsive Omp) personality is
conceived as someone having little control on actions, is without doubt
when taking decisions in uncertain situations and is impatient. The
Cautious personality shows exactly the opposite of these
characteristics. The Sensation Seeking personality has a tendency to
approach new, strong and varied experiences and situations. This can
be done using a commonly accepted approach known as Thrill and
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Adventure Seeking (TAS) or using a less accepted approach known
as Disinhibition (Dis). The Emotionality (Emo) temperament is
according to Feij and Kuiper (1984), closely related to neuroticism.
Sensitivity, concern, fear, guilt and shame and worrying are all feelings
related to this temperament. Whereas the three previously discussed
temperaments show a theoretical and empirical relation (Feij, 1979),
the temperament of Emotionality is assumed to be independent of the
previous temperaments.
According to Feij the first three personality dimensions all are
temperaments, in theories about Optimal Arousal Levels called the .
'Excitation-Inhibition Balance' and the 'structure of the nervous
system' (Feij, 1979). In other words for each of these temperaments,
some kind of neuro-physiological or neuro-biochemical basis .can be
assumed. Although the temperaments in this test are not the only ones
that could have a possible relation between any of the six strategic
styles of architectural designing, it was assumed that some of them
show a positive or negative relation to some of the strategic style
types. We should keep in mind that again, there is no quality aspect
related to any of the temperaments nor to any possible relation with
the strategic styles of designing found in Part II, and as such they can
best be used in a descriptive way instead of as a prediction instrument.

Style distribution on returned ATL lists
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Figure 14. Returned ATL Questionnaire Distribution. The graph shows the
number of subjects returning the ATL questionnaire with respect to style
preferences. A total of 47 architects returned the ATL list.
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5.1.2. Subjects
The same 52 subjects who filled in the ASQ-FASD questionnaire
(described in paragraph 2.1 and 2 .2) were also asked to fill in Feij &
Kuiper 's (1984) ATL temperament questionnaire. Forty-seven
questionnaires were returned complete. It was impossible to retrieve
the missing values of the five questionnaires that were returned
incomplete. The distribution of the six preferred strategic styles of
architectural designing among those subjects who returned the
questionnaire is shown in figure 14.
5.1.3. Instruction
The instruction that was given to the subjects was as follows:
This questionnaire contains a number of sentences about
characteristics of people, and thus about characteristics of
yourself
For example:

11 can not think strait in the morning lo TRUE lo FALSE
If you feel this description applies to you, in other words if
you indeed cannot think straight in the morning you mark
'TRUE':

11 can not think strait in the morning I• TRUE lo FALSE
If you feel this description does not apply to you, you mark
'FALSE':

II can not think strait in the morning I0 TRUE I•FALSE
You are asked to do this for all sentences in the
questionnaire. Think and take your time before making a
decision.
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Some remarks:
It may occur that a sentence is applicable sometimes, but
not always. In case of doubt try to pick the option that is
most likely applicable to you. In other words if a statement
is more often true than false, then you mark 'TRUE',
otherwise you mark 'FALSE'. In case of doubt don't think
too long, and try to answer the question from a point of
view of your most recent attitude.
The questionnaire is asking about characteristics of
behaviour that people show in different quantities or
levels. It is not necessarily the case that a statement
answered with 'TRUE' is better or worse than if the
statement would have been answered with 'FALSE'. The
issue here is to answer the questions according to what
you think is applicable to you.

5.1.4. Analysis Procedure
To be able to compare our sample of subjects with the temperament
means of the subject sample of Feij & Kuiper (1984), we compared
our raw score means for each temperament with the raw score means
of the sample of Feij & Kuiper. We used a x2 test of independence to
test the null hypothesis that there is no difference between our sample
mean of each temperament and the means of each temperament in
the sample of Feij & Kuiper. The critical value with 20 degrees of
freedom is 31.41. The calculated value was 23.7 4. Since the
calculated value does not exceed the critical value we may assume that
our sample is not significantly different from the sample of Feij &
Kuiper. We can therefore use the normalised decimal scores according
to Feij and Kuiper's (1984) scoring form.
To be able to answer our question about a possible relation
between one or more personality temperaments and the six styles
found in the exploratory research described in Part II, we used at-test,
also known as the Student's t distribution. This test was used because
the population standard deviation cr is unknown and we use the

x2
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sample standard deviations to estimate cr. For each style we used this
test separately because each style had a different sample mean, a
different amount of subjects (figure 19) and therefore a different
amount of degrees of freedom. We can now test for each strategic
style type whether the different temperaments are significantly present
or absent. This means we will have to use two-tailed tests with:
H 0 : observed temperament µ

= ATL temperament µ

H 1 : observed temperamentµ* ATL temperamentµ
where 'observed temperamentµ', is the mean normalised decimal
score on the particular temperament for a distinctive style type and
'ATL temperamentµ', is the mean normalised decimal score on the
particular temperament from Feij & Kuiper (1984).

5.2. Results
Table 5 shows the results of the test. Subjects with a CSP style
preference show significant higher values for the temperaments
Disinhibition and Extroversion. Subjects with a SCP style preference
show a significant lower value for the temperament Thrill and
Adventure Seeking. Subjects with a strategic preference for SPC
designing, show significant lower values for the temperaments
Emotionality and Thrill and Adventure Seeking. Subjects using a PSC
design strategy show significant lower values for the temperaments
Emotionality, Thrill and Adventure Seeking, Disinhibition and
lmpulsivity. Designers using a PCS strategy show significant lower
values for the temperaments Emotionality, and Thrill and Adventure
Seeking. And finally, CPS designers show no significant lower or
higher values for any of the temperaments of the ATL list.
These t values show a unique composition of temperaments for
five of the six distinctive strategic styles of architectural designing. In
other words our test showed that Ho should be rejected and H 1
accepted for a number of temperaments in a number of strategic styles
of architectural designing. The only exception is the CPS designing
strategy. This particular style type did not show significant lower or
higher values for any of the temperaments of the ATL list.
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t Values and degrees of freedom (df) of:

Temp

Emo
TAS
Dis
Ext
Imp

CSP
df=2
tcv =4.3
-2.00 n
1.73 n
8.00 s
8.00 s
0.00 n

SCP
SPC
df=2
df=9
tcv =4.3 tcv =2.3
-1.51 n -4.00 s
-14 .0 s -3.31 s
-0.23 n 0.24 n
-0.36 n 0.32 n
0.14 n 1.35 n

PSC
df=20
tcv =2.1
-6.40 s
-7.82 s
-2.49 s
2.02 n
-2.84 s

PCS
df=6
tcv =2.4
-2.91 s
-3 .28 s
-1.75 n
1.11 n
-0.39 n

CPS
df=3
tcv =3.2
-1.07 n
-1.99 n
-0.14
0.26
0.38

n
n

n

Table 5. Results of the student's t test. Column 1 shows the temperaments
of the ATL List. _
Row 2 shows the style, the degree's of freedom for each style
(df=#subjects-1) and the critical t-value. For each style x temperament cell atvalue is given followed by 'n' (no-significance at .05) or's' (significance at .05).

A graphical representation of the temperaments with respect to the
distinctive styles of architectural designing is shown in figure 15. Each
area representing a strategic style of architectural designing shows the
temperaments that are significantly present or absent in the sample (at
.05 level of significance). Each style shows a different amount and
direction of the temperaments. Temperament bars with a negative
value mean that these temperaments show significant lower values for
the particular style type. For instance in the SCP style area, subjects
show a significant lower value for the temperament Thrill and
Adventure Seeking. In the CSP style area, subjects show significant
higher values for the temperaments Disinhibition and extroversion.

5.3. Conclusions
From the data of the returned ATL questionnaires it seems that a
preferred strategic style of architectural designing is related to the
absence or presence of a number of personality temperaments. In fact
this was to be expected since we found that strategic styles of
architectural designing can best be explained using the Person Model.
Only two strategic style types (the SPC and PCS style of
designing) showed a similar distribution of the temperaments of the
ATL list. What can we say about the positive and negative relations of
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some of the temperaments and the particular style of architectural
designing? The CSP designers showed significant higher values for the
temperaments Disinhibition and Extroversion. Some of the subjects
preferring this style explained that this approach is especially preferred
because they want to avoid as many restrictions from outside as
possible (design brief, program requirements, et cetera). Some of these
subjects also stated they find it challenging to involve the client in
developing a design concept. They conceive this approach as having a
higher level of risk of failing to find an optimal solution and therefore
as more exciting.
Designers using an SCP strategy only show a significant lower
value for the temperament Thrill and Adventure Seeking. This also
accounts for the strategies SPC, PSC and PCS. This leads to another
interesting observation: All strategies which do not have C as the
highest priority show lower values on Thrill and Adventure Seeking
whereas the strategies that do have C as the highest priority do not
show this decrease of the Thrill and Adventure Seeking temperament.
From some of the protocol statements of these designers it indeed
appeared that designers prioritising C, especially do appreciate to
create their own 'puzzle' to be solved or to introduce self inflicted
constraints.
The SPC designers show lower values for the temperaments
Emotionality and Thrill and Adventure Seeking. With respect to the
temperament emotionality this makes sense taking into account
protocol remarks of SPC designers such as: "I like to visit the Site to
look for a concrete solution" and "If I discover new elements in the
Site that have been overlooked before, I can radically change my
plan".
PSC designers show lower values for the temperaments
Emotionality, Thrill and Adventure Seeking, Disinhibition and
lmpulsivity. From a number of protocol statements again this makes
sense. Some designers explained using a PSC approach because
'They want to play it safe'. The Program (and Site) offers them the
information that is needed to find an optimal solution. Many of these
designers are also particularly interested in finding out what it is
exactly, what the principal and other (involved) parties want.
PCS designers show lower values for the temperaments
Emotionality and Thrill and Adventure Seeking. With respect to
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Figure 15. Temperaments and Style Relations. For each style type the
positive, negative or non-relation with the five temperaments of the ATL

Questionnaire is shown in the graphs.
the temperament values these designers look very similar to designers
using an SPC strategy. Finally the CPS designers show no significant
lower or higher values for any of the temperaments of the ATL
questionnaire. Perhaps another personality list or questionnaire would
show other possible relations between this style and different
temperaments not assessed by the ATL questionnaire.
With this second study we have seen different relations between
strategic styles of architectural designing and personality
temperaments. It is this style and personality profile (and their
relations) that can perhaps be used to develop new architectural
designing tools, to set up suitable design curricula at different schools
of architecture arid to support design team work. Results also show it
might be interesting to take a closer look to more stable style
determinants such as those that can be found in the tactical subsystem
of architectural design strategies. In Part V a suggestion for a follow up
research on design tactics will be given.
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6. Discussion
This part described two experimental researches. The first research
was aimed at testing which model is the most suitable model to explain
strategic architectural designing preferences (Process Styles). Three
possible models were tested. The Interaction Model, the Situation
Model and the Person Model. this was done by the use of a SR
Questionnaire (ASQ-FASD) especially developed for the domain of
architectural designing. Generalisability coefficients showed that the
Person Model was the most suitable model.
The second experiment was aimed at determining whether
different personality temperaments were related to the six styles, since
the Person Model was accepted as an explanation model. A number
of temperaments seemed to be related to the six style preferences.
Knowing a designer's current strategic designing style, as
expressed by the numerical representation, allows us to describe the
course of (designing) action in terms of priority hierarchies, in case
nothing goes wrong. What course of action will take place if a
preferred designing strategy cannot be executed depends on the
tactical system of designing.
Another issue of discussion can be the definition of the sets of 0,
S, P, C, and D used in the SR questionnaire. The class boundaries are
to some extent sometimes 'fuzzy'. This means that sometimes a
certain activity seems to be related to more than one class of features.
The data that we obtained are ordinal and transitive. This means that if
subject 'a' has an 'S' sum score of 95 and a 'P' sum score of 85, 'S'
oriented design actions dominate 'P' oriented design actions.
Another conclusion that can be drawn is that ASQ-FASD appears
to be useful in the assessment of strategic style differences of
architectural designers. Also it appears that strategic styles are more
determined by personality characteristics (P) then they are determined
by the specific design situation (S) or the interaction between the two
(PxS). Probably the specific situation characteristics have their
influence more on the tactical subsystem of designing. The tactical
subsystem refers to what happens if a preferred design strategy tends
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to fail. Our department hopes to be able to map this tactical subsystem
in a follow up research for which a suggestion will be given in Part V.
With respect to the development of computer applications,
especially those designed for the support of the strategic approach of
a design project, this knowledge should be taken into account.
Furthermore, the application being developed should allow flexibility in
the use of different tool features. A useful strategic design tool should
be implemented in such a way that it allows different strategic
approaches, and still be able to link all information and results
generated, in a transparent way to other existing applications. Maybe
also a data base should be available that can be consulted with respect
to domain specific knowledge that is related to the features S, P, and
C. (van Bake!, 1993c).
For instance, a Syntactic designer might want to use some kind of
space planing application to set up a fixed set of syntactic rules he
wants to use during the process. The tool to do this should be flexible
in that it does not enforce any limits on its use. In other words it
should not force the designer to use a working style he is not familiar
with. Next the results of this process should be easily converted to an
application that can represent the starting situation (S). The concept
(C) will eventually be derived from this obtained fixed .s et of syntactic
rules from the principal's brief (P), applied on the site (S). During this
individual design process the data bank containing this 0, S, P, C, D
knowledge may be consulted whenever it suits the designer.
An Analogic designer on the other hand might first want to use
some kind of sketching device with a library of design analogies, such
as drawings, 3-D images or pictures (D). Once he has generated some
kind of conceptual framework (C), he must be offered a tool to work
back from this concept to the site (S), and eventually use a tool to
check the requirements of the design brief (P).
In both examples of course it is important for the designer to
know something about the principal (0). The 0 -feature should be
considered in the implementation of communication devices, tools or
techniques. This might be a difficult part because very often a principal
has no experience in this role. He might also have a 'hidden agenda'
for which the designer might need special skills (or even tools) to
uncover it (Burger, 1994).
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1. Introduction
In Part III we have been testing hypotheses with respect to personality
and temperaments as a determinant of strategic styles of architectural
designing of experienced architects. It was found that designing
strategies can best be explained from the Person Model. In other
words architectural designers prefer a designing strategy irrespective of
the characteristics of the specific design situation. It was also found
that some temperaments are related to the six designing strategies
found in Part II. From these results we might expect that fourth and
fifth year students in architecture also have developed preferences with
respect to architectural designing strategies.
The fictitious design task protocols of Part II, as well as the
quantitative and qualitative J-scales of the strategy questionnaire
discussed in appendix A, showed that in particular the features S, P
and C can be used to describe personal differences with respect to
architectural designing strategies.
Since in the definition on strategic styles it was assumed that
strategic preferences are based on learning and personal experiences,
we might argue that a school of architecture certainly has its influence
on the development of style preferences. In this Part we will try to find
out what the influence of the design curriculum is on strategic styles of
architectural designing that are preferred by students. We also study
the influence of style preferences on team design. Since many recent
studies on architectural designing assume a relation between the
design process (Process Styles) and the design product (Product
Styles), we will also take a first look at possible relations between
Product and Process Style preferences.
We will start with a study on the influence of a design curriculum
on strategic styles of designing. In this first study we will take a closer
look at strategic style preferences across four different universities and
how the curriculum influences these preferences. In the second study
we will take a closer look at the relation between Product Style
preferences and Strategic Style preferences, and what the effects and
didactic consequences of these preferences are, with respect to team
design. The Product Style and Strategic Style preferences in the
second study will be assessed by using PSAT (Product Style
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Assessment Tool) and SSAT (Strategic Style Assessment Tool). These
computer applications are discussed in more detail in Appendices B &
C of this thesis. The implications of these studies for a number of
disciplines will be discussed in Part V of this thesis.
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2. Design Curricula & Strategies
In this first study it is of particular interest to find out how strategic
Strategic Styles might possibly differ between different universities and
how the curriculum or design studio's influence the strategic
preferences. To do this we must first know the priority hierarchy of S ,
P, and C, used in the design curriculum of the studio's. This was
discussed with a number of faculty members involved in the particular
design studio. We have to realise that this hierarchy is obtained from
the faculty members of the design studio's involved in this research
and therefore does not necessarily represent the general characteristic
of the complete design curriculum of the specific school of
architecture . The preference structures of the instructors of the
studio's are listed in table 1. All design st~dio instructors of the four
universities had different preferences with respect to the priority
hierarchy of S, P, and C, but within a design studio there was
consensus between the instructors on the hierarchy structure of the
particular studio.
Curriculum and strategy preferences:
One might argue that architecture students attend a specific school of
architecture because of the characteristics of the design curriculum
used at the school. In other words, architecture students might attend
a specific school of architecture because the curriculum fits to or
corresponds with their preferred strategic designing styles.
Hypothesis 1:

If we want to know whether preferred strategic styles correlate with
the design curriculum we will have to test the null hypothesis that
students from different universities will not differ with regard to
Design studio at:
Texas A&M University. College
Eindhoven University of Technology
Iowa State University, Ames
University of Arkansas, Fayetteville

SPC-hierarchy of the studio
PSC
CPS
PCS
SPC

Table 1. Design Studio Preferences. The table shows the instructor's
hierarchy emphasis on the features S, P, and C in their design studio of the
four Schools of architecture that participated in this research.
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preferred designing strategies. In other words the preferred strategic
designing styles are independent of the type of university that the
students are attending.
This hypothesis will be tested at the .05 level of significance. The
test of independence will be used to test the null hypothesis that
students from different universities will not differ with regard to
preferred designing strategies.

x2

Correlation between curriculum and actual strategies:
From a didactic point of view it is interesting to find out what the
impact or influence of a design curriculum is on the actual strategic
designing style. In the introduction of Part I it was discussed that
designing strategies are based on personal experience and social
learning. Perhaps strategies are developed at a school of architecture.
On the other hand one might argue that students already have
strategic preferences and that they want to sustain them, regardless of
the contents or requirements of the design curriculum or design studio.
Since table 1 shows different preference hierarchies for the four
universities we expect a different influence on designing preferences of
students.
Hypothesis 2:
If we want to know whether the different design curricula of the four
universities (table 1) influence the designing preferences of students we
will have to test the null hypothesis that there is no difference between
the actual designing strategies across the four universities. In other
words the influence of the curriculum on the designing strategies is the
same for all four universities.
This hypothesis will be tested at the .05 level of significance. The
2
-x, test of independence will be used to test the null hypothesis that
there is no difference between the actual designing strategies across
the four universities.
Strategy sustainment
It might be interesting to take a closer look at the impact of a
curriculum on a preferred strategic designing style. To do this we must
first realise that six styles resulting from different priority hierarchies of
three features cannot all be represented on a uni-dimesional scale as
obtained from the unfolding technique discussed in Part III. Therefore
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a circle representation is used instead of a line, in order to allow all
possible midpoint transitions to be represented. This is shown in figure
1. The figure shows us the six styles, each represented in an area
numbered from I to VI. The figure also shows the six midpoint
boundaries C, cs, S, sp, P, and pc respectively.
Let us imagine a subject with a preferred strategy of Analogic
designing (CSP). In figure 1 this style can be found anywhere within
the borders of area I. Now a strategy shift may occur. For students this
may be caused by external factors such as the requirements of a design
curriculum, the teacher or the design studio. For experienced
designers this can be caused by a radical change in the design brief,
time pressure, change of budget, et cetera. The subject can change his
strategy in a number of ways. The subject might for instance change
his strategy to Convergent designing (SCP). This means that the new
style can be found anywhere within the borders of area II in figure 1.
In order to get from area I to area II he may take the shortest route
and thus tum clockwise to get to area II, corresponding with
Convergent designing (SCP). By doing this he also has to cross one
midpoint namely the midpoint 'cs'.

c
FeaslbllHy

Convergent

sp
Figure 1. Midpoint Interchange Diagram. The figure shows a schematic
representation of the midpoints that are crossed if one shifts from one strategy
to the other. A shift from Analogic designing (CSP or area I) to Syntactic
designing (PSC or area IV) can take place clockwise crossing the midpoints cs,
S, and sp respectively, or counter clockwise crossing the midpoints C, pc and P
respectively.
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If he would have changed from Analogic (CSP) to Pragmatic (SPC) he
would have turned clockwise, taking the shortest route, to get to area
Ill and crossed two midpoints, 'cs' and 'S' respectively. In order to shift
from Analogic to Syntactic (PSC), he can either turn clockwise, or he
can turn counter clockwise. In both cases he would cross a maximum
of three midpoints, 'cs, S' and' sp' if he is turning clockwise, or 'C,
pc' and 'P' if he is turning counter clockwise respectively. The number
of transitions to be made, or in other words the number of borders
(midpoints) that need to be crossed to get from one style to the other
is shown in table 2.
The next step to find out is, what kind of strategy shifts take place
within each sample of subjects. We know that the most radical change
of strategy occurs if one shifts from one area in figure 1 to the
opposite of that area in the figure . Or in other words, the most radical
change occurs if one crosses three midpoints to obtain the actual
strategy. ·

Hypothesis 3:
We assume that the difference between preferred and actual strategy is
kept as small as possible. In other words the number of transitions
should be kept as small as possible. This should account for all four
universities irrespective of the characteristics of the design curriculum.
If we want to know whether the design curriculum of the studio at a
university does not influences the type, or number of transitions in
order to obtain a new strategy we will have to test the null hypothesis
that there is no differerice between the transition distribution of the
four universities.

CSP SCP SPC PSC PCS CPS
Ana logic
x I 2 3 2
I
Convergent I
x I 2 3
2
Pragmatic
2
I
x I 2
3
Syntactic
2
I
x I
3
2
Feasibility
2
x
3
2
I
I
Iconic
I
2
3
2
I
x
Table 2. Style Shifts Transition Values. Each column shows the number of
transitions needed to transfer from one strategic style to the other. The
maximum number of midpoint transitions to change a strategy is 3.
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2.1. Method
Subjects
Thirteen students from the Texas A&M University {in College Station,
Texas), the Eindhoven University of Technology (in Eindhoven, the
Netherlands), the Iowa State University (in Ames, Iowa), and the
University of Arkansas (in Fayetteville, Arkansas), were asked to cooperate in these interview sessions.
These fiftytwo students were chosen randomly from the number
of students working at each design studio. All students were fourth or
fifth year students. None of the students were familiar with any of the
previously discussed results of this research nor were they familiar with
the S, P, C distinction model. Interviews took place at each of the
design studios of the universities. All subjects participated on voluntary
basis.
Instruction:
Hettema (1991) proposes self report and introspection for strategy
assessment because he assumes that strategies are cognitive structures
of the human system, that people are consciously aware of this system
and can report about it. These same techniques are also suggested in
the KADS methodology when studying the strategic level of an
expertise.
We used these techniques in this study instead of the SR
questionnaire since we did not have an English translation of ASQFASD at our disposal. However the validity of these techniques was
tested by asking the subjects of the pilot study described in Part II, to
fill in the SR questionnaire. We then compared the results obtained
from the SR questionnaire with the results of the extensive interview
and protocol analysis techniques from the pilot study.
No significant differences were found between the strategies as
obtained by the different techniques. The interview we used in this
study was focused on assessing a priority preference with respect to
the three style distinguishing features S, P and C. The first question to
introduce the focused interview to the subjects was:
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Try to describe to a close friend who is not an
architectural designer what you consider
important aspects, features or activities of the
ideal design process. When you state what you
think is important to you in the ideal design
process, also try to explain why you consider it
important

The interviewer took notes of each session. From the notes the
interviewer inferred a priority sequence of the features S , P, and C.
Before discussing the interviewers inference, subjects were explained
the definitions of the features and asked to rank them according to
their preferred strategy with the following instruction:

Let us assume that S, P, and Care three
important features to characterise your designing
preference. Try to rank their importance
according to your own personal preference,
irrespective of what other people might consider
to be the best hierarchy. In other words there are
no right or wrong hierarchy preferences.

Then the notes and the interviewer's inference were discussed with the
subject after the sessions took place. Subjects were asked to add any
possible important feature or aspect of the design process that was not
covered by the definitions of S, P and C. Finally subjects were also
asked to explain whether their preferred architectural design strategy
can also be carried out in the different design studios they are
attending at their faculty. If this was not the case they were asked to
explain how their preferred design strategy was adjusted due to the
requirements of the particular design studio.
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Analysis Procedure
We used the definitions of the orientation features S, P, and C, for the
focused interviews among 52 students of the four Schools of
Architecture. They were asked to talk about their preferred designing
strategies and about the actual designing strategies they used in the
particular design studio at the faculty. In other words both the
preferred and actual designing strategies were assessed. The data can
be used to determine whether preferred and/or actual. strategies
depend on the design curriculum or not. The data can also be used to
assess how radical a possible strategy adjustment is, with respect to the
preferred strategy.
It was difficult to compare the focused interviews with each other
because they showed a different structure which was originally
determined by the interviewee instead of the interviewer. Therefore
the interviewer summarised the focused interview session by discussing
the conclusions with the interviewee from an SPC point of view. This
was done as follows. First the interviewer made his preference
hierarchy conclusions based on the interview contents without
showing them to the interviewee. Then he explained the three
features by showing the subject the definitions discussed in Part II.
After that the interviewee was asked directly to explain which feature
he considered most important, next important and least important
respectively. These two results were then compared.

2.2. Results
Only five of the fifty-two students had a different preference hierarchy
as the one obtained from the focused interview as was inferred by the
interviewer. This can be explained by the fact that some students (2 in
Iowa, 3 in Arkansas, 1 in Texas and 2 in Eindhoven) had trouble with
making a choice between the features. These students felt that two or
sometimes even all three features are equally important. These
students were asked to make a forced choice based on their intuition.
The hierarchy as obtained by the interviewer in this case only differed
for five students. It was this hierarchy as revealed by the students that
was used in the analysis and comparison between universities. The
preferred strategic style distribution across the universities is shown in
figure 2.
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Figure 2. Student's Preferred Strategic Style Distribution. The style
distribution is shown of 13 students from Texas A&M University (CT), 13 from
the Eindhoven University of Technology (EN), 13 students from the Iowa State
University (Al), and 13 from the University of Arkansas (FA).
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The figure shows that there seem to be differences within Universities
as far as designing styles are concerned. Five students from Texas
A&M at College Station Texas show a preference for Convergent
designing (SCP}, whereas only one student from this university shows
a preference for Pragmatic designing (SPC}. Only one student from
the University of Arkansas at Fayetteville shows this preference for
Convergent designing whereas four students of this university show a
preference for Pragmatic designing. The question is whether this
difference within universities also accounts for a comparison between
universities.
Testing Ho 1:
If we want to know whether strategic style preferences of students

differ between universities, we will have to test the null hypothesis that
students from different universities will not differ with regard to
designing strategies. In other words the preferred strategic designing
styles are independent of the type of university the students are
attending. This hypothesis will be tested at the .05 level of
significance. The test of independence is used to test the null
hypothesis that there are no differences between the four universities
in the distribution of preferred designing strategies of students. The
values of contingency table 3 are used to calculate Chi-square.

x2

x.2=14.59 with df=15 and a critical value of x.2=25.0 at .05 level of
significance.
Because the calculated value of x.2 (14.59} does not exceed the critical

SPC
Texas
Eindhoven
Iowa
Arkansas

SCP

PSC

PCS

CSP

1 (2) 5 (2 1/i) 2 (1 3/4) 0 (2) 3 (2 1/4)
1 (2) 3 (2 1/2) 1(1 3/4) 2 (2) 3 (2 1/4)
2 (2) 1 (2 1/2) 3 (1 3/4) 2 (2) 2 (2 1/4)
4 (2) 1 (2 1/2) 1 (1 3/4) 4 (2) 1 (2 1/4)

8

10

7

8

9

CPS
2(2 1/2) 13
3 (2 1/2) 13
3 (2 1/2) 13
2 (2 1/2) 13
10

52

Table 3. Preferred Strategic Style Frequency. This table shows the observed
(and expected) frequencies of preferred strategic styles for thirteen students of
four universities.
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Figure 3. Student's Actual Style Distribution. The actual style distribution is
shown of 13 students from Texas A&M University (CT), 13 from the Eindhoven
University of Technology (EN), 13 from the Iowa State University (Al), and 13
from the University of Arkansas (FA). According to the students the shift is due
to the requirements of the design curriculum of the studio.
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value of x2 (25.0), the null hypothesis is accepted. Thus there is no
difference between the distribution of students' preferred strategic
styles across the four universities. If we look at figure 2, we do observe
that each university represents all possible strategic style preferences.
It seems again that the diversity of preferred strategic styles of
designing can best be explained from a personality point of view and
not merely from the design curriculum each student is attending.
In the evaluation of the focused interview, students were also
asked to describe if this strategy is also about what they actually do in
the design studio they are attending here at their university. According
to almost all students it depends on the design curriculum (only five
students, two from Iowa, one from Arkansas, and two from Texas,
explained that the design curriculum was of no, or minor influence on
their preferred designing strategy). Many students said that in case they
cannot carry out the preferred strategy they have just described, they
conform to the curriculum.
To 44 students it seemed as if the school is sometimes also
educating with a certain focus or emphasis on one of the three
features. The distribution of the actual strategic styles across the
curriculum are shown in figure 3 . It seems as if the different
universities somehow influence the preference hierarchy.
Testing Ho 2:
The previous hypothesis showed that the distribution of preferred
strategic designing strategies is independent of the university. If we
want to know whether the design curriculum of a design studio
influences the designing preferences of students, we will have to test
the null hypothesis that there is no difference between the distribution
of actual strategic style of designing across the four universities. The
values of table 4 are used to test this hypothesis. This hypothesis will
be tested at the .05 level of significance. Again the x2 test of
independence is used to test the null hypothesis.

x.2=29.56 with df=15 and a critical value of x2 =25.0 at .05 level of
significance.

·l

(29 .56) in this case exceeds the
Because the calculated value of
2
critical value of x (25.0), the null hypothesis is rejected. Thus there is
indeed a difference between the distribution of student's actual
strategic style of designing across the four universities.
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0

Texas
Eindhoven
Iowa
Arkansas

l

2
6

SPC

SCP

9

3 11/i
2 11/2
11 /i
0 11/2
6

21/4
1
2 /4
21/4
21/4

PSC

7 4 1/4
2 4 1/4

4 41/4
4 41/4
17

CSP

PCS

CPS

0 2
2 2
5 2
1 2

3

13

0
0 I

13
13

8

4

52

13

Table 4. Actual Strategic Style Frequencies. The contingency table shows
the obser-Ved (and expected) actual design strategy of the students as they
occur in the design studio at the four different universities due to studio
requirements.

Testing Ho 3:
We have been testing the null hypothesis that the curriculum does not
show any influence on a preferred strategic style. We had to reject this
hypothesis. This means that we may expect some radical strategy
shifts in the data. Another fact that was observed, is that there is a
clear difference between actual strategic designing styles as they occur
within the design studio of each university. Note that the strategy as
preferred by students may differ from the priority hierarchy as
observed in the design studio, due to curriculum or studio
requirements. According to some students sometimes the design
instructor is responsible for the adjustment.
lransition Frequency Diagram

!I
~

"'O

=
cii
....

5

•

4

0 EN

3

0Al

2

0 FA

CT

Q

""
0

2

3

#of transitions to obtain actual strategy

Figure 4. Transition Frequency Diagram. The figure shows the number of
subjects in each university that uses a single, double, or triple transition to
obtain a new working style in the design studio.
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Texas
Eindhoven
Iowa
Arkansas

I transition
2 (2 19/23)
4 (219/23)
3 (26/i3)
5 (5 2/i3)
13

2 transitions
3 (1 12/i3)
12
I (1 /23)
5
0 (1 /23)
17
3 (2 /23)
7

3 transitions
I ( 15/i3)
5
0 (1 /23)
12
I ( /23)
I (l4/i3)
3

5
5
4
9
23

Table 5. Transition Type Frequencies. This contingency table shows the
observed (and expected) frequencies of each transition type for the three
universities. Transition type 1 occurs 13 times, type 2 occurs 7 times, and type
3 only three times. The curriculum of the University of Arkansas has the highest
impact on the strategy transition type.

The null hypothesis, that there is no difference between the transition
distribution of the four universities, will be tested at the .05 level of
significance. Again the x2 test of independence is used to test the null
hypothesis that there is no difference between universities in the
strength of influence of the curriculum on strategy transition types. To
calculate x2 the values of table 5 are used, which show the frequency
of each transition type. The observed transition frequencies are also
represented in figure 4.
2

x2=6.07 with df=6 and a critical value of x. =12.59 at .OS level of
significance.

Cumulative Distribution CT

•preferred
~ actual

s

p

c

Figure 5. Cumulative Feature Distribution CT. For each feature S , P, and C
the cumulative frequencies of the preferred strategy (preferred) and actual
strategy (actual) of all thirteen students from the Texas A&M University,
College Station, Texas are shown.
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Because the calculated value of-/ (6.07) does not exceed the critical
value of-/ (12.59), the null hypothesis is accepted. Thus there is no
difference between the strength of influence of the curriculum on a
student's strategy transition type.
Taking a closer look at figure 4, it shows us that there is a
decrease in the number of students when the number of transitions
increases (13 students need 1 transition, 7 students need 2 transitions,
and 3 students need 3 transitions to adjust their strategy respectively).
Perhaps this is because designers want to try to change their hierarchy
preference as little as possible while working on a project.

2.3. Discussion
When interpreting the data we need to take into account the fact that
only thirteen students were selected at random from each design
studio. The results of such a small sample should not be generalised
across the entire school of architecture. Despite this the results show
some interesting things.
The dean of the School of Architecture of the Texas A&M
University explained that: "Our school of design used to be located
in a rural area, and as such was not involved with context and site
so much. The curriculum used to be based more on a technical
approach teaching students how to design functionally and
Cumulative Distribution EN
QI

::::J

0

;;; "'
>

D

preferred

~ actual

s

p

c

Figure 6. Cumulative Feature Distribution EN. For each feature S, P, and C
the cumulative frequencies of the preferred strategy (preferred) and actual
strategy (actual) of all thirteen students from Eindhoven University of
Technology, The Netherlands are shown.
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structurally. Although this has changed the last few years, perhaps
it is still a strategy that can be found in the faculty". According to a
number of students from Texas A&M the undergraduate program and
some graduate programs are governed by a PSC or Syntactic
approach (see figure 5).
The data in figure 6 show the cumulative distribution of the
orientation features S, P and C for the thirteen students from the
Eindhoven University of Technology. Since this school of architecture
offers the students the possibility to specialise in different disciplines,
probably the need to adjust the preferred strategy has decreased.
At the Iowa State University, faculty were stressing the
importance of using the Program to develop a Concept that fits in the
Site or what we call a Feasibility approach. Some students changed
their approach to a more Program oriented design strategy. Figure 7
shows that these changes of the students from Iowa with respect to
the cumulative frequencies of the orientation features indeed increase
the attention to the Program.
At the University of Arkansas in Fayetteville, Arkansas students
felt that faculty were stressing the importance of the integration of the
building in the site. This can be clearly seen by the shifts that occur in
the cumulative frequencies of the SPC features shown in figure 8,
Gold Medal Award winner Fay Jones, who characterises his own
design process as Pragmatic (SPC), used to teach at this school of
architecture. We can only speculate about whether this is still of
influence on the design curriculum of the design studios today.
Cumulative Distribution Al

BJ preferred
~ actual

s

p

c

Figure 7. Cumulative Feature Distribution Al. For each feature S, P, and C
the cumulative frequencies of the preferred and actual strategy of all thirteen
students from the Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa are shown.
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The protocol data of these focused interviews showed that there
sometimes is a discrepancy between what some students want to do
(their strategic design preferences) and what they actually (have to) do
in a design studio {actual designing strategy). This is a very important
observation to be considered, if we want to develop a design
curriculum for teaching architectural designing taking into account
students' personal preferences. Even though it seems that schools of
architecture do not take into account students' strategic preferences
they still do a good job in teaching design, for every year thousands of
architects graduate.
The question is, what would happen if they do start taking into
account personal preferences of the students. Probably this would
require a completely different teaching approach, for every strategic
style might require a different curriculum. We do not know yet, what
the impact of a style adjusted curriculum would or could be like. But
wouldn't it be likely that following an approach that fits personal
strategic designing preferences would also allow greater satisfaction,
more detailed specialisation and larger diversity?
At the Eindhoven University of Technology a first attempt is
made to adjust the curriculum to students' preferences. In a particular
design studio students are trained in using techniques, design tools and
protocols specifically equipped for a certain strategic designing
approach. Future longitudinal research will have to show what the
effects are of this curriculum that takes personal strategic preferences
of architectural design students into account.
Cumulative Distribution FA

D

preferred

. ~ actual

s

p

c

Figure 8. Cumulative Feature Distribution FA. For each feature S, P, and C
the cumulative frequencies of the preferred and actual strategy of all thirteen
students from the University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, Arkansas are shown.
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2.4. Conclusions
The results show us that different students have different strategic
design preferences. They also show that these preferences do not
significantly differ between the four universities. In other words what
students personally prefer as a strategic designing style does not
depend on the university, or design studio they attend. However if we
look at the strategy that is actually used in the design curriculum, we
see that the universities do indeed influence the strategic approach
that is actually used (and not necessarily preferred) by the students.
Some students use a different strategy than they prefer. For these
students, actual strategies seem to conform to studio requirements.
According to most of the students that show a difference between the
preferred and actual strategy this is due to the requirements of the
studio. However the change of strategy is kept as small as possible
with respect to the number of transitions needed to obtain the actual
strategy from the preferred strategy.
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3. Students' Strategic & Product Style
Preferences
Strategy & Product Style preferences
In this second study we will take a closer look at the relation between
Product and Strategic Style preferences. It would be interesting to find
out if a certain Product Style preference correlates with a certain
Strategic Style preference. We agree with Broadbent (1973) who says:
"Buildings which look similar, .... " (Same Product Style
characteristics}" ... may have been designed in quite different ways."
(Different strategic/tactical Process Styles}. With respect to a possible
correlation between Product and Strategic Style preferences it is
assumed that since the Product Style preference is about factual
preferences and the Strategic Style is about procedural preferences,
the two styles are not necessarily dependent. We therefore assume
that there is no relation between preferred Strategic Styles and
preferred Product Styles of individual students.
Hypothesis 1 :
Strategic Style preferences are independent of Product Style
preferences. If we want to know whether Strategic Style preferences
depend on Product Style preferences, we will have to test the null
hypothesis that Strategic Style preferences are independent of Product
Style preferences. This hypothesis will be tested at the .05 level of
significance. The x2 test of independence will be used to test the null
hypothesis that Strategic Style preferences are independent of Product
Style preferences.
Strategic Styles and Team Design
We are also interested in what the effects of these preferences are with
respect to team design. We are particularly interested to find out if a
certain Product and Strategic Style preference is of any influence on
the preferences the subjects have with respect to a design partner.
With respect to Strategic Styles, it is assumed that, since Strategic
Styles are about procedural preferences, this style type is easier to
discuss or explain to a design partner. It is like the preference one
might have for using a certain pencil or technique to paint. We can
explain why we have this preference to another person. If someone
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else prefers a different technique we might learn from this experience.
It is therefore assumed that students in general are indifferent to the
Strategic Style preferences if they are assigned a partner.
Hypothesis 2

Subjects are indifferent to their team design partner's Strategic Style
preference. We will test the null hypothesis that students are
indifferent with respect to their partner's Strategic Style preference.
This hypothesis will be tested at the .05 level of significance The
test of independence will be used to test the null hypothesis that
students are indifferent to their partner's Strategic Style preference.

x2

Product Styles and Team Design

With respect to Product Styles, it is assumed that a preference for a
Product Style is a fact that is difficult to debate or discuss. It is a factual
preference like the preference one might have for a certain colour. It
is difficult to explain on rational grounds why we have this preference,
all we know is that it is there. If we were asked to share a room with a
partner, perhaps we would prefer a partner with the same preference.
It is therefore assumed that subjects working on team design will
generally prefer a partner having the same Product Style preference.
Hypothesis 3

Subjects prefer a team design partner having the same Product Style
preference. If we want to know whether students are indifferent to
their partner's Product Style preference, we will have to test the null
hypothesis that students are indifferent with respect to their partner's
Product Style preference. This hypothesis will be tested at the .05 level
of significance. The test of independence will be used to test the null
hypothesis that students are indifferent to their partner's Product Style
preference.

x2

3.1. Method
Subjects

In this study, thirteen students from the Texas A&M University in
College Station Texas and thirteen students from the Eindhoven
University of Technology in Eindhoven the Netherlands, participated.
Students were all members of the Virtual Studio Project co-ordinated
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by Eric Connell and Anton van Bake!. Originally sixteen students from
Texas A&M enlisted for this project. Because only thirteen students
from the Eindhoven University of Technology voluntary participated,
three subjects were eliminated from the A&M data sample at random.
PSAT
The application that was used to assess Product Style type preferences ·
is called the Product Style Assessment Tool (PSAT). The application is
implemented by the author in Authorware Professional 2.1 (van Bake!
1993d). This application is assessing preferred characteristics of the
Product Styles, using meaningless pictures, displayed on the screen for
just two seconds. The display time is deliberately kept short because
we are interested in intuitive preferences. It takes about 5 minutes for
the subjects to complete the test. The application and how it works is
discussed in more detail in appendix B. Each subject worked with the
application individually on a Macintosh II computer in the laboratory
or design studio of the department.
SSAT
The second application that was used is called the Strategic Style
Assessment Tool (SSAT). This application is also implemented by the
author in Authorware Professional 2.1 (1993b). The application is
assessing the preference hierarchy of the orientation features that
were found to be responsible for the strategic style preferences. It plots
the S, P, C, hierarchy in a triangle like the one that has been discussed
in part Ill of this thesis (see also appendix C).
Analysis Procedure

To test hypothesis 1, subjects were asked to complete the Process and
Product Style assessment instruments. In case the data of the PSAT
showed an equal preference for more than one Product Style (due to
the fact that the Product Styles have a polythetic character), subjects
were asked to make a forced choice . To test hypothesis 2 and 3,
students were asked to explain whether they would prefer an exact
match (ranked with 3) with respect to a team design partner's Process
and Product Style preference, whether they are indifferent to their
team design partner's preferences (ranked with 2), or whether they
would prefer a partner having a different preference for these style
preferences (ranked with 1). We will tested the hypotheses using the x2
test of independence at a .05 level of significance.
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Figure 9. Eindhoven Product Style Assessment Data. The data in the 5 .
columns on the right show a large diversity in Product Style preferences. A high
bar indicates a high preference for the product style type. A number of students
prefer style characteristics related to the Exuberant, Expressive and Primitive
product style, whereas others prefer Functional and Classisistic characteristics.

3.2. Results
Results of PSAT
The Product Style preference results of the Eindhoven students are
shown in figure 9. Each row on the bottom of the figure shows the
raw score of a subject (nine black dots in each row}. It also shows the
inferred Product Style score (five black rectangles with a height
corresponding to the relative amount of features of the five Product
Styles as distinguished by the PSAT application: Exuberant (Eb),
Expressive (Ep}, Primitive (Pr}, Functionalistic (Fu}, Classisistic (Cl)
respectively). The highest rectangle in a row represents the most
appreciated or preferred Product Style. Sometimes two or more
rectangles have the same height. This is because the Product Style
types are polythetic and some types share the same relative amount of
feature scores of a set (see the appendix for a detailed description}. In
case a subject showed an equal score for two or more Product Styles
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Figure 10. Texas A&M Product Style Assessment Data. The data in the 5
columns on the right again show a large diversity in Product Style preferences.
A high bar indicates a high preference for the product style type Compared to
figure 9 however there are less students with a preference for Functional and
Classisistic Product Styles.

the subject was asked to make a forced choice. After subjects were
finished with the PSAT application they were asked, when they were
assigned a design partner to work with, what their partner's
preference preferably should be like. They could choose for a partner
with a similar Product Style (ranked with 3), a different Product Style
(ranked with 1), or none if they were indifferent to their partner's
Product Style preference (ranked with 2).
Results of SSAT

The Strategic Style preference results of the SSAT application of the
Eindhoven students are shown in figure 11. After the subjects were
finished with the SSAT application they were again asked, when they
were assigned a design partner to work with on a team design project,
what their partner's preference with respect to Strategic Styles,
preferably should be like. They could choose for a team design
partner with a similar Strategic Style preference (ranked with 3),
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Results .of Eindhoven students
Students are clustering
around the centre.
This means S, P and
Care more or
less equally
appreciated.

c

All styles are represented
in the group from
Eindhoven.

On the average
Eindhoven students
stress the importance of C and S
more than P.

Convergent

p1e-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~S

Syntactic

Pragmatic

Figure 11. Strategic Style Preferences of the Students from TUE. The
preference hierarchy of the features S, P, and C as detected by the application
are represented in the triangle for each of the 13 subjects of TUE.

a different Strategic Style preference (ranked with 1), or none if they
were indifferent to their partner's Strategic Style preference (ranked
with 2).
The Strategic Style preference results of the SSAT application of
the students from Texas A&M University, College Station, Texas, are
shown in figure 12. Also these students were asked, if they were
assigned a design partner to work with on a team design project, what
their partner's preference with respect to Strategic Styles, preferably
should be like. They could make the same choice as the Eindhoven
students.
Where the PSAT application is merely assessing a subject's
intuitively based Product Style type preference, the SSAT application
is also asking for the rationale behind the choice of each featu re
hierarchy. This was done by asking the subject to explain why he
made a particular choice after each selection of the orientation
features. These comments are saved into a personal 'log-file'.
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Results of College Station students

C

College Station
does not show any
students with a
preference for a
feasibility or Iconic
approach .

Students are scattered
more across the triangle.
This means that they have
more distinct i:ireferences.

Analogle
Generalising this
means Sis an
important feature
to these students.

Syntactic

Pragmatic

Figure 12. Strategic Style Preferences of the Students from A&M . The
preference hierarchy of the features S, P, and C as detected by the application
are represented in the triangle for each of the 13 subjects of A&M.

Testing Ho 1:

The null hypothesis that Strategic Style preferences are independent
of Product Style preferences will be tested at the .05 level of
significance using the "/test of independence. The values of
contingency table 6 are used to calculate "/.
'-/= 16.4, df=20, critical value of x.2 =31.4 at .05 level of significance.

SPC
14

SCP
14
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2(114/i6)
0 (2°!i6)
0 (1°/26)
C
1(1 l.)/26)
Cl 1 (1 ':J/26) 0 (1 ':J/26) 2(1 ':J/26)
5
5
5

Eb 1(1 /26) 3(1 /26)
Ep 1 (2°/26) 2 (2%6)
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1 ('ISli6)
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0 ( /i6)
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0 ('/26)
0 ('/26)
1
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0 ( /i6)
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o Cli6)

1 ('/26) 3 (2 11 /i6)
1

9

8
4

2
5
7
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Table 6. Product & Strategic Style Relations. The table shows the observed
(and expected) frequencies of Strategic Styles in the five Product Style types.
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Because the calculated value of x2 (16.40) does not exceed the critical
value of x2 (31.41), the null hypothesis 1 is accepted. Thus Product
Style preferences are indeed independent of Strategic Style
preferences.
Testing Ho 2:

To test the null hypothesis 2 that subjects are indifferent to their
partner's Strategic Style preference we use the data in table 7. This
hypothesis will be tested at the .05 level of significance. The x2 test of
independence is used to test the null hypothesis that subjects are
indifferent to their partner's Strategic Style preference.
Personal
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PCS
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3(3 87/109)

5(4861109)

2(2 161109)
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Table 7. Preferred Match Strategic Styles. The contingency table shows the
observed (and expected) cumulative frequencies of the preferred design
partner's Strategic Style.

x2 = 7 .85 with df=25 and a critical value of x2=37 .65 at .05 level of
significance
Because the calculated value of x2 (7 .85) does not exceed the critical
value of x2 (37 .65), the null hypothesis 2 is accepted. Thus students
are indeed indifferent to their partner's Strategic Style preference.
Testing Ho 3:

To test the null hypothesis 3 that subjects are indifferent to their
partner's Product Style preference we use the data in table 8. This
hypothesis will be tested at the .05 level of significance. The x2 test of
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independence is used to test the null hypothesis that subjects are
indifferent to their partner's Product Style preference.
x.2=30.43 with df= 16 and a critical value of ·x.2=26.30 at .05 level of
significance

x2

Because the calculated value of (30.43) does indeed exceed the
critical value of (26.30), the null hypothesis 2 is rejected. Thus
students do have a preference with respect to their partner's Product
Style preference.

x2

Personal
Eb
Ep
Pr
a Eb 7 (2 36/4s) 1 (2) 2 (2 12/4s)
r Ep 1 (2 3/4s) 4 (1 24/4s) 2 (1 33/4s)
t Pr 1 (1 7/4s) 1 (0 40/4g) 1 (0 45/4s)
14
32
n Fu 1 (2 /4g) 1 (1 /4s) 2 (1 42/4g)
p

e Cl 1 (2 36/4g)
r

1 ( 2)

11

8

Fu

Cl
1 (2 12/4s) 1(2 36/4s)
1 (1 33/4s) 1(2 3/4s)

12
9

1 (0 45/4g) 1(1 7/4g)
5 (1 42/4g) 1(2 14/4g)

10

2 (2 '%s) 1 (2 12/4g) 7(2 36/4g)

12

9

9

11

5

48

Table 8. Preferred Match of a Partner's Product Styles. The table shows
the observed (and expected) frequencies of the preference for a design
partner's preferred Product Style type.

3.3. Discussion
First of all we should realise that the small subject samples only allow
us to make unbiased estimates of possible relations. It is also difficult to
generalise the results of such a small sample of subjects. Although in
both samples, students from the fourth grade participated, they differ
quite a lot. The reason for this might be the academic system that is
used in both countries. Most of the Eindhoven students are entering
the program fresh from highschool (with an average age of 20) and
take about 5 years to finish the study, whereas many students from
A&M have obtained some practical experience during the study. We
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need to take these facts into account when interpreting the results. On
the other hand it might be just these facts that are responsible for the
differences that are observed in the designing preferences.
Another fact that should be considered is the validity and
reliability of the PSAT. We used the features that were discussed by
Dondis (197 3) to be representative for each of the style types she
distinguished. Though the test has been used in a pilot study to find
out if it is actually measuring what it is supposed to measure, and how
accurate this happens, it can still be debated that the stimuli are not
completely culture independent. Besides the relation between picture
and concept could be completely different for both countries. In more
than twenty years many conceptions may have changed. However, in
a pilot study among 60 subjects, that was carried out after the PSAT
was implemented, not one of the subjects felt that they completely
disagreed with the test results. The relation between the stimuli and
the concepts even goes beyond that of architectural interpretation.
Music scientists and artists also did the test and the visual preferences
were pretty much the same as their musical preferences. Perhaps
because of the transparency of the tool it can be used until a better
and more up to date alternative has been developed.

3.4. Conclusions
The results from this second study on Product and Strategic Style
preferences, showed that subjects do indeed have certain preferences
with respect to the preferences of a design partner. Generalising they
prefer a subject having the same Product Style preference . This makes
sense because in a design project this issue is difficult or maybe even
impossible to discuss. One can only make agreements about what to
use or not to use as an object characteristic of (some oO the ele ments
of the project to be designed.
Results also showed that in general subjects are indifferent to their
partner's Strategic Style preference. Table 7 however shows that this
does not account for all subjects. Subjects with an Analogic (CSP) or
Convergent (SCP) attitude even prefer a partner with a different
Strategic Style preference. Some of them explained that this is
because they can learn from it. Subjects with a Feasibility (PCS) or
Syntactic (PSC) preference seem to prefer a partner with the sa me
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Strategic Style preference. Perhaps this can also be explained from
the fact that some program requirements are also about factual
knowledge, which is much more difficult to debate than a concept.
Finally it was shown that Strategic Style preferences are
independent of Product Style preferences. It is believed by the author
that this knowledge about style preferences should be taken into
account in the construction of a design curriculum. If we want students
to work together on a design project we should realise and be aware
of possible communication conflicts on these issues. We should help
them using the common language of each of these aspects. Teachers
and design instructors might also consider their own preferences when
teaching design .
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4. Summary
Two studies have been discussed. The first study was on student's
strategic Strategic Styles, and the differences between a number of
universities. Results showed that the distribution of preferred strategic
styles was the same across the four universities that participated in this
study. Since the samples were small (13 students at each university) it
is questionable however to conclude that a student's choice for a
school of architecture is independent of the strategic characteristics of
the curriculum used at the specific school of architecture. Results also
showed that the actual designing strategy students (have to) use, differs
from the preferred designing strategy. The design curriculum seems to
have a certain impact on a student's preferred designing strategy.
Finally results from this first study also showed that students try to
keep the change within a strategy, due to studio requirements, as small
as possible, and that this accounts for students at all four universities.
The second study was on the relation between Strategic Styles
and Product Styles and their influence on choosing a team design
partner. Results on this second study showed that: a) personal Process
Style preferences are independent of personal Product Style
preferences, b) in team design, students are indifferent to their
partner's Strategic Style preference, and c) they do prefer a team
design partner having the same Product Style preference. It is
important to realise these differences between students' preferences.
These preferences should be taken into account when developing a
design curriculum, when forming design teams in a design studio, and
when assigning a design partner from a completely different cultural
background. Taking these facts about preferences into account might
certainly be beneficial to the quality as well as the joy, with which
students attend the curriculum.
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1. Conclusions
In this Part V first the conclusions of Part II, Part III and Part N are
summarised, respectively. Then the implications of these results for
future developments will be discussed followed by some suggestions for
a follow up research .

1.1. On Styles and Domain Knowledge
From the results on the exploratory research described in Part II we
could distinguish six strategic styles of architectural designing. These
styles were called Analogic, Convergent, Pragmatic, Syntactic,
Feasibility and Iconic respectively. Each style was obtained by a
different priority hierarchy of the features C, S and P (Concept, Site
and Program respectively). Two other features that were found in the
protocol studies and think aloud design sessions were, 0 and D
(O=Other Parties involved and D=Domain knowledge}. Though
architects agreed that these were less important in distinguishing styles
of architectural designing, they are important features which define the
context in which the design process takes place.
1.1.1. Strategic Styles of Designing
The six styles of designing are the result of the different priority
hierarchies of the features 'S', 'P' and 'C' (six possible permutations
(3+2+ 1) of the three features 'S' , 'P' and 'C'), (van Bakel, 1992).
Pragmatic Designing
The pragmatic style of designing refers to the use of materials and
other resources at hand to modify the physical as well as the cultural
(social, political, economic, moral, aesthetic, etc.) climate. The priority
hierarchy S-P-C is our description of this style. A solution C is
searched for by trial and error, started from a fixed existing building
environment S and a performance brief P.
Syntactic Designing
The syntactic style of designing leads to deploying geometrical
proportions and modular grids as shape decision rules. A proportional
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system will provide the designer with authority for a great many
decisions about the shape and size of the object and a number of other
element included in the design brief. Our hierarchy P-S-C is describing
this style. Deriving a concept C from a fixed set of syntactic rules and
the principal's brief P applied on the starting situation S.
Iconic Designing
The Iconic style of designing refers to exploiting a fixed mental image
of what the building should look like {house-form and pattern of life
become adjusted to each other, called mutual adaptation}. Our priority
hierarchy C-P-S best meets this description. Working from a solution
type C and applying rules to realise the design brief P and a conceived
starting situation S.
Analogic Designing
The Analogic style of designing refers to deriving new visual forms
from existing ones by analogous thinking. Design analogies often used
by architects can be drawings, three dimensional models, or even
computer programs. The analogy itself which again is a self imposed
cognitive constraint will almost certainly impose its own conventions
on our designing and thus distort what we may have intended to do.
These analogies can be used symbolic, {a botanical garden in the
shape of a flower}, organic, {a forest of columns}, etc. The hierarchy
C-S-P best describes this style. The deployment of shapes derived from
nature, culture or long term memory as possible models of the end
result C and working back from there to the start situation S and the
brief P.
Convergent Designing
Convergent designing means that the setting of different conceptions
of the starting situation Sare put side by side and the rules are applied
to generate different solutions as end result C to be evaluated and
chosen in accordance to the design brief P. Some designers share the
assumption that we are part of a natural environment and would like
to express this in their design solution. Others share the assumption
that buildings are shelters whose function is to clearly separate us from
nature. Both points of view take nature and the site as the generator
of building form, and as a guiding system for the design decisions.
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Feasibility Designing
Feasibility designing finally concerns the application of a program P as
a set of rules to possible end results C delivering different
conceptualisations of the start situation S. The main intent of a
feasibility designer is to identify the key problems to be solved in
design and to communicate them to the principal in a format useful
for facility decision making. It is the designer's task is to identify the
problems to be solved by design. A program presents the design
agenda. This problem seeking attitude leads a programmer to seek the
overall structure of an environmental problem rather than to decide
upon the detailed design solution.
1.1.2. Domain Knowledge & Design Strategies
Another interesting fact that was observed was that there was no
consensus on the structure of the domain knowledge concepts
displayed on the computer screen. In fact from the card sorting
protocols and screen recorder documents it appeared that each
architect had a different idea of the relations between the concepts
and domain knowledge items. We need to realise that this concerns
the concepts offered on the screen which in no way can be accounted
as the complete domain knowledge of the architect.

1.2. Personality Models & Temperaments
In Part III two experimental studies were described . A study on the
determination of the explanation model and a study on the relation
between styles and temperaments.
1.2.1. Person Model
The first experiment was on determining which model was the most
suitable to explain strategic styles of architectural designing, the
Interaction Model, the Situation Model or the Person Model. Using
different models deduced from the general design of the ASQ-FASD
questionnaire, and the corresponding generalisability coefficients it
was concluded that the Person Model was the most suitable model to
explain strategic styles of architectural designing.
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This means that strategic preferences generalise across the particular
design situation, or design project and are more determined by a
specific personality disposition.

1.2.2. Temperaments
The second experiment that was described in Part III was about the
relation between the six strategic styles of architectural designing found
in Part II and personality characteristics. Since the Person Model
proved to be the best model to explain strategic preferences it was
assumed that styles might correlate with personality characteristics i.e.
temperaments. To test this assumption the ATL temperament list
(developed by Feij and Kuiper, 1984) was used to find possible
relations between five personality temperaments and the six strategic
styles of architectural designing. The Stuqents' t test was used to test
this hypothesis.
It was found that each of the six strategic styles showed a different
distribution of the five temperaments of the ATL questionnaire. Scores
on some temperaments were significantly higher or lower in one style
group, than in another style group.
The 'CSP' designers showed higher average scores on the
temperament Disinhibition. The 'SCP' designers showed lower scores
on the temperament Thrill and Adventure Seeking. The 'SPC'
designers showed lower scores on the temperaments Emotionality and
Thrill and Adventure Seeking and higher scores on Disinhibition and
lmpulsivity. The 'PSC' designers showed lower scores on
Emotionality, Thrill and Adventure Seeking and lmpulsivity, and
higher scores on Extroversion. The 'PCS' designers look very much
like the 'PSC' designers if temperaments are concerned. But instead of
a low score on the temperament lmpulsivity they show a low score on
the temperament Disinhibition. And finally the 'CPS' designers
showed no difference for any of the temperaments of the ATL
questionnaire.
The ATL temperament questionnaire was used to assess a
person's temperament disposition. Perhaps the use of other
questionnaires might have revealed other dimensions responsible for
the choice of a specific strategic style of designing.
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1.3. On Students' Styles; Origin & Effects
In Part IV again two studies were described. One was about the study
on strategic styles of architectural designing, style transitions and their
relations with respect to the design curriculum or design studio. The
second study was on the preferred profile of a design partner and the
relation between product and process style preferences.
Strategic Styles
From the results of the first experiment it was concluded that students'
preferred strategic styles of architectural designing are independent of
the school of architecture they attend. In other words the curriculum
was not significantly determining the style distribution of students. This
finding agrees with the fact that strategic process styles could best be
explained using the Person Model and are less dependent on the
situation or the interaction between Persons and Situations.
Style Transitions
From the results obtained in the first experiment of Part N it was also
concluded that the design studio, or curriculum does indeed have an
influence on the actual strategy that is used by the students in a
particular design studio, whether they prefer it or not. However the
change of style (number of transitions needed) was kept as small as
possible.
Product and Process Style Preferences
From the results of the second experiment described in Part IV it
appeared that students prefer to work with a partner having the same
product style, whereas they are indifferent with respect to the process
style of their partner. It was also concluded that a student's process
style preference is independent of that student's product style
preferences.
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2. Implications
The conclusions summarised in the previous chapter have different
implications for a number of people and disciplines that were
introduced in Part I, chapter 4 on the Research Relevance. For each
of them the implications of these results as far as they are relevant will
be discussed in the following paragraphs.

2.1. The Designer
Figure 1. The Designer. An architectural
designer might use knowledge on styles and
temperaments to adjust strategies, or to
communicate about ideas with parties or to
accept or reject certain projects.

What is the relevance of knowledge about style preferences and the
domain knowledge structure to the individual designer? In Part I it was
argued that sometimes architectural designers use a design strategy, or
have style preferences, they are not consciously aware of. A conscious
awareness of a number of these issues might help the designer to tune
in on different aspects of the design process.
Process Styles
Having found six strategic styles of architectural designing means more
than just having found yet another classification system. Being able to
use a more formal description of one's own strategic design
preference, can help the designer in the communication process with
the involved parties, and in particular with the principal. In almost
every design project different parties have different interests. These
interests need to be negotiated upon. A useful framework which allows
the description of personal preferences might certainly be helpful in
this process.
Another benefit of knowledge about one's own strategic
preference might be the opportunity to interpret the require ments of
the project in the early phase of the design process, so the designer
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can tune in on the situation specific project and make minor, and
acceptable adjustments to his designing strategy. Furthermore
conscious awareness of a strategic approach might lead to successful
specialisation or useful generalisation, depending on the personality
profile of the designer.
Domain Knowledge
The lack of a general structure of the domain knowledge with respect
to the concepts used in the card sorting techniques, is a serious topic,
which certainly needs more attention. We should realise though that
the lack of this structure was only found for the procedural knowledge.
Since it is difficult to generalise these results with respect to procedural
knowledge as well as tacit knowledge, it is suggested here that in the
development of knowledge based design systems this bifurcation needs
to be given special attention.
The implication for the architectural designer is that, in case of
team design work a designer needs to be aware that a design partner
might have a different conceptualisation of the domain knowledge.
This might cause misunderstandings in the communication process
with the design partner.

Temperaments
Different designers showed different temperaments underlying the
strategic style of designing they preferred. For example some
designers show the thrill and adventure seeking temperament more
than others. Perhaps assuming a different strategic style of
architectural designing might satisfy this need for adventure seeking
opportunities, and thus comply to the specific temperament. Of
course a new strategic approach can be assumed without distorting the
originally preferred strategy too much, by keeping the number of
transitions as small as possible.
Knowledge about temperaments can also be beneficial to tune in
on the communication process between the involved parties, and in
particular with the principal. From an architectural designers' point of
view it might also be interesting not on!~ to be familiar with his own
personality profile but also that of other parties involved. In fact some
of the designers of the first study, described in Part II on the
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exploratory research, mentioned that the first communications with
the principal are aimed at trying to assess in their own way the
personality profile of the principal. They said doing this because it
makes it easier to understand the principal's requirements.
Product Styles
Knowledge about ones own product style preferences at first seems
nothing new to the architectural designer. Most of the subjects found it
interesting that their preferences could be labelled according to five
different product style types. Most subjects however agreed that it
would be interesting to see whether these preferences change on the
long run.
The data on the product styles in Part IV also showed that
architects prefer design partners having the same product style
preferences. Perhaps this is due to the fact that it is difficult to discuss
these kind of preferences because they are based on personal taste.
Arguing about one's personal taste is difficult or sometimes even
impossible and can seriously hinder the communication process. In
setting up architectural design teams working on the same project, this
knowledge about product style preferences therefore should certainly
be taken into account.

2.2. The Principal
Figure 2. The Principal. A project manager or
principal might want to know in advance about
personal preferences of a designer, but also
might want to explain his own expectations.

In Part I it was argued that designers more and more need to
communicate with the principal throughout the course of the design
process, since they increasingly find themselves in situations in which
they are designing in the context of broadly based citizen participation.
It becomes increasingly important for both parties to know what role
the architect and the principal plays in the design process.
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Process Styles
Six strategic styles of architectural designing are found. With these
style definitions it is possible to describe the design process in a
transparent way. This knowledge about an architect's strategic style of
designing might help the principal, to understand certain decisions
made by the designer, and in the earlier phase of the project, with the
choice of the architect. We must realise however that some designers
would not feel comfortable if the principal is getting to much involved
in the process. This was clearly shown in the results of those architects
who explicitly try to ignore 'O' as much as possible. Maybe a similar
kind of profile description of the principle, can help the architect in
deciding whether or not to accept the project. On the other hand
knowledge about a principal's expectations with respect to the desired
design outcome might help the designer to efficiently focus his
attention on the principal' s preferences wherever and whenever
possible (Burger, 1994). The architect, now consciously aware of his
designing strategy, can familiarise the principal with a number of his
design preferences so that the principal can consider these in the
formulation of the design task.
Domain Knowledge
No common domain knowledge structures were found, using the
different card sorting techniques. For the principal this could create a
problem in case he wants to get familiar with some general aspects of
the design process. Though it was not investigated in this research , the
structure of the domain knowledge might very well be dependent on
the strategic style of designing . In that case the structure of the domain
knowledge might become more transparent to the principle, and can
get more involved in the decision making process.
Temperaments
Architects using a different strategic style of designing also seemed to
possess different personality temperaments. For the principal this
could become important in case he is closely involved in the design
and decision making process. The personality characteristics of the
principal might be a reason of conflict in the communication process.
Different suggestions, depending on the profiles of the involved
parties, can be made.
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Product Styles
From the results on the product style preferences it appeared that
subjects preferred a partner having the same product style
preferences. Whether or not this also accounts for architectural
designers in relation to their principal, needs to be investigated.
However since it was argued that product style preferences are difficult
to discuss, it is suggested here that special attention needs to be given
to the product style preferences of architects as well as principals.

2.3. Schools of Architecture
2.3.1. Curriculum ·
Figure 3. The design curriculum. The
curriculum can be set up to achieve
generalisation or specification. A school of
architecture can also be the basis to set up
a common knowledge base.

In Part I it was argued that each school of architecture tries to promote
its own design curriculum. According to Jones (1963) it is clear that
" ... once the 'method' has been introduced at all levels in a school
of architecture and has been running for some time, the work of
that school will tend to exhibit marked characteristics derived from
the way of working and the priorities imposed by the method."
Some schools stress the importance of architecture as an art, whereas
other schools stress the importance of architecture as a science. The
question is what impact these findings on styles of architectural
designing can have on the design curriculum.
Process Styles
Some schools can afford to use whatever selection criteria to admit
students to their schools of architecture, whereas other institutes must
accept any student with the required high school diploma's. With
respect to the six process styles that were found we therefore need to
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be careful in using a process style as an admittance criterion. As stated
before, one process style cannot be classified better or worse than the
other. They are different from one another on the basis of their
hierarchy preferences. Therefor if a selection of students, to be
admitted to the school of architecture, is based on designing style
criteria, it should not be because of an assumed quality of one or more
of the style types.
Furthermore a school of architecture can also use knowledge
about styles to present the overall characteristic of the design
curriculum. As we have seen, to some schools of architecture it is
important to educate students using a large diversity of process
dispatches, whereas other schools of architecture try to specialise their
students in a specific design approach. However the reason to do this
should not be to attract a specific type of students, because as we have
seen in previous results, students do not attend a specific school of
architecture because of its design curriculum.
Domain Knowledge
To set up a useful design curriculum, there needs to be consensus on
the domain knowledge and its structure. And perhaps in the near
future consensus may be reached on the general structure of the
knowledge and their implications to different levels and domains of the
architectural design process However the knowledge structure itself
should never force a designer, using an approach that doesn't match
his originally preferred design strategy. Therefore it is suggested here
to integrate these personal preferences with respect to strategic styles
of architectural designing in the general structure of the domain
knowledge .
Temperaments
Since temperaments are about persons it is difficult to discuss the
implications of temperaments from a school of architecture's point of
view. Of course one might argue that if a school of architecture uses a
design curriculum teaching different styles of architectural designing,
chances that each student can find the best fitting strategy, are high.
On the other hand if a school uses a selection criterion which
somehow relates to the six styles of architectural designing', chances
are high that a specific personality profile dominates the student
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population. And in that case a school of architecture might need a
specific type of teachers to teach in the design studio.
Product Styles
The knowledge about product styles can be important to a school of
architecture if it claims to teach design related to a trend. To this type
of school it is important that architecture of their students is
recognised on the basis of building characteristics instead of the
approach that was used.
2.3.2. Teachers
Figure 4. Teachers. A teacher can take into
account personal preferences of students,
with respect to products styles as well as
process styles

To teachers knowledge about process styles, domain knowledge,
temperaments, and product styles is of crucial importance. However
not all teachers apply this knowledge consciously. It is argued here
that conscious awareness of these facts are an important aspect for
teachers in teaching architectural designing. They are responsible to
educate good architectures, so the more they know about the
preferences of their individual students, as well as themselves, the
better.
Process Styles
One of the most important issues to a teacher is to know about his
students everything that is important to know. He must be able to
place himself in the students' point of view, to understand a student's
problems and perception of the project. In that case not only knowing
about a student's process style preference, but also about ones own
process style preference is important to a teacher. If he is not aware of
his own preferences they are likely to be taken for granted. In that
case it is difficult to teach why we do what we do, and for students
even more difficult to understand why we do what we do. Also an
unconscious style disposition of the teacher may hinder the possibility
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to imagine a students' point of view of the problem, and thus create a
misunderstanding in the communication process.
Teachers must assume an open minded attitude towards the
preferences of students, in order to guide the learning process. On the
other hand in setting up a design studio, teachers may deliberately
choose to teach a specific designing strategy to coach the diversity of
the architectural design process. Therefore from a didactic point of
view, a teacher first needs to ask himself what it is that he wants to
achieve in this design studio. The next step is assessing the starting
situation of each student. Aspects of this starting situation can be
about preferred strategic styles (if they have already evolved), but also
about what students know or don't know. Knowledge about these
aspects can then be used to tune the teaching process to each
individual student.
Domain Knowledge
Especially since architectural designing is an expertise mainly learned
by doing and by obtaining feedback from an expert, the possibility that
expert knowledge is compressed increases, as well as the difficulty to
translate it to a novice. The consequence of this is that in case the
domain knowledge doesn't show a recognisable structure it can
become an obstacle in the learning process. From a teacher's point of
view it is important to know what domain knowledge is available, and
what knowledge is missing before he can continue the teaching of
architectural designing. A common knowledge base structure that is
transparent to all people involved in the design process would help the
teacher in transferring his knowledge to the novices.
Temperaments
We should realise that the results on temperaments were obtained
from a rather small sample. A number of temperaments seemed to
correlate with strategic styles of architectural designing. The data also
showed that the universities had a comparable student population
showing a range of different styles. There is a possibility therefore that
also the temperaments that belong to a specific student are very likely
to be diverse within the student population. A teacher needs to take
this in consideration when evaluating different projects of different
students. A comment or critique on a design project in which a student
was looking for the expression of excitement, may have the desired
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impact on one student (for instance with a high score on TAS), but not
on another student who made his decisions on other grounds. In other
words it is difficult to use a general approach since we are dealing with
people with different perceptions and personality and temperament
dispositions.
Product Styles
Teachers also have preferences for product styles. The data showed
that especially with respect to product styles a partner with a similar
preference is preferred. It was argued that perhaps this is due to the
fact that it is difficult to discuss tastes. For teachers this might imply
that a discussion about the product style of a design project, should be
kept strictly descriptive.

2.3.3. Students
Figure 5. Students. Students can use the
style framework to discuss projects with fellow
students especially when they work on team
design projects.

Of course the implications of the results of this research for students
are closely related to the implications of these results for the teachers.
Only now a different viewpoint becomes important. The question not
only is: "How can students use knowledge about their own designing
styles?", but also "How can they use knowledge about designing styles
of colleague students and teachers?" Because not only knowledge
about one's own preferences can be used as learning experiences, it
would be wise to share these experiences, and to understand them
from the colleague's point of view.
Process Styles
Many students know they have designing preferences, but lack the
possibility to describe them. Especially this accounts for first and
second year students. Working on the SSAT might offer them one of
a number of possible frameworks to describe their preferred design
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process. Furthermore if the SSAT is used in the early years of the
design curriculum, students can see whether or not their designing
preferences are changing, if they regularly take the test.
It is common knowledge that students can learn from each other.
The learning experience of a student from colleague students can
increase if the critique given by the teacher and the responses given by
the students can be interpreted from the right context. In other words,
if we know about a student's strategic designing preference we might
be able to better understand certain actions and decisions made by this
student and learn from it.
Results on the process styles also showed that students are
indifferent to a design partner's strategic designing preferences. In the
formation of design teams this should be taken into account, since a
diverse composition of the design team could lead to a much richer
design experience.
Domain Knowledge
First year students do not enter the design curriculum with a complete
tabula rasa. But what knowledge is available on architectural
designing is only a small part of the knowledge available to experts. It
is assumed that this applies to tacit as well as procedural knowledge. If ·
it is important to develop a general knowledge base (consisting of tacit
knowledge) with a transparent structure, attention should be paid to
this development in the undergraduate courses. Once a knowledge
base has evolved and developed in the long term memory it is difficult
to change it. It is easier to learn than to unlearn. Especially to students
it is important to be able to understand the different relations between
the concepts in the domain knowledge data bases (external for
instance in books, and internal in the Long Term Memory). If the
relations between concepts are understood it is easier to retrieve them
from memory (Boekaerts, 1987).
Temperaments
Different temperaments might be a reason for different specialisations
that students prefer. From the perspective of a student it would be
likely that different specialisations within the design curriculum would
be appreciated. Different temperaments lead to different actions as we
have seen in the description of the ATL questionnaire of Feij and
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Kuiper (1984). This probably also accounts for design actions. In case
of team design projects students might want to experience working
with different colleague students in order to elaborate their
experiences.
Product Styles
From the results on the product styles it appeared that students have a
particular preference with respect to the preferred product style of a
design partner. Most students preferred a partner with the same
product style preference. The possible reason for this was explained
earlier. In order to allow students to work with a partner with a
different product style, knowledge about the features of these styles
can help them. Knowledge about preferred product styles can also
help students to experiment with styles that are less appealing to them
in the beginning, but may become more exciting once they have
played with the possibilities.
2.3.4. Juries
Figure 6. Juries. Juries can use the style
framework to discuss individual projects of
a student and the progress they make with
respect to design strategies

Especially in giving critique on architectural design projects of
students, knowledge about styles and temperaments can be very
helpful to the studio crits. It can expand the critique from merely an
product oriented feedback to a process based feedback. The best way
to teach is to show that progress has been made by the individual
student. For the juries this means that the feedback should concentrate
on the application of a process and product style as well as domain
knowledge during the design process.
Process Styles
Using process styles in discussing the progress made by a student, is a
very straight forward approach. If a students' preferred process style is
know the jury can give feedback on how successfully this preference is
translated in the design project. Since process styles are about the
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strategic aspects of a design process, the jury cannot suffice with an
evaluation of the design results. They should also take into account the
design process itself to be able to evaluate the application of a
preferred design approach in a specific project.
Domain Knowledge
For the jury system a general knowledge base can be very useful to
give consequent feedback to different students on the application of
domain knowledge in a specific project.
Temperaments
Reticence is suggested here in using knowledge about temperaments
in the evaluation process. The temperament of a student may never be
the reason to credit a project of course. On the other hand, sometimes
temperaments of students are (indirectly) responsible for the outcome
or design result. The jury system can in that case elaborate on how
some temperaments are beneficial to a student whereas others may
hinder them in finding a good solution.
Product Styles
It was argued before that product style preferences are difficult to
discuss. This of course also accounts for the jury system. If a design
result is discussed by the use of product style characteristics it is
suggested here to use them only in a descriptive way.

2.4. Software Developers
Figure 7. Software Developers.
Developers can use knowledge on
strategies and domain knowledge to create
flexible and adjustable design applications.

In Part I it was argued that tools should allow for personal preferences
in the use of different features on a tactical and strategic level. It was
also argued that architects use tools that meet their requirements. For
each aspect the implications will be discussed for future developments.
At the tactical level this applies to mechanisms that are activated in
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case the preferred design approach (design strategy) can not be
executed for some reason. Our research data are about the strategic
level of designing. The results discussed here are about the implication
at the strategic level of architectural designing.
Process Styles
We have seen that architects use different strategic styles of
architectural designing. These styles are based on a preference
hierarchy of three features. For tool development it might become
important to take these hierarchy preferences into account in the
implementation of an application. If an application is not flexible
enough to be modified to the strategic requirements of the designer
the tool might deliberately be ignored. This would be a shame because
many tools already have been developed that could prove to be very
useful for certain aspects of a specific strategic design process.
The Design Morphology Group of the Faculty of Architecture and
Urban Planning at the Eindhoven University of Technology developed
a computer application taking these results into account, and that is
especially suitable for a brief oriented design approach . The
application offers a graphical representation of all the requirements in
the brief and their mutual relations. Designers can interactively
manipulate the representation to offer a satisfying solution for the
relations as required in the brief. A link can then be made to a CAD
program to draw a plan consisting of all the elements and their
relations. (Adams, 1991; Gerrits, 1990, 1991; Veenendaal, 1994).
Domain ·Knowledge
With respect to the domain knowledge as structured in the card sorting
tasks, data bank developers need to take into account that at the
strategic knowledge representation there is little consensus on the
structural relationships between the concepts. Therefore it is suggested
here to set up a knowledge base that is flexible in such a way that the
individual designer can modify the structure to meet his personal
requirements.
Temperaments
A different distribution of temperaments was found for each strategic
style of architectural designing. Temperaments are personality
disposition which, according to some researchers are stable
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characteristics that people exhibit across various circumstances and
across time, while other researchers even assume that many
temperaments are determined by heredity (Carver & Scheier, 1992).
Irrespective of the fact whether they are determined by heredity or
not, there is consensus on the stability aspect of temperaments. It is
very likely that different temperaments ask for different features in a
computer application.
Product Styles
With respect to preferred product styles it might be interesting to take
into account these preferences especially in drafting tools. Maybe
shape recognisers can detect the different features of each style type.
Depending on the preferred designing strategy the system might also
make suggestions about how to improve (or prevent) a certain product
style characteristic by emphasising certain features (or ignoring others).
Of course these features might be implemented in the system but can
never force the designer to use them. Because in that case this would
certainly interfere with his preferred style of designing, and that is
exactly what we want to prevent.
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3. Suggestions
Many implications of the research findings were discussed from
different points of view. We saw that the 'Person Model' is the most
suitable model to explain strategic style differences in architectural
designing. This might be because some situations permit the easy
expression of personality (or personal preferences), whereas other
situations force behaviour into specific channels that prevent
expression of personality (or personal preferences) (Monson, Hesley,
& Chernick, 1982, and Schutte, Kenrick, & Sadalla, 1985). For
example, working in a team on a very complex design project can be
called a strong situation that tends to prevent the expression of
individual differences. On the other hand working individually on a
villa design can be called a weak situation, permitting individual
differences to be expressed easily.
We also need to consider the fact that in design practice,
architects exercise considerable choice over which design projects they
accept or reject. By exercising this choice over design projects they
accept, architects thereby influence the behaviours they display. The
choice they make for particular projects, depend in part on personality
differences. Thus choosing a project represents a kind of interaction
between person and situation. Some architects can afford the position
to reject a certain project or principal partly on the basis of whether
the principal or project allows them to work the way they prefer.
Preference hierarchies of the features 0, S, P, C, and D can of
course be ch;issified according to how prominent they are within an
architect's strategy. Some architects might have feature preferences
that are pervasive, virtually dominating the complete decision process.
This will be referred to as a Dominance Disposition (DD) . In the
triangle and pentagon representation we can see that these cases do
· not occur very often. Only few architects are so fully dominated by
one feature preference that it deserves this label. It should be clear that
any architect that has such a dominance disposition differs greatly
from architects that don't, just because of a major dominance of one
feature. It is not possible to make a priori judgements about qualitative
aspects of such a disposition . For this disposition to be successful
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however, the result of the dominating feature should be of a high
quality in case it inhibits the quality of the others.
As can be seen in the J-scale representation (see appendix A), a
Dominance Disposition most often occurs with respect to the S, P,
and C features . For most architects however more than one of these
features stands out, although less so than a dominance disposition .
These salient preferences are referred to as an Integration Disposition
{ID). Most of the subjects can be found in this integration disposition .
These architects try to find a successful way to integrate each feature
in the decision making process. For features that are less salient (very
often 0 and D) and more restricted in their applicability it will be
referred to here as the Guidance Dispositions (GD) . Guidance
dispositions are less salient compared to Dominance Dispositions and
Integration Dispositions and are more restricted in their applicability.
The sum score of 0 and D respectively was low for most subjects
compared to the sum score of S, P , and C, but still for most designers
they play an important role in the background of the overall design
process.
The distribution of the styles in the triangle and pentagon
representation is not restricted to any limited sequence of possibilities
of 0, S, P, C, and D. Therefor we can say that these analyses are
idiosyncratic to each person, which was the objective of this research.
We must also realise that a feature that functions in a Dominance
Disposition of one architect, might function in an Interaction
Disposition of a second architect and might be no more than an
element of a Guidance Disposition to a third architect.
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4. Follow Up Research
Before closing this thesis, some suggestions will be made with respect
to possible follow up researches. Two main courses can be followed.
One is elaborating on strategic styles of architectural designing, the
other is on tactic style of architectural designing.

4.1. On Strategies
In this research it appeared that six strategic styles of architectural
designing can be distinguished. Furthermore data also showed that
Strategic styles can best be explained from the Person Model. This
was the reason that subjects were also asked to fill in the ATL
questionnaire. It was shown that the six styles showed a different
distribution of the five temperaments of the ATL questionnaire. The
ATL questionnaire was one of a number of questionnaires that could
have been used. In a follow up research on strategic styles of
architectural designing therefore, the main issue might be to find out
which personality temperaments can be accounted to influence the
preferred strategic design approach.
A second suggestion is about the prediction of design strategies
using an SR questionnaire. When we consider item properties we
should realise that they affect the reliability and validity of the
composite test. Since item properties are assessed on data, collected
in a pre-test or pilot study, such as described in Part II, it is possible to
construct tests with a certain reliability and validity. The final form of
the test can be improved through the selection, replacement, or
revision of items. According to Ghiselli, Campbell and Zedeck (1981),
item analysis permits us to shorten a test while at the same time
increasing the test's validity and reliability. In practice, validity and
reliability of well-constructed psychological tests correlate positively
with length, but only to a certain extent. Selective elimination of non
contributing items (removing items that are equivalent to those that
remain) can increase the validity and reliability of item properties. In
the end the objective of the modified test will be to predict strategic
architectural design behaviour.
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The emphasis in this research was on testing different models to
explain strategic design behaviour. Since the person model accounted
for the differences in strategic styles of architectural designing and
temperaments are likely to be involved in the emergence of different
design strategies the SR questionnaire may be adjusted to be used for
the prediction of design strategies. Items can be selected and modified
for this purpose. In case of prediction, items will have different
properties then was the case in using the questionnaire for testing,
diagnosis, assessment and/or classification. The latter category was
used since we were more interested in the individuals' present strategic
design preferences or their 'state' at the time of measurement.
According to Ghiselli et. al. (1981) this automatically implies that in.
that case the reliability or internal consistency of our measurement
device should be emphasised, which in its turn may hinder the
predictive validity of the device. In other words modifying the
instrument to predict strategic design preferences may be at the cost
of the reliability and internal consistency. We should realise this when
modifying the items for these purposes.
4.1.1. Item Properties
Scaled items
The first characteristic of the items in the SR questionnaire (van Bake!,
1994) was that there were no right or wrong answers. Each item
allowed the test taker to indicate on a 5 point Likert scale whether the
response is characteristic for his strategic design approach or not.
Therefore there is no a priori difficulty level with respect to the items.
Modified items may allow us to distinguish and predict preferences of
strategic architectural design behaviour. In other words the answers
given to each individual item should not be obvious. The probability
that all test takers have the same preference for all items should be
0 .00 << p << 1.00. If p = 0 .00 or p = 1.00 it would be the same as
adding a constant to each person's score, which has no effect on
variance and thus has no effect on the reliability or validity of the
questionnaire.
Homogeneity of the items
Items that are intended to measure a particular, specific characteristic
should correlate with each other. Only if they correlate with each
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other, we can be confident that we are measuring the characteristic we
intended to measure. If the average inter-correlation of the items
belonging to the same type with the total test score is high we are
measuring the same characteristic with each item of a certain type,
and thus the test would be internally consistent. If however this is not
the case and items must be selected, the question is whether to select
items, based on their empirical relationship to an external criterion or
on the basis of their internal consistency or homogeneity. Because
items were used that have no right or wrong response values, and the
modified questionnaire is going to be used for temporal prediction (in
which items should have a high relationship to an external criterion),
selecting items based on their empirical relationship seems the most
obvious selection if necessary, We can also take the sum score of items
belonging to the same type, as estimated by their empirical
relationship. In that way the total amount of items remains the same.
Validity
A possible solution to the dilemma of whether to select items based on
their empirical relationship to an external criterion or on the basis of
their internal consistency can be found when we consider test-validity
and item-validity. Test validity is an indication of the relationship
between the obtained total test scores and scores on an outside
variable, an external criterion (Ghiselli, Campbell, and Zedeck, 1981).
Item validity is the relationship between scores on each of the item
types and some external criterion (Ghiselli, et. al. 1981), Test validity
is a function of item validity as shown by the next equation:
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where 'X' is the total test score, 'Y' is the external criterion score, and
'i' is the item score. To achieve maximum test validity, items that have
a high relationship to the external criterion, yet which have small
relationships to total test scores should be chosen. The objective is to
develop a test to predict an external criterion. Therefore a battery of
tests (situation and response descriptions) should be selected
(replication of item types, and replication of situation types), which are
allowed to have low intercorrelations. This makes sense since most
criterion measures are complex and several different, 'pure' tests are
needed to predict this complex behaviour.
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Another suggestion for a follow up research on design strategies might
be to investigate which didactic approach best meets the personally
desired design approach of students. Are students helped with an
approach that teaches them all possible styles regardless of their
personal preferences? Or can students best be taught how to design
taking their personal preferences into account? In the first option a
curriculum might create a large diversity of styles in the curriculum, in
the second option a curriculum might create specialists. An
independent matched groups design might be used to investigate this
research question.
From the 'Cross Cultural Study' in Part IV it appeared that
Strategic style preferences of students as assessed by SSAT are
independent of product style preferences as assessed by PSAT. In case
one is interested how a specific product style emerges, it is therefore
important to make a distinction between design actions and design
intentions and their frame of reference. Design actions with the
intention to achieve a particular visible characteristic of an object,
should be clearly distinguished from design actions with the intention
to maintain, adjust or change a design strategy.

4.2. On Tactics
All results on process styles of architectural designing were about
designing strategies. Strategies are about preferred design approaches.
However we have seen from the protocol analyses that a strategy
cannot always be carried out. In that case designing tactics take over.
The Open System Adaptation Model of Hettema (1989) is a
personality model that makes a similar distinction between human
functioning and describes personality as "an active, intentional entity
that has considerable impact on situations" (p.18-19). The theory
uses a three layer model to describe the personality system that
consists of a cognitive-symbolic level, a control level and a sensorimotor-operational level. A schematic representation of the model is
shown in figure 8: Three layer hierarchy of design actions. At the
control level the model suggests six different tactics that might be used
in case friction occur that interfere with a strategy. A more detailed
analysis of the use design tactics in case a design strategy tends to fail
would be a useful elaboration on research on styles in architectural
designing.
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Model Hierarchy

Figure 8. Three Layer Hierarchy of Design Actions. The figure shows a
vertical relation between subsystems of human functioning (a strategic, tactic
and an operational level}, and a horizontal relation between human behaviour
in general and designing and architectural designing as sub processes.

4.3. Suggested Research Approach
If it is assumed as stated above that the architectural design process
consists of both Problem Solving and Puzzle Making behaviour, an
enhanced description of the situation and the actions that take place in
it, should make it possible to describe the design-concept in terms of
the personality model. This reasoning is also in line with the reasoning
of Simon (1970) who says that "... Man viewed as a behaving system,
is quite simple. The apparent complexity of his behaviour over time
is largely a reflection of the complexity of the environment in
which he finds himself. .. A thinking human being is an adaptive
system; his goals define the interface between his inner and outer
environments. To the extent that he is effectively adaptive, his
behaviour will reflect characteristics largely of the outer
environment and will reveal only a few limiting properties of his
inner environment -of the physiological machinery that enables
him to think."
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The methods to investigate the tactical sub-system can be obtained
from Hettema's (1989) Mode x Medium matrix shown in figure 10.
He proposes cell V to be used for research on the tactical sub system.
Since personality studies on the tactical subsystem often concerns
stress situations, it is difficult to confront subjects with real life stress
situations. Therefore films are used to prevent subjects to get too
much involved in the stress situation. However since we are interested
in the tactical subsystem of architectural designing, it is proposed here
to use a real !ife design session in which different problems are created
to allow the tactical sub system to be activated. How a subject
proceeds can be observed as well as his psychophysiological reactions
to these frictions.

M 0
Selfreport

M
E

D
I

u

M

Verbal

I personality
questionnaire

IV projective
Pictorial measures

Natural

D E

Psychophysiological Observation
measurement
II lie
detection

III Verbal
Intelligence

v film stress
studies

VI perform.
Intelligence

VII interview VIII telemetry

IX natural
observation

Figure 10. Mode x Medium Matrix. For the tactical research often cell Vis
used for assessment.

Once the tactical sub system is mapped, the relation between the
tactical sub system and the strategic sub system of designing can be
assessed. That information can in return be used in the development
of design support tools in that the developer takes into account what
features might be an alternative to a designer in case the ones he uses
are not leading to a satisfying result. These results might also be used
in the design curriculum. It would certainly be beneficial to a teacher to
know how a student can best be taught how to deal with frictions in
the design process.
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Of course not only students, teachers, and tool developers can use this
information. The architectural designer himself can use this
information in the communication process with all involved parties, as
well as in the design process itself. Since tactics are rather stable
features of the human system and cannot be changed easily, the best
way to deal with them is by anticipating possible frictions in the design
process.
As can be seen much research needs to be done yet, to get a
complete picture of personal working styles in architectural designing.
With this research a first attempt has been successfully made to show
that architects, have different preferences to work on a design project
and that these preferences need to be taken into account if we want to
describe methods, develop tools, or support a designer in any other
way that is possible.
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1. Joint Scale Representation
The Joined Scale Representation is obtained, using an unfolding
technique for the assessment of a possible underlying dimension, to
explain the preference hierarchies of 0, S, P, C, and D. The
underlying J scale can therefor be seen as a reference frame from
which the stimuli are judged. The question is whether for our data we
can find a common frame of reference, and thus unfold the rankings
into a J scale.
It is very likely though that not all individuals produce preference
data that are consistent with one underlying J scale, since we found six
different priority hierarchies of S, P, and C. However it is not clear yet
what the influence of the features 0 and D is on the general response
preference with respect fo the six strategic styles of designing. What
we can do is try to find the best J scale for all five features, which is
defined as the scale for which the total number of inversions from an
individual's preference patterns is at a minimum (Blokland~Vogelesang
& Blokland, 1989).
For the 52 subjects, the preference structure of the sum scores of
the five features was used to asses's a possibly underlying J scale. Two
qualitative J structures were found. Qualitative J structure 1 is
represented in figure 12 ~ Qualitative J structure 2 'is represented in
figure 14. Each qualitative J structure resulted in a Quantitative J scale
(shown in figure 12 and 14 respectively). For both qualitative J
structures, the secondary patterns and midpoint interchange
sequences are shown (figure 13 and 15 respectively). While theta is
low (0.22121 for scale 1 and 0.22769 for scale 2) whereas mean tau
is rather high (0.88462 for scale 1 and 0.88077 for scale 2) we need
to be careful about the reliability of the interpretation of the underlying
dimensions. For the first scale we can think of the Extrinsic to Intrinsic
dimension ranging from D through 0, P and S to C. For the second
scale we can think of the dimension of controllability, running from a
low level at 0, through P, Sand C to a high level at D.
From these data again the rather unique character of S, P, and C
with respect to 0 and Dis obvious. 0 and D indeed seem to be related
to communication dimensions, whereas S, P and C are more
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architectural designing related entities, which is in accordance with the
statements of the architects in the protocol studies described in Part II.
Since the J scale data show a possible underlying dimension,
especially related to S, P, and C, chapter 6 of part III, will discussed
the possible relation between architectural styles of designing and
personality temperaments.
Preference data is one type in a set of fourdata types as
distinguished by Coombs (1964). The other data types are Single
Stimuli~Data, Comparison-Data and Similarity-Data. In this research
we l:iave been dealing with conjoint measurement {J_uce & Tukey, ·
1964). The basic idea was that we observed and ordinally compared a
number of independent variables {{sum-) .scores on the features S, P, C
and 0 & D). These are also referred to as the 'factors' or 'facets' of
the model. The consequence is that we do not a priori need a formal
instrument to assess the preference levels of S, P, C and 0 & D. We
could therefore suffice with confronting subjects, with different
combinations of responses and ask them to express there response
preference on a scale.
The result of a conjoint measurement is an algebraic formula that
expresses the combinations of the facets and results in a numerical
expression, In other words conjoint measurement is the development
of an algebraic theory about the $tructure of cognitive judgements,
performance and behaviour. It enables us to test theoretical
hypotheses in a metrical way, without quantification of the specific
strategy variables (O, S, P, C and D). This approach was used in the
set up of the Strategic Style Assessment Tool (SSAT) discussed in the
appendix C.
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LATTICE REPRESENTATION
OF QUALITATIVE J-STRUCTURE 1
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Figure 12. Lattice Representation of Qualitative J-structure 1 and Primary
Patterns of Quantitative Scale 1. A quantitative scale is obtained from the
lattice by following the path with the highest sum. In the quantitative scale
representation the numbers show the amount of subjects that match or are
close to the particular sequence.
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that need one or more extra transitions to be obtained from the best scale.
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Figure 14. Lattice Representation of Qualitative J-structure 2 and Primary
Patterns of Quantitative Scale 2. A quantitative scale is obtained from the
lattice by following the path with the highest sum. In the quantitative scale
representation the numbers show the amount of subjects that match or are ·
close to.the particular sequence.
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Figure 15. Primary and Secondary patterns of quantitative Scale 2 and the
Midpoint Interchange Sequences. The secondary patterns are sequences
that need one or more extra transitions to be obtained from the best scale.
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1. Product Style Assessment Tool
1.1. Introduction
This appendix discusses the use and features of an instrument for the
assessment of product style types implemented in the authoring shell
Authorware Professional (1989). The application enables architects,
architecture students and teachers to assess and evaluate their
personally preferred product style types.
The Product Style Assessment Tool (PSAT) offers the architect a
possible framework to discuss his personally preferred product style
type(s) with colleagues, design partners or principals. The outcome of
a PSAT session enables teachers to adapt their didactic approach to
the preferences of th~ir students. It can track a change of preferences
during design education. This makes the students conscious of their
own preferences and affinities. It is up to the architect, architeCture
student and teacher whether they want to enhance, change or
compensate those preoccupations with respect to product style type
preferences. In the design studio this style knowledge can also be used
to establish adequate and workable design teams.
As with any tools or instruments (or even theories for that matter)
that have been designed for a specific purpose, this tool can be
'misused' in practice as well. Take for instance a hammer. The original
purpose of a hammer was to use it (constructively) as a carpenter's
tool. Unfortunately it can also be used t6 cause harm (destructively) for
instance by hitting it deliberately on someone's head. The same
accounts for this style assessment tool. It's original purpose is to use it
for evaluation and to enhance communication and conscious
awareness of one's own product style type preferences. However it
can be misused in case it is merely used as a classification or criticising
instrument.
Unfortunately it is almost impossible to develop a tool or
instrument that can never be applied in a negative sense. My only
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hope is that the positive applications outnumber the negative one's in
practice.
Some architects may argue that there is no need for such an
instrument and
should therefore not take the risk of developing a
tool that can be misused. However the legitimisation of such a tool is
as legitimate as an architect's individual style vocabulary. It can be used
to describe preferences using a formal description that is
comprehensible for non architects as well.
According to Daru (1994) the main purpose of stylistic
description in an academic setting is to understand and map the
concept of style. This can be achieved semantically (by the use of
words) or graphically (by the use of pictures). Our objective was to
develop one possible way of distinguishing product styles independent
of style periods. We need to realise however that such a descriptive
framework is still time and culture dependent and cannot claim
absolute objectiveness. What it can do is offer us a better
understanding of stylistic descriptions and allow us to develop
transparant style descriptions.
.,
.
.
Product styles can be described objectively (by the use of
observable features and characteristics of objects) and subjectively (by
the use of historical, cultural and geographical information and
interpretation). The PSAT is focusing on objective style descriptions.
These objective polythetic style descriptions have become more
feasible since the introduction of computers. The subjective
interpretations of these styles is sti[i dependent on our own individual
intelligence and creativity.

we

1.2. Product Style Type Features
Product styles refer to the style features of the designed object or
building. To assess product style type preferences an assessment tool
was implemented in the Authorware Professional developers shell
(1989). The implementation of the tools was based on the ideas of
Dondis (1973) which were conceptualised by Dari.I (1992, 1994).
Dondis (1973) described five distinctive product style types. Each type
was obtained by a polythetic description. A total of eighteen stylistic
features was used to describe the objects. These features are listed in
table 1 .
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Product Style Type Features:
Feature
Opponent feature

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Predictable
Simple
Regular
Asymmetric
Stable
Modest
Consistent
Subtle
Active

Spontaneous
Complex
Irregular
Symmetric
Unstable
Exaggerated
Various
Powerful
Passive

Table 1. Product Style Type Features. The table shows nine pairs of stylistic
features that can be used to describe object characteri,stics. Each feature in the
left column has an opponent feature in the right column. Features and their
opponents are not classified on a bipolar value scale of for instance good I bad.

A style typ~ can b~ described by a number of these features (polythetic
description). Howe,ver a style type cannot consist of an element and its
opponent at the same time. In other words features and opponent
features are mutually exclusive. Instead of using these semantic
descriptions two types of pictures can be used. Pictures of building
types and abstract compositional pictures. We preferred the latter
because pictures of existing building types can carry associative
meaning which might interfere with a formal stylistic description.
Abstract compositions are less liable to these associative
interpretations. This enables the classification and recognition of (new
and/or enhanced) style types.
The pictures were obtained from the classification by Dondis
(1973). Each feature and its opponent was matched with a stimulus
consisting of an abstract composition. These stimuli pairs will be
presented for only two seconds on a computer screen. We deliberately
use a short display time because we are interested in the intuitive
preference for one of the elements of a pair. The stimuli pairs that are
used in PSAT are shown in figures 1-9. Each pair shows an abstract
representation of the feature and its opponent of table 1. We need to
realise that what we define as product style here is what is assessed by
PSAT and is just one of a number of possible operationalisations.
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Figure 4. Asymmetric/Symmetric

Figure 5. Stable/Unstabl.e

Figure 6. Modest/Exaggerated
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Figure 9. Active/Passive
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Product Style Types

1

Exuberant

2

Expre~sive

3

Primitive
Functional
Classisistic

4

5

Table 2. Product Style Types. Dondis (1973) distinguished five visual style

types. The style types are based on a composition of the features of table 1.
Daru (1994) deliberately only used the structural features for the
product style conceptualisation because these are rriore stable and
expressive by nature.

1.3. Product Style Types
By the use of the eighteen semantic characteristics Dondis (1973)
defined five broad categories of visual style named: Expressionistic,
Decorative, Primitivistic, Functional and Classisistic. We had difficulties
with some of these conceptualisations because they still seem to refer
to style periods. We therefore replaced the term Expressionistic with
Exuberant, Decorative with Expressive and Primitivistic with Primitive
(see table 2).
To see how each product style type is constructed by a polythetic
combination of the product style features, the style types and features
are combined in a matrix (see figure 10).
b
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Expressive
Primitive
Functional
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Figure 10. Style Types and Style Features. The figure shows of which
features each style type consists. Notice that the features and their opponents
are mutually exclusive, that style types consist of a polythetic feature
description and that some features are shared by more than one style type.
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2. Reliability
The reliability of the tool was tested by asking 32 subjects to take the
test twice with a time interval of several weeks. The time interval was
assumed to be large enough to eliminate remembrance effects (each
pair was displayed for only two seconds) and short enough to
eliminate effects of preference changes. Tho~gh product style
preferences may be stable enities there is always the possibility to
change a preferences due to personal experiences o.r influences of
confrontation with new ideas or examples never encountered before.
For instance a design teacher may impose his own personal product
style preference while evaluating a student's design project. Or a
subject may have visited a building which made quite an impression
despite of the fact that it showed different features than·w~re originally
appreciated by the subject. Only two subjects showed minor deviations
from their first test score. In other wordsihe tool is assumed to be a
reliable tool for product style assessment as conceptualised in the
previous sections.

3. Validity
The validity of the tool was tested by a number of students at the
Eindhoven University of Technology. Some students used their test
scores and compared them with models and projects they designed in
earlier design studio projects. Other students asked non-architects to
describe some of their earlier design projects in terms of the product
style features. The results of these studies showed that generally
speaking PSAT is indeed assessing product style type preferences as
conceptualised in the previous sections.

4. Use and Installation of PSAT
The installation and use of the PSAT is explained in the next section.
The section also explains the software license and copyright notices
and how to obtain feedback on the results.
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==============================================
PRODUCT STYLE ASSESSMENT TOOL <O 1995
Version 2.0 for IBM-Compatibles and Macintosh
By A.P.M. van Bake!
This README.DOC file contains important information on how to
install the Windows versions of the applications as well as information
on copyrights!

==============================================
SOFIWARE LICENSE AND COPYRIGHT NOTICE!
The thesis and software described in it are copyrighted internationally
with all rights reserved. Under the copyright laws, the thesis or
software may not be copied, in whole or part without written consent
of ABAC © 1995, The Netherlands except in the normal use of the
software or thesis or to make a backup copy of the software. The
same proprietary and copyright notices must be affixed to any
permitted copies as were affixed to the originals. This exception does
not allow copies to be made for others, whether or not sold, but all of
the material purchased (with all backup copies) may be sold, given or
loaned to another person. Under the law, copying includes translating
into another language or format. You may use the software on any
computer owned by you, but extra copies cannot be made for this
purpose.

==============================================
APPLICATION PURPOSES!
This program package has been esp~cially developed to offer
individual architectural designers a communieation framework to
assess and discuss their individual strategic and product style type
preferences. It requires only 1.5 MB of free disk space on your hard
disk and Windows 3.1 ® (or higher) or Macintosh ® System 7 or
higher. Macintosh users should have a system with a super drive and
AccessPC installed to read the IBM Formatted disk. If you do not have
this amount of space available, or do not have this hard and soft ware
requirements, then press Ctr! C to terminate this installation and
contact the address below.
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None of these computer application has been developed to stigmatise
personal designing styles. Interpreting the results should therefore
always take place in the context of the original framework of the
research on Styles of Architectural Designing. To understand the
history of development a number of relevant research papers can be
obtained by sending a letter to:
ABAC
A.P.M. van Bake)
v.d. Boogaardstraat 22
5371 BC Ravenstein
The Netherlands
To obtain feedback on your personal style scores please refer to the
appendix of the thesis, contact the above address, or fax/call to:
(until 10/10/1995: +31 8867 1535)
after 10/10/1995: +31486411535 .

==============================================
INSTALLATION PROCEDURE FOR MS-WINDOWS®:
For this program to work properly with Windows ® you will need a
directory called Drive:\[Path]\SlYLES (where "Drive" is the letter of
your harddisk drive and "Path" is an optional sub directory on the
drive. To create this directory please refer to your MSDOS ®manual.
Put the program disk in Drive A: and at the DOS prompt type:
A:\ SlYL_WIN\ INSTWIN Drive:\ [Path]\ SlYLES
This will extract and copy the files:
OBJ_SlYL.EXE
SUB_SlYL.EXE
DATA_OBJ.TXT
DATA_SUB.TXT
TRIANGLE.DAT
to your Drive:\[Path]\SlYLES directory.
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Do not change or delete any of these files at any time, for this might
cause runtime errors. The program will create encoded personal data
files in a text format in the application directory:
Drive:\[Path]\STYLES. Of course these files should also be copied on
the disk that you send back to the developer of these applications in
case you want feedback on your personal preferences. To run the
applications please refer to your Windows ® Manual.

==============================================
INSTALLATION PROCEDURE FOR MACINTOSH®:
For this program to work properly with a Macintosh ® you will need
System 7 or higher, A SuperDrive and AccessPC ®to read this IBM
® Formatted diskette. Put the program disk in Floppy Drive A: and
copy the files and the MAC folder to the harddisk drive. The files that
will be copied are:
OBJ_STYL.PKG
SUB_STYL.PKG
DATA_OBJ.TXT
DATA_SUB.TXT
TRIANGLE.DAT
RUNAPM
MAT.lNOV
Do not change or delete any of these files at any time, for this might
cause runtime errors. The program will create encoded personal data
files in a text format in the application folder STYLES on your
harddisk. Of course these files should also be copied on the disk that
you send back to the developer of these applications in case you want
feedback on your personal preferences. To run the applications
double click the specific program icon in the STYLES folder on your
harddisk. I hope you enjoy using these applications!
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1. Strategic Style Assessment Tool
1.1. Introduction
In this appendix I will briefly discuss the implementation, use and
application of an instrument for the assessment of working style
preferences implemented in the Authorware Professional (1989)
developers shell. The application enables architects, architecture
students and teachers to assess and evaluate their personally preferred
strategic working style.
The Strategic Style Assessment Tool (SSAT) offers the architect a
possible framework to discuss his personally preferred working style
with colleagues, design partners or principals. The outcome of an
SSAT session enables teachers to adapt their didactic approach to the
preferences of their students. It can track a change of prefered design
approaches during design education. This makes the students
conscious of their own preferences and affinities. It is up to the
architect, architecture student and ·teacher whether they want to
enhance, change or compensate those preoccupations with respect to
their working style preferences. In the design studio this style
knowledge can also be used to establish adequate and workable design
teams.
In Appendix B a note was made on the possible missuse of the
instrument. That same note accounts here. The original purpose of
SSAT is to use it to discuss and evaluate personal strategic working
styles. For architecture students this can be beneficial because they
might want to try out a different approach and feel what it is like to
design from a different strategic point of view. For design teachers it
can be useful to realise that that there is not just one ideal design
strategy and they should appreciate and evaluate different strategies of
students accordingly.
Some architectural designers may argue that there is no surplus
value to architectural designing with the application of such an
instrument. Perhaps these designers are right. But as we have seen in
Part II and III there are also architects who like to explain and discuss
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their design approach with for instance a principal. Since most
principals are unfamiliar with their role of principal and do not possess
the architect's jargon, a formal and transparant framework to discuss
design approach~s might be very welcome indeed. Results of SSAT
can be used to describe preferences using a formal description that is
comprehensible for non architects as well.
Previously 1discussed that the main purpose of working style
descriptions in an academic setting is to understand and map the
concept of style.Jn Part II Interviews, card sorting techniques and
protocol.analyses were used to obtain design strategies. These
techniques are very time consuming. Since people are conscious
aware of their strategic system (Hettema, 1991) and can report about
it, I developed SSAT to assess priority hierarchies based on the results
of the studies in Part II and III. It takes only 20 minutes to take SSAT
which is much less time consuming than taking an interview .and
analyse the protocol. The results of SSAT are a strategic priority
hierarchy and a working style profile of an architectural designer.
Again we need to .realise that such a descriptive framework for
working styles is still time and culture dependent and cannot claim
absolute objectiveness. Who knows which style determining featu res
comprise working styles in the year 2095. However what it can do is
offer us a better understanding of contemporary stylistic descriptions
and allow us to develop transparant style descriptions which are
accessible for non architects aswell.
Working styles can be described objectively (by the use of
contemporary features and general characteristics of working
strategies) and subjectively (by the use of personal descriptions of the
individual designer). The SSAT is focusing on objective style
descriptions using the general style determining features. This
objective description may be especially appreciated by architecture
students who are still learning how to design and to develop their own
personal strategic working style. It is believed here that it can
contribute to the communication process on design projects between
architectural designers but especially to those who are non architects.
The subjective interpretations, descriptions and implications of
working styles are still dependent on our own individual intelligence
and creativity and perhaps will remain the most important instrument
for architects. It is this subjective vocabulary which may introduce
change and new developments in strategic styles.
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1.2. Strategic & Context Style Features
Working style features refer to the style features of the design process
to distinguish strategic styles in a design context. To assess working
style preferences an assessment tool was implemented in the
Authorware Professional developers shell (1989). The implementation
of the tools was based on the results of the studies described in Part II
and II. In the studies described in Part II five distinctive features were
found of which three were of particular importance to describe design
strategies. The other two features were related to the context in which
the design process takes place. These five features are used by SSAT
to describe the working style of an architectural designer. These
features are listed in table 1.
Working Style Features:
Strategy Features
Context features
Site (S)
Domain Knowledge (D)
Program (P)
Concept (C)

Other Parties (0)

Table 1. Working Style Features. The table shows five working style features
that can be used to describe architectural design styles. Each feature in the left
column pertains to the design strategy. The features in the right column pertain
to the design context.

A working style can be described by a priority hierarchy of these
features. Combining five features in different priority hierarchies
enables us to classify and distinguish 6 different strategic styles and
120 different working styles. The features are displayed on a computer
screen and subjects are asked to create a priority hierarchy and
explain their choices. The screen listing the features is shown in figure
1. Once the subjects have created a priority ·hierarchy and explained
their preferences the strategic style result is shown in a triangle as was
discussed in Part Ill figure 13.
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Figure 1. Hierarchy selection screen. The figure shows six buttons that allow
the subject to express his preferred working style. Five buttons are related to
the features found in Part II. An additional button is available to introduce
possible new working style distinguishing features. The five buttons on top can
only be clicked once. A new feature can be introduced at any time.

1.3. Strategic Working Styles
Combining the three different strategic style determining features 'S',
'P' and 'C' in different priority hierarchies results in siX: different
strategic working styles of architectural designing: SPC, SCP, PSC,
PCS, CSP and CPS. In Part II six names for these codes were
introduced: 'Pragmatic', 'Convergent' , 'Syntactic', 'Feasibility' , 'Iconic'
and 'Analogic' respectively .

Site (S)
Program (P)

Concept (C)

•• •• •• •• •• ••
• • • • ••

Figure 2. Strategic Priorities. The features SP and C combined in different
priority hierarchies result in six distinguishable strategic design styles.
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If we take into account the context features as well we can distinguish
5! = 120 different working styles of architectural designing. The
different strategic style feature priorities are shown in figure 2.

2. Reliabilty
The reliability of the tool was tested by asking 28 subjects to take the
test and compare the results with the ASQ-FASD SR questionnaire.
Subjects showed significantly similar feature profile distributions of
SSAT as was previously obtained by ASQ-FASD. In other words the
tool is assumed to be a reliable tool for product style assessment as
conceptualised in the previous sections.

3. Validity
The validity of the tool was tested by a number of students at the
Eindhoven University of Technology. Some students used their test
scores and compared them with journals of earlier design studio
projects. The results of these studies showed that generally speaking
SSAT is indeed assessing working style preferences as conceptualised
in previous sections of Part II and III of this dissertation.

4. Use and Installation of SSAT
For the installation of the SSAT I would like to refer to Appendix B.
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Samenvatting
Deze dissertatie beschrijft een empirisch wetenschappelijk
onderzoek naar strategische ontwerpwerkstijlen van architecten.
De experimenten werden uitgevoerd binnen een multidisciplinair
kader van twee faculteiten. De Faculteit der Bouwkunde van de
Technische Universiteit Eindhoven en de Faculteit der Sociale
Wetenschappen van de Katholieke Universiteit Brabant. De
uitvoering en financiering van het project vond plaats onder
supervisie van het SOBU (Samenwerkings Org;;ian Brabantse
Universiteiten). De dissertatie bestaat uit vijf delen een appendix en
een computer diskette met twee stijlmeters. Elk dee! van de
dissertatie is toegespitst op een specifieke doelgroep.
Deel I geeft een korte beschrijving van het begrip stijl in het
algemeen, stijl in ontwerpen, stijl in architectonisch ontwerpen en
de diverse studies over dit onderwerp. Het zou onmogelijk zijn in
een tijdsbestek van slechts vier jaar alles wat er over Stijl te lezen en
bezien valt samen te vatten in een hoofdstuk van een dissertatie.
Daarom betreft het hier slechts een greep uit het grote aanbod. De
auteur heeft hierbij getracht de meest relevante aspecten over het
stijlbegrip in het kader van het werkstijlonderzoek in dit dee! samen
te vatten. Het dee! geeft tevens aan hoe dit onderzoek zich
onderscheidt van andere stijlonderzoeken in architectonische
ontwerp-processen en wat de relevantie van kennis over stijlen kan
zijn voor diverse doelgroepen. Een apart hoofdstuk in dit dee! is
gewijd aan de onderzoeksmethodologie. Deel I is daarom met name
interessant voor: ontwerpers, ontwerp-onderzoekers,
opdrachtgevers, docenten, studenten, software ontwikkelaars en
archi tectu urcri ti ci.
Deel II geeft een beschrijving van de exploratieve top down en
bottom up onderzoeken die uitgevoerd zijn om de mogelijke
deterrninanten van de strategische ontwerpwerkstijlen te
achterhalen. Bij de exploratieve benadering is gekozen voor een
model- en implementatie-onafhankelijke aanpak en was de
aandacht met name gericht op de architectenpraktijk zelf. Deze
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benadering had de voorkeur boven een benadering vanuit een
ontwerp-methode, om niet a priori de existentie van een bepaalde
werkstijl uit te sluiten. Elf ervaren architecten hebben een reeks van
experimenten uitgevoerd en gewerkt aan een ontwerp-opdracht
waarin zij gevraagd werden een kinderdagverblijf te ontwerpen. Bij
al deze taken is gebruik gemaakt van het registreren en analyseren
van hardopdenk-protocollen. Het strategische stijlaspect behandelt
de persoonlijke voorkeuren met betrekking tot het plan van
activiteiten en beslissingscriteria welke verantwoordelijk zijn voor de
verschillen in ontwerpwerkstijlen van architecten. De in de
protocollen gevonden determinanten resulteren in zes mogelijke
hierarchisch bepaalde strategische ontwerpwerkstijlen in een
bepaalde context. Ook is gebleken dat strategische domeinkennis
verschillend gerepresenteerd is in het lange termijn geheugen van
de individuele ontwerper. Dit deel II zal met name interessant zijn
voor: architecten, ontwerp-onderzoekers en kennistechnologen.
In deel III van het onderzoek werd een speciaal ontwikkelde
Stimulus Response (SR) vragenlijst gebruikt om te ,achterhalen welk
persoonlijkheidsmodel het meest geschikt was om strategische
stijlverschillen in het architectonisch ontwerp-proces te verklaren.
De modellen die getoetst werden zijn achtereenvolgens het
lnteractionistische Model, het Situatie Model en het Persoons
Model. De vragenlijst was geent op de resultaten uit het
exploratieve onderzoek uit deel II. Het meest rigide
persoonlijkheidsmodel, namelijk het "Persoons Model" bleek het
meest geschikt te zijn om strategische verschillen te verklaren. Dit
was een van de aanleidingen om te kijken of stijlen samenhangen
met persoonlijkheids-kenmerken zoals bijvoorbeeld
temperamenten. Uit de resultaten bleek dat verschillende
strategische ontwerpwerkstijlen inderdaad correleerden met een of
meerdere verschillende temperamenten. Dit derde deel zal met
name interessant zijn voor: persoonlijkheidsleer psychologen en
lezers die in het bijzonder ge"interesseerd zijn in
generaliseerbaarheids-modellen.
In deel IV zijn een aantal experimenten beschreven waarmee
geprobeerd is aan te tonen hoe het onderwijsleerprogramma aan
architectuuropleidingen haar invloed uitoefent op strategische
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processtijl-voorkeuren van studenten. Het vierde dee! beschrijft
tevens een model wat gebruikt is om de stabiliteit van ontwerpstrategien te toetsen. Ook is getoetst hoe voorkeuren voor gebouwstijlen samenhangen met voorkeuren voor strategische
ontwerpwerkstijlen en wat de invloed van deze voorkeuren is op de
samenwerking in een ontwerp-team. 52 studenten uit drie staten
van de V.S. en Nederland participeerden in dit onderzoek. Uit de
resultaten bleek dat het curriculum inderdaad een zekere invloed
uitoefent op de strategische werkstijlen maar dat studenten tevens
proberen hun voorkeurs-strategie zoveel mogelijk te handhaven. De
voorkeur voor een strategische werkstijl bleek onafhankelijk te zijn
van de voorkeur voor een productstijl-type. Met betrekking tot de
keuze van een ontwerp-partner is gebleken dat studenten een
partner prefereren met eenzelfde productstijl voorkeur en dat zij
onverschillig waren met betrekking tot de werkstijl voorkeur van
een partner. Dit dee! IV is met name interessant voor: docenten,
decanen, studenten, architectenbureau's en ontwerp-teams en
andere direct bij het ontwerp-proces betrokken instanties.
Deel V tenslotte vat de belangrijkste conclusies samen. Voor een
aantal groepen waarvoor kennis over stijlen van belang zou kunnen
zijn, wordt ingegaan op de consequenties en implicaties van de
resultaten. In dit dee! wordt ook kort ingegaan op een mogelijke
vervolgstudie naar het tactische aspect van ontwerpwerkstijlen. Dit
dee! V is met name interessant voor: ontwerpers, opdrachtgevers,
docenten, studenten, ontwerp-onderzoekers, softwareontwikkelaars en architectuurcritici.
In appendix A worden de resultaten van een ontvouwings-analyse
gegeven. Het bleek dat twee onderliggende dimensies
onderscheiden kunnen worden om strategische werkstijlen te
classificeren. Deze dimensies waren echter niet echt pregnant. In
appendix B en C worden twee computerapplicaties beschreven
welke ontwikkeld en gebruikt zijn in het onderzoek naar
Ontwerpwerkstijlen van Architecten. Deze applicaties zijn op
diskette leverbaar voor zowel Macintosh (System 7 .x) als MS
Windows (versie 3.x).
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